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Explanatory note

CSW has always used the name ‘Burma’, rather than the official name of the country, ‘Myanmar’, and continues to do so. Ever since the military regime changed the name to Myanmar in 1989, one year after the bloody suppression of pro-democracy demonstrations, Aung San Suu Kyi and the National League for Democracy (NLD), and many of the country’s ethnic nationalities, requested the international community not to adopt the military’s name, arguing that the regime had no mandate to change the name of the country. Although Aung San Suu Kyi and the NLD are now in government, it is unclear what their wishes are, and so we tend to use Burma and Myanmar interchangeably, depending on the context. In this report we use Burma throughout, except when directly quoting sources which themselves use Myanmar. Similarly we use the name ‘Rangoon’ for the country’s formal capital and major city, except where the official name ‘Yangon’ is used in direct quotations.

Much of the research for this report was conducted first hand by CSW, through visits to Burma and its borders, interviewing ethnic and religious minorities, Buddhist monks, civil society and refugees. However, given the scale of the topic, and limitations on access to some areas, we have referred to information researched and published by other human rights groups and international organisations, notably the United Nations, the US Commission on International Religious Freedom, Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, Fortify Rights and the Burma Human Rights Network. Whenever we have included material published by another organisation, we have cited and acknowledged it fully. This report is, therefore, a combination of CSW’s own first-hand research and a synthesis of information from other sources.

CSW is grateful to several partners in Burma who assisted with research for this report. For security reasons we are unable to name them, but we wish to acknowledge their contribution. CSW also wishes to acknowledge the contribution of Johnny Patterson to the research and writing of this report.
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Burma’s identity crisis

At the heart of Burma’s conflict is the question of its identity – a question reflected in the continuing debate over the name of the country. Does Burma wish to be a multi-ethnic, multi-religious society in which the diversity of different ethnicities and religions is celebrated and people of all races and religions are granted equal rights, or does it wish to be a Burman-Buddhist nation which at best tolerates non-Burmans and non-Buddhists, or worse, seeks to repress, restrict and drive them out? Does it wish to be a democracy which respects the dignity and rights of all human beings, or does it wish to continue as a repressive dictatorship made even more repressive by religiously-fuelled hatred of the kind that led the country’s most prominent Buddhist monk, Sitagu Sayadaw, to tell the military in a sermon broadcast live on television to over a quarter of a million people that it is not a sin for Buddhists to kill non-Buddhists? Does it wish to be a society which sees people as human beings, or one where Christians are listed in an ‘ABC’ of dangers to society alongside HIV/AIDS and Hepatitis B?

Freedom of thought, conscience and religion as it is set out in Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, or freedom of religion or belief as it is more commonly known, is a foundational human right in any democratic, free society. Yet in Burma today, that basic right is restricted and in some respects denied, through legislation, regulations, hate speech, discrimination, intimidation and violence.

There are four principle drivers of religious intolerance in Burma today. Firstly, a rise in Burman-Buddhist nationalism, based on the concept that to be Burmese is to be Buddhist and fuelled by a visceral hatred of Muslims in particular and Christians to a lesser extent. This is driven principally by certain Buddhist monks and their preaching, and is very influential in parts of society. Secondly, the military has long used ethnic and religious identity to stoke conflict and strengthen their power. Thirdly, commercial interests have led to a resentment of Muslim businesses and a call for people to boycott them. And fourthly, civilian politicians – of various political parties – some of whom share the Buddhist nationalist agenda, and others who may be more moderate but lack the political will or courage to confront it.

In Burma, religion and ethnicity are intertwined and very difficult to separate. Many of the violations of freedom of religion or belief in Burma occur in the context of ethnic and political conflict. At times cases of religious discrimination and persecution are clear to see; at other times it is difficult to differentiate between religious and racial hatred or, especially in the case of the military, between religiously-motivated violence and the wider conflict. It is also important to remember that Buddhists among the ethnic minorities – Shan, Mon and Raikhine in particular – suffer at the hands of Burmanisation. What we can be clear about is that ethnic and religious minorities in Burma have endured, and continue to face, severe violations of human rights, including freedom of religion or belief.

The international community is now well aware of the genocide against the predominantly Muslim Rohingyas. But while their plight is certainly the most egregious, it is by no means the only illustration of religious intolerance or religiously-motivated violence or hatred in Burma. Throughout Burma, Muslims who are not Rohingyas have been the targets of hate speech and violence, and Christians also face restrictions, discrimination and abuse. Buddhists themselves who try to counter extremist Buddhist nationalism face dangers too.

There is no shortage of reports on specific aspects of the ethnic and religious conflicts in Burma, particularly the plight of the Rohingyas and the wider persecution of Muslims. There are, however, few reports which attempt to provide as comprehensive an account as possible of violations of freedom of religion or belief throughout the country. This report is an attempt to do this. There will inevitably be some issues or examples which it has not been possible to include, but this report aims to examine the sources of intolerance, the role of legislation, the impact on Muslims and Christians throughout the country, the response of the international community, and ways forward.

If Burma is to have any hope of moving forward, religious intolerance must be confronted. Perpetrators of crimes against humanity must be held accountable, persecutors of hate must be countered and brought to justice, and those brave civil society activists and few religious leaders who do try to defend freedom of religion or belief and promote inter-religious harmony must be supported.

Executive summary

Burma (Myanmar) has been ruled for over half a century by a succession of military regimes which have consistently committed grave violations of human rights. Burma has also endured over 60 years of civil war between the military and many of the ethnic nationalities who seek autonomy and federalism. In 2015 a new civilian government was elected, in the first credible democratic elections in a quarter of a century; and the leader of the country’s democracy movement, Aung San Suu Kyi, a Nobel Peace Prize Laureate who spent 15 years cumulatively under house arrest, became the de facto head of government. Hopes were raised that a new era of democracy had arrived, in which human rights would be protected and peace achieved. After just three years in office, those hopes have been dashed as repression and the abuse of human rights continue, and peace seems further away than ever. Instead of democratisation, Burma has witnessed genocide and crimes against humanity.

The Union recognizes the special position of Buddhism as the faith professed by the great majority of the citizens of the Union.

The arduous process of peacebuilding and national reconciliation can only advance through a commitment to justice and respect for human rights... The future of Myanmar must be peace, a peace based on respect for the dignity and rights of each member of society, respect for each ethnic group and its identity, respect for the rule of law, and respect for a democratic order that enables each individual and every group – none excluded – to offer its legitimate contribution to the common good.

Pope Francis in an address to government authorities, civil society activists and diplomats in Naypyidaw, 28 November 2017

Article 361 of the 2008 constitution
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Introduction

Burma, officially known as Myanmar, is a multi-ethnic, multi-religious society in which Buddhism is the majority belief but Christianity, Islam, Hinduism and Animism also have a significant presence. For over half a century Burma has been ruled by a succession of military regimes and, despite hopes of democratisation since 2011, even with a civilian-led government the military remains dominant. And ever since Burma’s independence on 4 January 1948, the country has endured political, ethnic and religious conflict.

Recommendations

To tackle religious intolerance and protect and promote freedom of religion or belief in Burma, CSW recommends the following actions:

To the government of Burma (Myanmar)

• Hold the perpetrators of crimes against humanity, war crimes and genocide accountable and ensure they are brought to justice.

• Review and repeal or reform all discriminatory and repressive laws which restrict freedom of religion or belief, freedom of expression, freedom of peaceful assembly and other basic human rights.

• Prioritise judicial reform and the provision of legal assistance to religious and ethnic minorities.

• Consult with civil society and religious leaders and invest in practical initiatives to promote interfaith dialogue, harmony and reconciliation at a grassroots level.

• Review the education system and curriculum, to ensure that Burma’s young people are taught about other religions in an accurate and fair way that promotes mutual understanding and prevents misunderstandings that fuel hostilities.

• Review and consider implementation of the Rabat Plan of Action on the prohibition of advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence, the Beirut Declaration on ‘Faith for Rights’ and other international mechanisms for the protection and promotion of freedom of religion or belief.

• Introduce legislation to address hate speech, while being careful to protect and enhance freedom of expression.

• Establish a commission to address religious discrimination in government, particularly in regard to immigration, identity cards and employment practices, and to promote non-discrimination in the workplace.

• Invite the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, the EU Special Envoy for the promotion of freedom of religion or belief outside the EU, the US Ambassador-at-Large for International Religious Freedom, the US Commission on International Religious Freedom and other international envoys, representatives and mechanisms for freedom of religion or belief to visit the country, with unhindered and unrestricted access to all parts of the country, for a dialogue with the government, civil society and religious leaders.

To the international community

• Establish a mechanism to ensure accountability for the perpetrators of crimes against humanity, war crimes and genocide.

• Impose carefully targeted sanctions on key individuals within the military known to have ordered or been complicit with or perpetrated crimes against humanity, war crimes and genocide.

• Urge the government of Burma to review and repeal or reform all discriminatory and repressive laws which restrict freedom of religion or belief, freedom of expression, freedom of peaceful assembly and other basic human rights.

• Urge the government of Burma to prioritise judicial reform and the provision of legal assistance to religious and ethnic minorities.

• Consult with civil society and religious leaders in Burma and invest in practical initiatives to promote interfaith dialogue, harmony and reconciliation at a grassroots level.

• Urge the government of Burma to review the education system and curriculum, to ensure that Burma’s young people are taught about other religions in an accurate and fair way that promotes mutual understanding and prevents misunderstandings that fuel hostilities.

• Urge the government of Burma to review and consider implementation of the Rabat Plan of Action on the prohibition of advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence, the Beirut Declaration on ‘Faith for Rights’ and other international mechanisms for the protection and promotion of freedom of religion or belief.

• Urge the government to introduce legislation to address hate speech, while being careful to protect and enhance freedom of expression.

• Urge the government to establish a commission to address religious discrimination in government, particularly in regard to immigration, identity cards and employment practices, and to promote non-discrimination in the workplace.

• Support initiatives to strengthen the capacity and awareness of policy-makers and government officials in regard to freedom of religion or belief.

• Urge the government of Burma to invite the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, the EU Special Envoy for the promotion of freedom of religion or belief outside the EU, the US Ambassador-at-Large for International Religious Freedom, the US Commission on International Religious Freedom and other international envoys, representatives and mechanisms for freedom of religion or belief to visit Burma, with unhindered and unrestricted access to all parts of the country, for a dialogue with the government, civil society and religious leaders.
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In 2010 Burma's democracy leader and Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Aung San Suu Kyi was released from house arrest, and the following year the president at the time, former General Thein Sein, began a process of engagement with her, introducing political reforms, including the release of political prisoners, ceasing fire with armed ethnic resistance groups, and a relaxation of restrictions on the media and civil society. In 2015 the country’s first credible democratic elections in 20 years resulted in an overwhelming majority for Aung San Suu Kyi's party, the National League for Democracy (NLD), leading to the inauguration of a new civilian-led government. Under Burma’s 2008 constitution, however, the military retains control of three key ministries – home affairs, border affairs and defence – and have 25% of the seats in the legislature reserved for them.

In 2012, just as what appeared to be a process of political reform was beginning, a campaign against the predominantly Muslim Rohingya escalated, resulting in horrific violence in Sittwe, Rakhine State, in June and October 2012. The previous year, the military broke a 17-year ceasefire with the predominantly Christian Kachin armed resistance, and unleashed a major offensive in northern Burma. In 2013 anti-Muslim violence broke out in other parts of the country, including Meiktila, Lashio, Oakkan, Bago and Mandalay. In 2015, in their final months in office, Thein Sein’s government passed legislation known as the ‘Protection of Race and Religion Laws’, which severely restricts the rights to religious conversion and inter-religious marriage. Since then, under the new NLD government, religious intolerance has continued; and the crisis facing the Rohingyas escalated into a military offensive in October 2016 and August 2017 that the United Nations has described as ethnic cleansing, crimes against humanity and possibly genocide.

It is the Rohingyas’ plight that has caught the attention of the world, partly because it is the most egregious and partly because almost the entire Rohingya population was driven out of their homes in Rakhine State, across the border into Bangladesh, where at least one million are now living as refugees.

However, what fewer people in the international community have realised is that, while the assault on the Rohingyas is especially appalling, and widely regarded as genocidal, religious and racial hatred in Burma is not by any means confined to this. The wider Muslim population in Burma, who are not Rohingyas, have been targeted by a widespread campaign of hatred, including the preaching of hate speech by Buddhist monks, sporadic outbreaks of violence, discrimination in economic, educational and societal circles, restrictions on identity cards and citizenship rights, restrictions on freedom of religion or belief especially in terms of the construction or renovation of mosques or in some cases even the use of mosques for prayers, and the declaration of villages in different parts of the country as ‘Muslim-free zones’.1

Christians have also faced restrictions, discrimination and persecution. In 2007 CSW published a report titled ‘Carrying the Cross: The military regime’s campaign of restrictions, discrimination and persecution against Christians, and the situation has continued. Although there may have been some symbolic improvements, such as the appointment of an ethnic Chin Christian as the country’s Vice President under the new government, and a relaxation of the ban on construction of crosses in Chin State, restrictions on the construction of churches, occasional incidents of violence against Christians, and the targeting of churches in Kachin areas as part of the armed conflict continue. The appointment of an ethnic Chin Christian as Vice President is symbolically important because until then non-Burman ethnic groups and especially non-Buddhists could not receive promotion to the military or government beyond the rank of Major. Nevertheless, on the ground there has been little change.

Religious freedom is a foundational human right but we do not enjoy it, because of hate speech. The root cause is the lack of education, and the system is being destroyed by the military. If the government can improve education, hate speech will decline.’

A Muslim in Kalay, 2016

Although Hindus have been less affected, according to the Burma Human Rights Network, ‘Harrassment of Muslims in Burma’, September 2017, p.41-50 Muslim families in the ward where we lived on the outskirts of Yangon. At school, I was the only Muslim kid in class. In our classroom, I was often referred to as kalar, a racial epithet commonly used against people of South Asian descent. There were times when my Buddhist teacher at the government school would tell the whole class – while looking at me straight in the eyes – how kalar were bad people…One teacher would also come into the classroom, frown, sniff and say the room stank of ‘kalar scent’. I was often told by kids to go back to kalar pyoo (meaning kalar country or kingdom) because Burma is a Buddhist country, and some would tell me that I would be force-fed pork if I did not behave well. In my teenage years, I began to think more about identity. I would ask myself, why am I being treated like this?...The real question is, how do we, the minorities, reclaim a sense of belonging to this country that we consider home. Moreover, as challenging as it may seem, how do we persuade the majority ethnic and religious community, Bamar Buddhists, to support an inclusive common identity?’

He adds that Burma lacks ‘a strong, inclusive national identity’, and that minorities are regarded by the majority Bamar Buddhists as ‘guests’, and he emphasises that ‘the belief that Muslims are essentially ‘foreigners’ begins in the classroom. Prior to Win Sein’s seizure of power in 1962, Burma had one of the best education systems in Southeast Asia, but under military rule, the education system existed largely to transmit military propaganda. As a result, the history textbooks still used in government schools are highly inaccurate and often portray ruthless Bamar kings as ‘heroes’, ethnic minorities as ‘rebels’ and ‘savages’, and Muslims and anyone of South Asian descent as ‘intruders’. He concludes that ‘building a shared national identity will be a challenging task – but it is an essential one. It will take years to dismantle decades of the discriminatory policies and transform the education system. Schools should highlight the benefits of diversity…The government should not embrace pluralism…Ultimately, the idea that ‘to be Burmese is to be Bamar and Buddhist’ should be supplanted by a broader notion – that ‘to be Burmese is to be born in Burma’. Only then can we create the inclusive and cohesive society to which we aspire.’

Protecting and promoting freedom of religion or belief, as set out in Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, is of foundational importance to any democracy. If Burma is to have any prospect of democratisation, for which hopes were raised between 2011-2016 but have been dramatically set back in recent years, it must find just and durable solutions to its biggest challenge: how to build a nation based on the principle of unity in diversity, a country that is truly multi-ethnic and multi-religious, where people of different beliefs and ethnicities can be equal citizens and peaceful neighbours to each other.

Footnotes
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Sources of intolerance

Religious intolerance is one of the biggest challenges facing Burma today. It has been stoked by the military and the government in Burma for decades. An anti-Muslim, anti-Christian Buddhist nationalism has been encouraged by authorities and peddled with impunity by extremist monks who have been given a considerable platform and whose preaching is seldom challenged. Violence has divided communities and made people more susceptible to believing these narratives. In its most extreme form, this has resulted in genocide and crimes against humanity against the Muslim Rohingya people in Rakhine State.

But in other parts of the country, religious hatred against other Muslims and Christians festers. There are few signs of hope today, even though the Buddhist Sangha condemned the Buddhist nationalist group Ma Ba Tha in July 2016, and Burma’s de facto head of government, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, spoke of her desire to confront religious hatred after winning the elections in 2015. Civil society initiatives, interfaith dialogue and the efforts of some religious leaders to counter intolerance continue, although they are less vocal today than a few years ago.

This chapter will examine the sources of intolerance and identify four factors behind religious persecution and discrimination. Initially it is important to consider Buddhist nationalist theology, in order to generate an understanding of how the peaceful teachings of Buddha have been shaped into an extremist ideology. This will be followed with a consideration of the politicisation of Buddhism and the resulting rise of extremist nationalist groups, looking at their history and the space that has been opened for them in public discourse. The analysis will then consider how nationalists have used multiple platforms to spread hate speech, considering how social media, material culture, preaching, print and television have all been appropriated for the nationalist cause. CSW interviews will show how incidents of violence have fuelled intolerance in areas that were torn apart in 2013-2014 and in subsequent years. Finally, the chapter will end with a consideration of the extent of intolerance. It must be emphasised that there are some limits on intolerance; some Buddhist monks have a more pluralistic vision for society and there are activists and religious leaders in Burma who oppose extremism and work for reconciliation. However, they are usually working alone, with very limited resources and at considerable risk, in contrast with the ultra-nationalist monks who are well-coordinated, well-protected and well-resourced.

Buddhist nationalist theology

Theravada Buddhism is practised by approximately 89% of the Burmese population, and by the majority of ethnic Burmans who make up 68% of the nation. While official census figures should not be trusted as authoritative, given that Burma does not have the infrastructure or the political will to run an objective census, there is no doubt that Theravada Buddhism is the religion of the overwhelming majority of people in Burma.

In recent years Theravada Buddhist monks have been both leaders of movements for democracy, peace and reconciliation as well as nationalist attacks on Muslims and Christians. How can this be the case?

Theravada Buddhism is a diverse religion which does not have a single doctrinal statement. The Buddhist nationalist ideas which currently drive inter-religious tension derive their authority from the Theravada Buddhist tradition, but should not be seen to represent the views of all or even the majority of Theravada Buddhists.

At the core of Buddhist ethics is a mandate to be compassionate and peaceful. As a result, there is a strong argument for an ethic which promotes religious tolerance. The four principles which allow one to take the eight-fold path are the byama-so toya in Burmese:

- **Meta** – loving kindness
- **Karuna** – compassion
- **Mudita** – sympathetic joy
- **Upekkha** – equanimity

If followed, these should foster an ethic which promotes harmony and peace rather than destructive tendencies and often Theravada Buddhist monks have been the leading voices in promoting equality and peace. Even those leading the more intolerant Buddhist nationalist movement are aware that their actions do not always fall in line with this ethical framework. Ashin Sada Ma, a 969 monk, remarked that forbidding inter-religious marriages was ‘not the traditional Buddhist way’.

U Wirathu, the most prominent extremist Buddhist nationalist monk, has admitted that the action of buying only Buddhist goods is not the Burmese way, commenting that ‘It is not the Burmese way, but a Muslim way, and they practice this… If they support their own shops, why won’t we Buddhist [sic] do the same?’

The reason that nationalist monks continue with their actions is because of another tradition of Theravada Buddhism: it can be acceptable to take actions against non-Buddhist communities if they are undertaken in defence of the Sasana. The Pali word Sasana refers broadly to Buddhist religion, but could be understood as including the entire Buddhist community and the Buddha’s teaching. Without the Sasana, enlightenment is impossible; this means that its defence is critically important. Over centuries in Theravada Buddhist kingdoms, the health of the polity and the religion has been understood to be ‘interdependent’. The state and the leaders have recognised it is their duty to create an environment conducive to the wellbeing of religion. This is a tradition with precedent stretching as far back as
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The politicisation of Buddhism under the military

From 1962, successive military regimes used Buddhism as a political tool. Generals from the junta made a show of attending Buddhist festivals, giving alms at the monasteries and building pagodas in order to give themselves a public image as committed Buddhists. They also planted military intelligence operatives in the Buddhist Sangha in order to influence the religious authorities and use their apparent piety in order to legitimise their rule.

Theravada Buddhist monks have long been accustomed to playing an important role in Burmese politics, shaping the political culture. Theravada monks have been key figures in Burmese political life, serving as government officials, monks as resistors of colonial rule ultimately consolidated their influence when that period ended. Though the military regime attempted to implement a form of socialism, the influence of monks ensured that it was a Buddhist socialism. Modern Burmese share the same meritocratic and value-based traditions as Thailand.

5. State power: After successfully using these above methods and [the] majority of the people become Muslim, to take state power.12

The rise of Buddhist nationalism since 2011

The transition towards a fragile quasi-democracy has increased, not diminished, the power of Buddhist nationalism. The evolving political landscape since 2011 has increased the power of Theravada Buddhist monks. The expansion of space for civil society has magnified the power of the voices of religious leaders in Burma. Furthermore, the USDPA, the party run by the military junta which took power in 1962, had to find ways to appeal to the population, and to associate themselves with the popularity of Aung San Suu Kyi. They have positioned themselves as the party which ‘defends race and religion’, appealing increasingly aggressively to a populist nationalist form of Buddhism and giving patronage to extremists. Ma Ba Tha and other nationalist groups have flourished in recent years as a result.

The current government’s minister for religious affairs and culture, ex-minister Thura Aung Ko, has admitted that the USDPA ‘over-promoted’ Buddhism. He has a very mixed record in regard to freedom of religion or belief, publicly claiming that he would ensure the ‘equality of the four major faiths’ while still focusing policy almost solely on support for monastic schools and the promotion and protection of Buddhist heritage sites. However, in November 2018 he accused the Rohingya of being ‘brainwashed’ into ‘marching’ on Buddhist majority Burma. Speaking at the funeral of the founder of the DKBA, the Buddhist monk U Thuzana, Thura Aung Ko described Islam as an ‘extreme religion’. He said: ‘Recently, my master, Ywama Sayadaw Ashin Tilokabhivamsa, inculcated me with good advice on protecting race (Buddhists) and Buddhism. For the duty of protecting race and Buddhism is necessarily a national concern for every Buddhist without failing. So that I [am] gracefully pleased to obey his command.’ The Chin Human Rights Organisation reported in 2008 that Thura Aung Ko, serving as the SPDC’s deputy minister for religious Affairs, was accused of raping a Chin school teacher during his campaign visit to Chin State in the referendum on the country’s new constitution.23

Presenting themselves as the protectors of Buddhism, the SPDC encouraged and instigated violence against Muslims and Christians to divert public attention away from economic or political concerns and generate political support, both from Burmese and ethnic minority Buddhists. Muslims and Christians were treated as a third ‘Shiite’ group who had no right to the state religion or belief and committed a catalogue of human rights violations against them including forced labour, extortion, forced relocation, arbitrary arrest, torture, rape and summary executions.24

A notable example of the success of politicised Buddhism was in Karen State where they used a policy of divide and rule to split the ethnic Karen opposition group (see chapter on Christians). The formation of the Democratic Karen Buddhist Army (DKBA), a Karen Buddhist group allied with the SPDC, enabled the power of politicised Buddhism to reinforce SPDC power.25 In Karen State the DKBA worked with the SPDC to systematically abuse Muslim and Christian Karen. The DKBA were involved in the destruction of mosques and churches, and the forced relocation of Muslim and Christian villagers; DKBA soldiers tried to force Muslims to worship Buddhist monks and construct Buddhist altars.26

Fear of non-Buddhists has thus been promoted by the state for decades and has led to the rise of widespread suspicion of non-Buddhists and left space in public discourse for the spreading of anti-Muslim and anti-Christian hate speech. Indeed, for many years anti-Muslim pamphlets have been circulating immediately before elections.27

Traditions of Buddhism in Myanmar

1.1 Christianity. The first contact of Burmese with the Christian religion through BurmeseConverts was in Rangoon in 1756.28 The growth of Christianity was, however, not significant.29

3.2 Christianity. The growth of Christianity continued after the British East India Company took control of Burma in 1856, with the purpose of playing an important role in Burmese politics, shaping the political culture. Theravada monks have been key figures in Burmese political life, serving as government officials, monks as resistors of colonial rule. Though the military regime attempted to implement a form of socialism, the influence of monks ensured that it was a Buddhist socialism. Modern Burmese share the same meritocratic and value-based traditions as Thailand.
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Defending Buddhism against the Muslim ‘enemy’

Theravada Buddhism and the monks in particular carry considerable cultural power in Burma’s political landscape. Many Theravada Buddhist monks have been sympathetic to a nationalistic defence of the Sasana. The Promotion and Propagation of the Sasana (DPPS), formed in 1991, is one of the most vocal Buddhist nationalist organizations in Burma. It is estimated to have chapters in over 1,500 towns and cities across the country. The rise of the 969 movement and Ma Ba Tha are considered a threat to Burmese culture, sanctity and purity. The late U Win Tin, a distinguished journalist, co-founder and editor-in-chief of The Nation newspaper, said in 2012 that ‘the promotion of Muslim infiltration is the worst disease we have today.’

The Promotion and Propagation of the Sasana (DPPS), which is sympathetic to a nationalistic defence of the Sasana landscape. Many Theravada Buddhist monks have been carry considerable cultural power in Burma’s political landscape. They are considered a threat to Burmese culture, sanctity and purity. The late U Win Tin, a distinguished journalist, said in 2012 that ‘the promotion of Muslim infiltration is the worst disease we have today.’

The rise of the 969 movement and Ma Ba Tha

In response to this trio of fears, nationalist groups have gathered momentum, with Ma Ba Tha emerging in 2012 as a way of strengthening the Sasana against the dangers of Islamic economic success. The success of Muslims was perceived to be threatening, particularly in less developed parts of Burma, and people were encouraged to ‘Buy Buddhist’ (see chapter on human rights violations against Muslims). U Wirathu at the time claimed that there was a ‘Muslim conspiracy’ to conquer Burma through economic exploitation and interfaith marriage.

In 2014 the 969 movement was solidified into Ma Ba Tha (Organisation for the Protection of Race and Religion), with U Wirathu remaining the figurehead. From being a loose coalition of groups who were trying to undermine Muslim economic prosperity, Ma Ba Tha has escalated into a more targeted campaign which uses the influential position of nationalist monks to bring about legal and political change.

The organisation is led by a 52-member Central Committee and in 2015, it claimed to have 250 offices and 10 million followers across Burma. The influence of its activities was significant. In 2014 and 2015 when they were receiving government patronage, the organisation was affiliated with Myanmar’s National League for Democracy (NLD). In 2015, it was revealed that Ma Ba Tha had instructed monks to bring about legal and political change.

It is not only radical Ma Ba Tha monks who think like this. The late U Win Tin, a distinguished journalist, co-founder and editor-in-chief of The Nation newspaper, said in 2012 that ‘the promotion of Muslim infiltration is the worst disease we have today.’

The rise of the 969 movement and Ma Ba Tha

In response to this trio of fears, nationalist groups have gathered momentum, with Ma Ba Tha emerging in 2012 as a way of strengthening the Sasana against the dangers of Islamic economic success. The success of Muslims was perceived to be threatening, particularly in less developed parts of Burma, and people were encouraged to ‘Buy Buddhist’ (see chapter on human rights violations against Muslims). U Wirathu at the time claimed that there was a ‘Muslim conspiracy’ to conquer Burma through economic exploitation and interfaith marriage.

In 2014 the 969 movement was solidified into Ma Ba Tha (Organisation for the Protection of Race and Religion), with U Wirathu remaining the figurehead. From being a loose coalition of groups who were trying to undermine Muslim economic prosperity, Ma Ba Tha has escalated into a more targeted campaign which uses the influential position of nationalist monks to bring about legal and political change.

The organisation is led by a 52-member Central Committee and in 2015, it claimed to have 250 offices and 10 million followers across Burma. The influence of its activities was significant. In 2014 and 2015 when they were receiving government patronage, the organisation was affiliated with Myanmar’s National League for Democracy (NLD). In 2015, it was revealed that Ma Ba Tha had instructed monks to bring about legal and political change.
Buddhist nationalism and Christianity

Ma Ba Tha and wider Buddhist nationalism are often stereotyped as primarily anti-Muslim movements. Although they do focus upon primarily anti-Muslim sentiment, it is important to emphasise that the narrative presented about the perceived threats to Burmese Buddhism has led to intolerance against all religious minorities. Ma Ba Tha monks have spread anti-Christian hate speech posts on social media. On 12 March 2016, for example, U Wirathu shared pictures of Chin Christian girls supposedly disrespecting Buddhist statues. The US Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) found that at least two of the images were not from Burma, but were fake images designed to defame the young women.42 Furthermore, churches, missionaries and Christian officials have recently been the victims of intimidation and threatening actions on the basis that Christianity threatens Burmese identity.43 Ma Ba Tha’s discriminatory campaigning is helping to foster a toxic environment for religious minorities of all traditions.

Race and Religion shall be protected, Well done, Well done, Well done! It is the victory of our whole race, We Win, We Win, We Win!45

Government patronage

As has already been noted, Burmese Buddhism and the monks in particular had previously been used to legitimate the rule of the military junta. Once President Thein Sein opened up Burmese politics so that the NLD were allowed to compete, the USDP and the military needed to appeal to the populace and provide reasons for their continued rule. Buddhist identity politics provided an obvious way to appeal. The USDP manoeuvred into a position as a party that would protect race and religion. This was seen in their legislation, policy and campaigning.

The most notable legislative example was the passage of the Four Laws to Protect Race and Religion in 2015. Ohn Myint, minister of livestock and fishery under Thein Sein posted a picture on Facebook of a mass Ma Ba Tha rally in Yangon after the Four Race and Religion bills passed, saying:

‘For this reason, the law for protection of nationality and faith, although it shoots, bang, bang, it does not seem to hit right. Look at the laws of some other countries, Pakistan for example; they are similar to Iran’s. So also Malaysia. In our country Buddhism was made state religion in 1960-1, causing a big uproar of objections. Today that law is no more in force. Therefore even though you tried you are still far from your aims. That is my assessment…”47

The military government worked with Ma Ba Tha to promote laws which were nationalist and discriminatory against religious minorities. They gave a platform to extremists, and government ministers actively promoted the nationalist message.

The arrest of interfaith activists in February 2016, or the use of Section 295 of the Penal Code, which is the equivalent of a blasphemy law, to prosecute critics, are examples of the law’s misuse.49 Similarly the USDP’s campaigning attempted to question whether Aung San Suu Kyi would stand up for Buddhists, as the NLD’s commitment to democracy and human rights was perceived by Buddhist nationalists as antithetical to the protection of Buddhism.

President Thein Sein’s spokesperson, Ye Htut, shared a video on Facebook of Aung San Suu Kyi being aggressively questioned by a Buddhist nationalist. He attached the caption: ‘This is freedom of expression and I always welcome that kind of question…”46

On 20 September 2015 Mya Taung Sayadaw (above), Central Committee Member of Ma Ba Tha, spoke at a ceremony and said, ‘Will you vote for a party supported by Islamic people?’ The audience replied, ‘No.’ He said, ‘Who is that party?’ The audience replied, ‘NLD.’ He added, ‘You should only vote for the party who promote race and religion and should not vote for the party who are going to destroy race and religion. And not only you should not vote for the party supported by Islamic people but also you should totally make sure not to vote Islamic party.’

42 United States Commission on International Religious Freedom, 2016, p.10
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45 CSR source.
46 BBC news, ‘Myanmar’s Ma Ba Tha monks flex their political muscle’, 8 October 2015 www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/world-asia-34463455
47 Sitagu Sayadaw, ‘Golden Speech’, 4 October 2015, p.23
49 CSR source.
Burma’s identity crisis

Censorship and the media

The Burmese state-run media further fuels extremism by failing to challenge anti-Muslim hate-speech, providing a platform for Buddhist nationalists, and censoring other narratives. Buddhists are almost never presented as perpetrators of violence by the media, even when they are evidently the aggressors. This creates a climate of impunity for Buddhist perpetrators of violence.

State media has historically been politicised. After the national uprising in 1988 and the dishonestly organised election in 1990, won by the NLD in a landslide, the New Light of Myanmar – as it was known before it changed its name in 2014 to the Global New Light of Myanmar – and its vernacular counterpart, Myanmar Ahlin, often published vicious attacks on the junta’s nemesis, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, accompanied by grotesque caricatures. Alongside this the state media was responsible under the USDP and the SPDC for the spreading of anti-Muslim hate speech and propaganda, providing a platform for Buddhist nationalist voices.

There was hope that the rise of the NLD would mark a change. Due to the result of the appointment of De Pyin Myint, a respected journalist and writer, as Minister for Information. Certainly there have been some advances in freedom but these have not been extended to matters of religion. Maung Ma Kyaw Din, editor of the state-run Kyemon said, ‘We are allowed to cover any subject except sensitive issues such as race and religion.’ In practice this means that the state media is only allowed to publish the government’s line on these ‘sensitive’ issues. The Global New Light of Myanmar has been used as a platform to respond to international criticism. During the crackdown on Rakhine State in 2016, the Global New Light of Myanmar wrote solely about the ‘terrorist attack’ against Buddhist border guards on 9 October 2016 without referencing human rights violations against Rohingyas in Rakhine. Its editorials and opinion pieces accused foreign journalists of working ‘hand in glove’ with terrorists and have suggested that Rakhine State’s Muslim community is a ‘thorn’ that has ‘to be removed’ and its members are ‘detestable human fleas.’ Meanwhile, the Myanmar Times was forced in November 2016 to stop covering events in Rakhine State after reporting on human rights abuses. Furthermore, two Kachin Christians were arbitrarily detained on 24 December 2016 by the military, after speaking to journalists about the destruction of a Catholic church in Mong Ko. In 2018, Wa Lone and Kyaw Soe Oo, two Burmese reporters working for Reuters were charged under the Official Secrets Act and jailed for seven years after exposing a mass grave in Rakhine State. These were released as part of a mass amnesty on 7 May 2019. News which places Buddhism or the military in a bad light is censored, while anti-Muslim slander is acceptable in Burma.

In the first eight months of the NLD-led government in Burma, 40 people were sued by the government for ‘defamation’ and other types of peaceful speech under the Telecommunications Act, Section 66(d). Many of these prosecutions were for ‘defaming’, i.e. criticising, military figures. The use of the defamation law is one of a number of tools used to give the military a degree of immunity from criticism. The military continues to hold multiple key cabinet positions and 25% of the seats in the parliament as a result of the 2008 constitution. This means that under the NLD, these interests continue to hold considerable weight and there remain significant barriers to meaningful dialogue and reform. Aware of the unpopularity of Muslims and the Rohingyan minority, Aung San Suu Kyi has failed to meaningfully condemn or challenge Buddhist nationalistic rhetoric, and indeed has at times defended the military. While the NLD has always stood for democracy, in government so far it has not acted to defend basic human rights, particularly freedom of religion or belief, because of the political consequences of doing so. This means that the four ‘race and religion laws’ remain in law, Muslims and Christians continue to face systematic discrimination, and a politicised Buddhist nationalism has a grip over public discourse.

A multimedia platform for hate speech

The politicisation of Buddhist nationalism has given space in Burma for the spread of Buddhist nationalistic rhetoric. U Wirathu and others are allowed to slander religious minorities with impunity. Extremists have taken the opportunities offered by these political circumstances and have harnessed multiple forms of media to great effect in their efforts to propagate a nationalistic message.

Buddhist monks have made specific, intense preaching tours in order to spread an anti-Muslim message. Their message is populist and extreme, and communicated to those across the social class spectrum. The chairman of Ma Ba Tha, Ashin Tiloka, is known for his simple teaching style which makes complex Buddhist morals understandable to a wide audience. In June 2015 alone U Wirathu reached an anti-Muslim message on nine separate occasions. His schedule is typical of populist extremist monks whose religious authority has given them a huge platform for spreading hate speech. Up until the November 2015 election, thousands attended Ma Ba Tha rallies which communicated a simple nationalistic, anti-Muslim message. People even began to wear Ma Ba Tha t-shirts to rallies, in a sign that nationalism had become commercially viable.

Hate speech has also been spread through newspapers, magazines and television. Ma Ba Tha produce a number of low-cost, weekly publications. Aung Zoyatha is a weekly newspaper available at tea shops for 1,000 kyat ($0.78). Aumusma, a monthly magazine published for citizens of Upper Burma, and the Myuhta tugun is a regular periodical which sells for 500 kyat. Their bi-monthly magazine Tharthikhe or ‘Royal Blood’ circulated in 2016 to around 50,000 people, more than the circulation received by The Irrawaddy. On top of this Ma Ba Tha monks publish books and other literature which can be easily bought in Burmese bookshops. They also have a sizeable television presence, and in September 2015, Ma Ba Tha signed a deal with SkyNet, Burma’s largest cable news provider, to broadcast its sermons. SkyNet camera crews have been seen at Ma Ba Tha events and given monks ample airtime.

The rise of social media has added another forum of even greater significance. Facebook and other sites have sometimes been used as a platform to promote their agenda and sometimes spread slander and fake news. U Wirathu has over 264,906 followers on Facebook. Another monk, Ashin Sopaka, operates four social media accounts, each with thousands of followers. These accounts regularly release a high volume of content, sharing the monks’ preaching agenda alongside political content, sometimes spreading hatred and inciting violence against Muslims. Memes, videos or doctored images which show Muslims as dangerous rapists or terrorists are common. These images are crude and dehumanising, and yet are legitimised by the fact that religious leaders are willing to share them.

On 29 January 2016, U Wirathu shared a video called The Black Day which was a re-enactment of the rape and murder of a Buddhist girl which sparked violence in Rakhine State in 2012 (see chapter on Rakhine State). According to the Myanmar Times, ‘U Wirathu’s post was taken down by Facebook on 1 February, but only after it had been viewed 120,000 times and shared widely for three days.’ It referred to Muslims by the abusive term ‘kalar’, and was filled with hate speech. In February 2016 another Ma Ba Tha monk spread a rumour on social media that 3,000 mosques were being used as hiding places for arms and explosives; he went on to urge people to kill Muslims in future religious riots. U Ko Ni, a highly respected Muslim lawyer and legal adviser to the NLD, was assassinated on 29 January 2017 by Kyi Linn. At 10.30pm that evening, a picture of the murder suspect was shared with Tin Ko Latt; it had gained over 18,000 shares in two days. The post was accompanied with this abusive message: ‘For the whole country he didn’t care about his life; he killed the scoundrel Nga Ni (disrespectful distortion of U Ko Ni’s name). Let’s honour Kyi Linn from Mandalay, the man who did heroic work by himself.’

This glorification of the assassination of a Muslim is far from an exceptional example. The volume of this type of content being shared should not be underestimated. The UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar, Yanghee Lee, has highlighted the role of Facebook in fuelling hatred and violence, saying in March 2018: ‘We know that the ultra-nationalist Buddhists have their own Facebooks and are regularly inciting a lot of violence and a lot of hatred against the Rohingya or other ethnic minorities. I’m afraid that Facebook has now turned into a beast, and not what it originally intended.’
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‘We are allowed to cover any subject except sensitive issues such as race and religion.’

In practice this means that the state media is only allowed to publish the government’s line on these ‘sensitive’ issues. The Global New Light of Myanmar has been used as a platform to respond to international criticism. During the crackdown on Rakhine State in 2016, the Global New Light of Myanmar wrote solely about the ‘terrorist attack’ against Buddhist border guards on 9 October 2016 without referencing human rights violations against Rohingyas in Rakhine.
The anti-Muslim message is communicated through material culture too. Banners are being erected in townships throughout Burma with statements declaring that only Buddhists are welcome or that this is an ‘Islam-Free Zone’. A CSW contact took pictures in a number of townships across Burma and found many examples of this:

Translation: ‘Kalars [racist word for Muslims] and people of different religion are totally not allowed to enter.’

Several Muslims doing border trade on the China-Burma border told us that in 2017, many Muslims were identified as ‘Myanmar kalar’ under nationality in their temporary border-crossing pass. ‘Kalar’ is a highly offensive term intended to humiliate Muslims.

A copy of a local agreement between a village head monk and village government administrative officers. This agreement was made in 2016, in Kauk Sein Ban village and Muu Ta Kwee village in Kayin state. The agreement states ‘5 Facts’:

1. Not to allow any ‘kalar’ to live in this village.
2. To fine people who sell land and other things to people who not belong to the village.
3. Village administrator to implement the agreement strictly.

A copy of letter from the village Sangha council of Ma Au Alae village, Yesakyo Township, Magway region, announcing that the local administrative office and Sangha council have agreed:

1. Not to allow Muslims to pass through the village.
2. Not to sell lands to Muslims.
3. To put a signboard saying ‘no Muslim allowed to enter’ in places in the village.
4. Village administrator to implement the agreement strictly.

1. If anyone marries a ‘kalar’, they are betraying their religion and race and will be driven out of the village along with their parents and relatives.
2. If anyone host ‘kalar’ who pass by the village, they will be fined 1 Million Kyat.

Several Muslims doing border trade on the China-Burma border told us that in 2017, many Muslims were identified as ‘Myanmar kalar’ under nationality in their temporary border-crossing pass. ‘Kalar’ is a highly offensive term intended to humiliate Muslims.

A copy of a local agreement between a village head monk and village government administrative officers. This agreement was made in 2016, in Kauk Sein Ban village and Muu Ta Kwee village in Kayin state. The agreement states ‘5 Facts’:

1. Not to allow any ‘kalar’ to live in this village.
2. To fine people who sell land and other things to people who not belong to the village.
3. Village administrator to implement the agreement strictly.

1. If anyone marries a ‘kalar’, they are betraying their religion and race and will be driven out of the village along with their parents and relatives.
2. If anyone host ‘kalar’ who pass by the village, they will be fined 1 Million Kyat.

A copy of letter from the village Sangha council of Ma Au Alae village, Yesakyo Township, Magway region, announcing that the local administrative office and Sangha council have agreed:

1. Not to allow Muslims to pass through the village.
2. Not to sell lands to Muslims.
3. To put a signboard saying ‘no Muslim allowed to enter’ in places in the village.
4. Village administrator to implement the agreement strictly.
It is worthwhile mentioning that Ma Ba Tha and others use different media strategically in tandem with each other. Social media is used to publicise all the other avenues, from the monks’ preaching schedules through to their television appearances. In Kone Township there is a sign which colours are not allowed to enter. A Mandalay Ma Ba Tha leader posted a photo on Facebook, saying, “This kind of Muslim-free zone should be set up throughout the country.” The power of the message was magnified by the use that leaders in the Ma Ba Tha movement made of social media.

Violence fosters hate speech in Meiktila

On 26 September 2016 a CSW contact interviewed 13 community members from the Buddhist and Muslim communities. The interviews expose the power that inter-communal violence has to create lasting tensions between communities, and find that it was both local authorities and extremist nationalist groups that stirred up anti-Muslim hatred in Meiktila. The incidents of mass violence in 2012, 2013 and 2014, and the way that they were presented as having been sparked and initiated by Muslims has created a context in which anti-Muslim, Buddhist nationalist rhetoric has flourished. In the words of one Muslim woman, “There have been no more direct attacks but there is a lot of tension, and hate speech continues in the town.”

Swati Htet Myo Oo, a 17-year-old Muslim from Meiktila said, “There is still a lot of tension, Ma Ba Tha is very strong…Any activities which aim to build peace are disturbed by the local authorities, specifically the Home Affairs department. In some parts of the township Muslims are not allowed to go back to their homes either by the local authority or by community-led nationalised groups. There are still eight mosques closed.”

Ms A, a 35-year-old Muslim from Yadana Man Aung Quarter whose house was destroyed in 2013 said, “There will often be attempts to start violence. Hate speech is preached every month and Wirathu often comes to Meiktila.”

Mr B, a 47-year-old Muslim from Pyi Taw Thar Quarter said, “Muslims face a lot of threats on the road but most of us do not dare to counter them. A lot of anti-Muslim campaigns happen in economics. Local government are keen to distance themselves from violence, declaring: ‘This is not who we are. This finding is deeply significant, as it serves to emphasise that while the voice of Ma Ba Tha and others is vocal and influential, it has not transformed the views of the majority of Burmese citizens, or even Buddhist monks, but has rather seen the rise of a powerful and unhindered minority. In 2014 in Mandalay, it was the Buddhist monks who ensured that the violence did not escalate out of control. Monks have helped foster peace and unity in the new political landscape.

When the NLD assumed office in March 2016, there was enormous hope among the people of Burma, including the ethnic nationalities and religious minorities, and throughout the international community. That hope was tempered by caution in the knowledge that the military retained considerable power and that the de facto head of government, Aung San Suu Kyi, was constrained by constitutional limits which restricted her power and surrounded her with senior military figures. Nevertheless Aung San Suu Kyi’s promise, in an interview with Fergal Keane on the BBC, that hatred has no place in this nation and that her government would protect the rights of non-Buddhist and non-Burman minorities, gave people hope.

Her failure to respond to the crisis in Rakhine, indeed her denial of the evidence and her rejection of the international community’s outrage, as well as her government’s failure to make progress on ending the conflict in northern Burma and to begin to tackle religious and racial hatred, have been a cause of major disappointment and concern. Although from time to time the new government has made statements about reconciliation and countering intolerance, and has on occasion responded swiftly to incidents – as in the case of the Bago Division in January 2017, when Buddhist nationalists attempted to shut down a Muslim religious ceremony in Bago Division overall, the situation is alarming.

Furthermore, extremist nationalists are a military-backed minority who have spread an anti-Muslim message so that it has increasing power in Burma, but they are not the sole voice or even the most influential group of Buddhist monks. The Sangho, the state-backed monks’ council decreed Ma Ba Tha as ‘unlawful’ in July 2016 and many of the activities of Ma Ba Tha temporarily stopped after this.

Having said this, Ma Ba Tha’s regional affiliates remain active, and U Wirathu has more social media followers now than ever before and continues to actively preach hatred and spread slander on Facebook. The military assault on the Rohingyas in Rakhine State in October 2016 and August 2017 also gave energy to Buddhist nationalist fears, as news of an apparent Islamic insurgency has fed into anti-Muslim narratives, Ma Ba Tha is far from a dead cause, even if its power has been restricted since the Singhoo dissolved it. On 27 January 2017 Maung Thawby Chon, a Ma Ba Tha central committee member, announced that if the government wanted to change the Race and Religion Protection Laws, they would face `unwanted consequences’ at the hands of Ma Ba Tha.

After U Wirathu praised the suspected invaders in U Ko Ni’s murder on 1 March 2017, the government and the Buddhist Sangha Council made an important challenge to his hate speech. On 10 March the 47 senior monks who were the state Buddhist Sangha Council officially banned him from preaching for one year. A statement the following day by the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Culture said that restrictions on the monk were due to his criticism of the current government, religious hate speech made at his Dhamma talk at Kyunyu, and his praising of suspects involved in the murder of NLD legal adviser U Ko Ni on Facebook. This is an important first step but the situation remains tense, and Ma Ba Tha’s influence, and the influence of Buddhist nationalism, continues to be extensive. Even U Wirathu has not yet been silenced: he took to preaching ‘silent sermons’ whereby he will sit with tape on his mouth and play an older recording of one of his sermons in the background, as an act of protest.

On 2 June 2017 Ma Ba Tha changed its name, after an order by the Buddhist Sangha to disband, and was newly christened the Buddha Dhamma Parahita Foundation. It was also announced that a political party with ties to Ma Ba Tha would be created – tentatively named the ‘135 Patriots Party.’ The name is a sign that the organisation is feeling the pressure, and U Wirathu complained on 12 June 2017 that Facebook had temporarily blocked his account. However, the creation of a new political party is a concerning development and must be monitored closely. The London-based Burma Human Rights Network’s executive director, Kyaw Win, condemned the attempt by elements from the group formerly known as Ma Ba Tha to transform into a political party. He added, 67 CSW source.
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‘While Ma Ba Tha’s popularity seems very limited, it is a genuine concern that they may use propaganda and fear-mongering to gain popular support. While it feels unlikely they can succeed this way, it is worrying that it is possible.’

Although the NLD-led government has at times taken initial steps to challenge Ma Ba Tha, it must go much further and address hate speech in all its forms if the toxic intolerance is to be meaningfully countered.

Conclusion

Speaking on 19 September 2012, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi made calls for reconciliation in Burma:

‘Basically, wherever there is hate, there is fear. So, hate and fear are very closely related. You have to remove the roots of hatred – that is to say you have to address these issues that make people insecure and that make people [feel] threatened.’

The challenges remain very similar today. Intolerance is fuelled by a matrix of fears and a powerful lobbying group feeding and fuelling those fears. A powerful multimedia campaign has spread hatred far and wide, and violence has fostered inter-communal tension. The legislative framework creates institutional discrimination and justifies hatred.

This is not to say that Burma is a nation simplistically divided along sectarian lines. Broadly speaking, there are four categories of attitude within Burmese society: those motivated by a deep-seated racial and religious hatred; those who might not be filled with hatred but rather with ignorance, believing decades of propaganda about Muslims, and in particular the Rohingyas, that they are illegal immigrants, or worse, that they are terrorists and extremists; those who know the truth but are fearful about speaking out; and a few who know the truth and are courageous enough to speak out and work to counter both hatred and ignorance.

Among the first and second categories there are those who might not endorse the violence, and indeed might even condemn it, but who share the prejudice.

Reconciliation and peace are only possible if efforts to address ignorance and promote understanding are strengthened, and if those who challenge the Buddhist nationalists spreading hatred are supported. The Sangha and the government’s tentative challenges to Ma Ba Tha are welcome, but much more is required.

Discriminatory legal framework in Burma

969 movement Buddhist monk Hitadaya Sayadaw’s declaration that his life’s fundamental priority lies in the protection of race and religion provides a helpful window into understanding the Burmese legislative framework and how it impacts freedom of religion or belief and other human rights. The emergence of a powerful strain of Buddhist nationalism in Burma has shaped the laws of the nation and how they are to be interpreted. As policy-makers and judges have been sympathetic to Ma Ba Tha and the 969 movement in recent years, Burma has an increasingly discriminatory matrix of legislation.

The 2008 constitution

‘I certainly will get old but I will try hard so that my religion, Buddha’s teachings, my race and my country won’t get old.

I certainly will get hurt but I will try hard so that my religion, Buddha’s teaching, my race and my country won’t get hurt.

I certainly will die but I will try hard so that my religion, Buddha’s teachings, my race and my country won’t die.’

Hitadaya Sayadaw, Special Preaching on ‘To Protect Race, Religion and Buddha’s Teachings’

81 Democratic Voice of Burma, ‘Ma Ba Tha rebranding, political decoupling do little to soothe critics’, 2 June 2017
www.dvb.no/news/ma-ba-tha-rebranding-political-decoupling-little-soothe-critics/75845
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Not all of the legislation would necessarily have to be interpreted in a way that acts to marginalise religious minorities. In contrast, if it was changed, Article 34 of the 2008 constitution would protect freedom of religion or belief. However, the law fails to safeguard minorities because judges, legislators and local political actors have collaborated to ensure that often the legal framework in Burma protects a Buddhist interest, not the right that each individual citizen has to freedom of religion or belief. People from minority religious groups are left vulnerable and marginalised, without the necessary constitutional or legal protection.

This chapter will provide an examination of four sets of laws in order to illustrate that the Burmese legal framework currently systematically discriminates against religious minorities and fails to provide freedom of religion or belief for all:

1. The 2008 constitution.
2. Section 255 of the Burmese legal code.
3. The ‘race and religion’ laws.
4. Other discriminatory legislation.

The 2008 constitution

The 2008 constitution was published on 9 April 2008; it replaced the 1974 constitution and was ratified by a heavily rigged referendum held on 10 May 2008. In 2003, following diplomacy by the NLD and international pressure in reaction to the continued detention under house arrest of Aung San Suu Kyi, Burma’s dictator at the time, Senior General Than Shwe began to put plans in place to move Burma towards a nominally civilian government. A move began which was designed to present the veneer of democracy in order to legitimate military rule. The 2008 constitution was correspondingly produced by the ruling party and was designed to maintain military control. It fails to adequately safeguard many fundamental human rights, including freedom of religion or belief for all.

Three problems with the 2008 constitution are outlined which combine to undermine freedom of religion and belief for all:

1. Protection of freedom of religion or belief is too vague
2. The military (the Tatmadaw) has too much power
3. Freedom of religion or belief is all not safeguarded.

Protection of freedom of religion or belief is too vague

Article 34 of the 2008 constitution says:

‘Every citizen is equally entitled to freedom of conscience and the right to freely profess and practice religion subject to public order, morality or health and to the other provisions of this constitution.’

Although appearing to protect freedom of religion or belief for all, this article is subject to conditions which undermine its effectiveness. Article 34 is contradicted by Article 361 which says, that ‘The Union recognizes the special position of Buddhism as the faith professed by the great majority of the citizens of the Union.’ In writing the ‘special status’ of Buddhism into the constitution, space is left for the enactment of policies which discriminate against religious minorities in the name of the protection of Buddhism.

Furthermore, freedom of religion or belief is only granted as long as religion doesn’t ‘undermine’ public order, ‘morality’, ‘health’ or ‘other provisions of this constitution’. Ultimately the result is that a vaguely defined idea of ‘public welfare’ trumps freedom of religion or belief in the 2008 Constitution. Article 354 says that ‘peace and tranquility’, the ‘prevalence of law and order’, ‘Union security’, ‘public order and morality’ all trump essential rights such as freedom of expression or freedom of religion or belief. This is further made explicit in paragraph 360 (b): ‘The freedom of religious practice so guaranteed [in Section 34] shall not deprive the Union from enacting law for the purpose of public welfare and reform.’

This is particularly relevant in instances where religion and politics interact. Article 364 says that:

‘The abuse of religion for political purposes is forbidden.’ Any actions which ‘promote feelings of hatred, enmity or discord between racial or religious communities…is contrary to this constitution.’

This could be a progressive law, promoting unity and peace. It could be a law which would outlaw the discriminatory actions of Buddhist nationalists. Unfortunately what these two lines of the constitution mean has not been adequately defined and Buddhist nationalists have instead been allowed to use the law to justify arbitrary attacks on freedom of religion or belief. The process which has allowed this is one which views the expansion of Islam and the presence of Muslims as in itself a political process. Tatmadaw (Burmese Defence Services) training sessions in Naypyidaw have included a lecture entitled ‘Fear of Losing One’s Race’, which suggested that Burma was in danger of becoming extinct because of the manoeuvring of ‘Bengali Muslims’. This kind of rhetoric and propaganda is common; it leads to interpretations of the law which lack objectivity and hinder freedom of religion or belief.

The Tatmadaw has too much power

This draws us to another problematic element of the 2008 constitution: the considerable power given to the Tatmadaw (the military). The constitution was, according to Human Rights Watch, ‘designed in large part to entrench continued military rule.’ It stated from the beginning that one of its six central objectives was the ‘enabling of the Tatmadaw to be able to participate in the National Political Leadership role of the State.’ Throughout the entire constitution, we see this principle working itself out in practice. The Tatmadaw has the right to independently administer and adjudicate all affairs of the armed forces. 110 of the 440 seats in the lower ‘People’s Assembly’ (Pyithu Hluttaw) and 56 of the 224 seats in the upper ‘Assembly of Nationalities Parliament’ (Amyotha Hluttaw), a quarter of the seats in both houses, are reserved for military personnel directly selected by the commander-in-chief of the Tatmadaw. They are also allowed to stand for non-reserved seats, meaning that they could potentially have even greater influence. The commander-in-chief is also entitled to appoint a similar proportion of military appointees to all state and regional parliaments, ensuring a dominant military role at all levels of governance. Furthermore, the commander-in-chief is given control of three key ministries – home affairs, border affairs and defence – ministries which directly shape government policy towards ethnic and religious minorities.

The power of the military is constitutionally safeguarded in Burma. The constitution thereby ensures that the actions of the democratically elected government are not sovereign, but that political equilibrium is complex and finely balanced. The Tatmadaw have a Buddhist nationalist agenda and are given freedom by the constitution to commit acts of violence with impunity against religious or ethnic minorities in the name of ‘public health’ or ‘morality’. They have abused this power consistently over multiple decades.

Freedom of religion or belief for all is not protected

Finally, it is worth highlighting that the constitution only protects the rights of ‘citizens’. Amnesty International highlights that:

Under Article 354 these rights are only granted to ‘citizens’, thus denying protection to non-citizens on a discriminatory basis. In the context of Myanmar, where ethnic and religious minorities such as the Rohingya are denied access to citizenship based on discriminatory grounds, this lack of protection is particularly concerning. In general, human rights must be guaranteed to all persons within the state’s territory and jurisdiction irrespective of citizenship status.

The Rohingya people of Rakhine State have been victims of genocide and crimes against humanity. Their troubles begin with their lack of constitutional protection and the denial of their rights to citizenship. Key to any just solution and any possibility of their return to Rakhine State in the future is the restoration of their citizenship rights.
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Section 295 of the penal code

Burma and India had Section 295 added to their penal codes in 1927 in order to curb communal tension. This stipulates that the ‘deliberate and malicious intention of outraging the religious feelings of any class by insulting its religion or religious beliefs’ shall be punished with imprisonment or fine. It is unclear whether the notion of ‘insult’ and the interpretation of what it means to have ‘deliberate and malicious intentions’ are not clearly defined and are open to abuse.

Courts in Burma have interpreted this law in discriminatory ways. People have been prosecuted for, in effect, ‘blasphemy’ with little evidence of deliberate intent to insult religion. Legitimate acts of expression are deemed to insult religion and are open to prosecution. For instance, in 2015 Philip Blackwood and colleagues Tun Thurein and Htut Ko Ko Lwin were jailed for two and a half years with hard labour for posting a psychedelic image of the Buddha wearing headphones, in order to promote their band. 100

The law contributes to discrimination because of biases in the judiciary. Statements offensive to religious minorities have gone unpunished while false evidence against minorities has been accepted as legitimate. Htin Linn Oo, a Buddhist writer and NLD information officer, was sentenced to two years in prison with hard labour in 2015 simply for making a speech in which he criticised those who preach hatred. As a Buddhist, he said that preaching hatred and inciting violence were incompatible with the teachings of Buddhism, and for doing so he was accused of insulting Buddhism. The charges against a moderate Buddhist who had the courage to raise important questions about Buddhist nationalism illustrate the damage that the misuse of Section 295 of the penal code can cause when extremists control the judiciary. 101

It is concerning to note that Ma Ba Tha activists believe that the punishment for blasphemy is insufficient and the right not to be forced to convert have the status of unconditional protection under international human rights law. 102

The law is concerning to note that Ma Ba Tha activists believe that the punishment for blasphemy is insufficient and the right not to be forced to convert have the status of unconditional protection under international human rights law. The ‘Religious Conversion Law’ begins with the promising comment that ‘everyone…has the right to convert from his or her current religion to another’ 103

Unfortunately, this attempt to regulate freedom of religion actually undermines this right by erecting state bureaucracy as a barrier to make conversion more difficult. 104

The law requires that conversion is officially recognised by a ‘Registration Board on Religious Conversion. ’ The law requires that conversion is officially recognised by a ‘Registration Board on Religious Conversion. ’ This is supposed designed to safeguard people against forced conversion. 105

In reality, it creates a barrier to conversion, particularly for religious minorities. The registration process is left up to local administrative officials and there are no provisions to ensure that religious minorities have a place on the Board. 106

In the current political climate, with a strong strain of Buddhist nationalism holding sway at a regional governmental level throughout Burma, the introduction of this newly discriminatory law is a significant barrier to the rights that people have to convert. The intrusive details that the law requires conversions to divulge also conflict with the Right to Privacy as laid out in Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 107

The current political situation ensures that other Articles in the Religious Conversion Law exacerbate problems. Article 14 simply states that:

‘No one is allowed to apply for conversion to a new religion with the intent of insulting, degrading, destroying or misusing religion’ 108

The lack of detail about what this means leaves the Article open to abuse, a similar criminalisation of ‘insult’ has led to ‘frequent attacks against religious minorities in India. 109

Article 15 is a vague provision which outlaws ‘inducement’, ‘intimidation’, or ‘undue influence’ in the conversion process. 110

If these terms were properly defined, then this law could provide helpful protection. As it is, the law is open to abuse. There is nothing to stop a local official considering a conversation about religion to be ‘undue influence’ or ‘inducement’. The freedom of expression of minorities is thus left vulnerable, local officials having the power to use their own discretion to decide what constitutes ‘inducement’ and potentially hand out a two year prison sentence. Rather than protecting freedom of religion or belief, it gives local state authorities the power to decide whether their freedom of religion or belief should be protected or denied. In light of the prominence of Ma Ba Tha and Buddhist nationalism at a local level, this leaves people’s rights open to abuse.

The Religious Conversion Law also places restrictions on the right of children to convert. It states that only a person who is 18 years or older is old enough to convert. 111

This breaks Article 14 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, a convention which guarantees the right of the child to freedom of religion, and a convention which Burma ratified in 1991. 112

It also has a number of concerning connotations. For instance, if the parents of a child converted, the child would be unable to attend their parents’ new place of worship. If a child aged 16 decided to convert, they would be unable to. 113

Ultimately the Religious Conversion Law is a piece of legislation which reflects the interests of Ma Ba Tha and
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The Four ‘Race and Religion’ Laws

Since 2012, Buddhist nationalism and inter-religious tensions codes in centre stage in Burmese politics. The emergence of Ma Ba Tha (the Organisation for the Protection of Race and Religion) and the 969 movement have given a significant platform to a strain of nationalistic Burman identity which violently ties Buddhism to Burmese national identity. These nationalistic groups have many sympathisers in the military and tap into widespread fears of Islam. One of their priorities is the ‘protection of race and religion’, and they have sought to promote this both at a grassroots and a policy level.

The four ‘Race and Religion’ Laws were drafted by Buddhist nationalists and reflect their priorities. They were drafted by Ma Ba Tha and submitted by President U Thein Sein in early 2014. The speaker of the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw at the time, Thura U Shwe Mann, initially returned them to the government and informed them that they were not in the proper format. 114

Even acts which may, with hindsight, be perceived as insulting but may not have been intended maliciously, or would not normally be criminalised in a democracy, are treated as crimes. After this, a 12-member commission was formed on 7 March 2014, headed by Deputy Attorney General U Tun Tun Oo, who edited the initial draft laws into a legitimate format. They were passed in May 2015.

Given Ma Ba Tha’s central role in the drafting of the laws, they unsurprisingly prioritise Burma’s Buddhists. In their bid to protect Burma’s religious identity, they undermine freedom of religion and freedom of religion or belief. 115

The Religious Conversion Law was likened by one Burmese MP to the ‘Spanish Inquisition’. 116

The UN Special Rapporteur on minority issues, Rita Izsak, cautioned that ‘these bills particularly discriminate against ethnic and religious minorities and have the potential to fuel existing tensions in the country… in a statement she issued jointly with the UN Special Rapporteur on human rights in Burma, the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, the Right to Freedom of Thought, Conscience and Religion, the Right to Freedom of Expression, the Right to Freedom of Association, the Right to Right to Freedom of Assembly, and the Right to Right to Freedom of Religion or Belief’.

Given Ma Ba Tha’s central role in the drafting of the laws, they unsurprisingly prioritise Burma’s Buddhists. In their bid to protect Burma’s religious identity, they undermine freedom of religion and freedom of religion or belief. The introduction of a faith marriage law would be ‘disgracious… ‘ because of its implications for women’s rights and freedom of religion or belief. 117

The Religious Conversion Law was likened by one Burmese MP to the ‘Spanish Inquisition’. 118

The UN Special Rapporteur on minority issues, Rita Izsak, cautioned that ‘these bills particularly discriminate against ethnic and religious minorities and have the potential to fuel existing tensions in the country… in a statement she issued jointly with the UN Special Rapporteur on human rights in Burma, the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, the Right to Freedom of Thought, Conscience and Religion, the Right to Freedom of Expression, the Right to Freedom of Association, the Right to Right to Freedom of Assembly, and the Right to Right to Freedom of Religion or Belief’.

A detailed personal account of conversion has to be returned to the government and informed them that they were not in the proper format. 114

Even acts which may, with hindsight, be perceived as insulting but may not have been intended maliciously, or would not normally be criminalised in a democracy, are treated as crimes. After this, a 12-member commission was formed on 7 March 2014, headed by Deputy Attorney General U Tun Tun Oo, who edited the initial draft laws into a legitimate format. They were passed in May 2015.

Given Ma Ba Tha’s central role in the drafting of the laws, they unsurprisingly prioritise Burma’s Buddhists. In their bid to protect Burma’s religious identity, they undermine freedom of religion and freedom of religion or belief. The introduction of a faith marriage law would be ‘disgracious… ‘ because of its implications for women’s rights and freedom of religion or belief. 117

The Religious Conversion Law was likened by one Burmese MP to the ‘Spanish Inquisition’. 118
the Buddhist nationalists. It is designed to protect Buddhism, and a Burmese Buddhist identity, not freedom of religion or belief. The introduction of regulatory boards, vague discriminatory laws, and restrictions on the conversion of minors, make conversion a more difficult process. The law leaves religious minorities vulnerable to unjust conversion because the right to convert is reduced to a matter of magisterial discretion. It has rightly been widely condemned.126

Buddhist Women’s Special Marriage Law

The Buddhist Women’s Special Marriage Law is another piece of recent legislation which protects Buddhism at the expense of other religious groups in Burma. It explicitly regulates the marriage of Buddhist women with men from other religions. It undermines freedom of religion or belief, freedom of expression, the rights of women and the rights of the children in Burma.127

Had the intention of the legislation been to provide greater protection against forced conversions resulting from marriage, then it should have applied to all religions and genders equally. The fact that the legislation only applies to Buddhist women means that its very nature is discriminatory. It has the power to perpetuate stereotypes about non-Buddhists while also providing no protection to the husband. Article 35 talks about the threat of physical abuse that Buddhist women face.128

The singling out of non-Buddhist men contributes to a potentially toxic environment for religious minorities. Article 24 (e) is also problematic: it requires that he provide safeguards against it. UN human rights experts expressed their concerns in a statement in May 2015, arguing that:

> …the provisions are extremely vague and lack any protection against discrimination. Evidence shows that attempts to impose control at ‘controlling population growth’ often disproportionately target marginalized and minority groups and can have discriminatory, coercive and punitive effects that go against basic rights and freedoms, particularly those of women…129

These concerns remain today. In fact, local lawmakers in Rakhine State urged that the law be applied to restrict the birth rate of Rohingya Muslims.130 Ang Taung Shwe of the Arakan National Party, representing Buthidaung Township, said on 22 September 2016 that the government ought to ‘restrict the birth rate in these areas’ as these areas are ‘appropriate areas’ in which to enforce the Protection of Race and Religion Laws. He remarked that:

> The authorities did not carry out their duties based on the law, and the population of the people has increased greatly.

Although in this instance the then Union Minister for Health and Sport Dr Myint Htwe rejected the suggestion as a violation of ‘medical ethics’ as it would involve the sterilisation of women against their will, the fact that this was tabled as a legitimate suggestion and was debated at a local level shows the tangible threat posed by this legislation in Burma today.

Other discriminatory legislation

1982 Citizenship Law (See chapter on Rakhine State)

This law, which effectively strips the Rohingyas of their citizenship rights, will be examined in the chapter on the Rohingyas.

Law relating to the Right of Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Procession (2012 Peaceful Assembly Law)

The 2012 Peaceful Assembly Law is flawed and has been used not only to violate Article 20 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which recognises the right of everyone to peaceful assembly, but also to restrict freedom of religion or belief. The law was supposed to safeguard the right to freedom of assembly by designating what was meant to assemble legally, but instead has been used to restrict the right that people have to freely meet and has been used to target religious groups.131

Under the original law, citizens were required to obtain government permission for assembly and give five days’ notice. Anyone organising an assembly without government consent faced the possibility of criminal charges, as did anyone who violated any one of a number of broad restrictions the statute imposed on what could be expressed, orally or in writing, at assemblies. A new Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Processions Law (2016 Peaceful Assembly Law), passed by the upper house of Parliament on 31 May 2016, corrects some of the flaws of the 2012 statute but still restricts freedom of assembly and freedom of expression in ways that significantly exceed those restrictions permissible under international legal standards.132

The new law continues to require excessive detail about the words or slogans that protestors will chant and who will speak, and circumscribes the formation of spontaneous assembly. Both the 2012 and 2016 assembly laws impose a number of vaguely defined and overly broad restrictions on the speech of the participants. Both laws state that protesters must not talk or behave in a way that may cause ‘disturbance or obstruction, danger or injury or a concern that these might take place.’ They must not say things ‘which affect the State or the Union, race, or religion, human dignity, and moral principles.’ Finally, they ‘must not spread rumours or incorrect information.’ Violation of any of these restrictions could result in a sentence of up to three months in prison, and Article 10 of the 2016 Peaceful Assembly Law authorises the police to disperse an assembly for failure to follow any of the rules imposed by the law.133

This law has been used to inhibit freedom of religion or belief in a number of ways. On 2 November 2014 journalist Shwe Hinmon was banned from protesting on World Impunity Day.134 Instead of protesting she gathered with some people to pray and was sued six months later for violating Article 10 of the Peaceful Assembly Law on 16 May 2015. She said, ‘I could not believe I was being sued.’ In 2014 so many journalists were sued—from media Impunity Day. The phrase ‘various means’ is hopelessly vague; an uncharitable judge could construe a conversation about the other religion to be a ‘cause’ which led to conversion, and thus prosecute the husband. Religion therefore has the potential to strip Buddhist women of their right to choose their religion, while also leaving the non-Buddhist husband open to unjust prosecution. It protects Buddhism, but fails to protect the rights of women or freedom of religion or belief.

In privileging the Buddhist interest, the law also contravenes the Convention of the Rights of the Child which Burma ratified in 1991. All provisions relating to the custody of children put the interest of the Buddhist mother above the interest of the child, contravening Article 3 (1) and Article 18 (3) of the Convention.135

The Buddhist Women’s Special Marriage Law may protect institutionalised Buddhism, but it does this at the expense of the rights of women, the rights of the child, freedom of expression and freedom of religion or belief. It is an irredeemable piece of legislation and its repeal should be an urgent priority.

Population Control Healthcare Law

This law expresses the admirable intention of ‘effectively implementing population control healthcare activities’ towards the objective of ‘improving living standards while alleviating poverty… and developing maternal and child health.’136 Unfortunately, the law lacks safeguards against human rights violations and discrimination against minorities.

The law looks to institute ‘birth spacing’, the ‘practice of having at least a 36 month interval between one child birth and another’.137 It is open to interpretation whether this should be enforced, or merely encouraged. If the law is enforced through coerced abortion or forced sterilisation, the law could be used to seriously breach women’s rights and the commitments that Burma made when it signed the UN Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women.

In addition, there is no protection in the law for minority groups. The formation of a ‘Region or State population control healthcare group’ is required, but there is no provision made to ensure that there is gender, ethnic or religious equality in these groups.138 Critics of the law argued when it was being drafted that it has the potential to empower local governments to unfairly restrict minorities’ rights.139 In the past, the Rohingyas were subject to discriminatory policies restricting couples to having at most two children.140 Population control can be used for ethnic cleansing and this law fails to provide safeguards against it.

UN human rights experts expressed their concerns in a statement in May 2015, arguing that:

> …the provisions are extremely vague and lack any protection against discrimination. Evidence shows that attempts to impose control at ‘controlling population growth’ often disproportionately target marginalized and minority groups and can have discriminatory, coercive and punitive effects that go against basic rights and freedoms, particularly those of women…141
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Prosecutions for peaceful assembly have also continued under the new government – with even those who have sought to comply with Burma’s restrictive Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Procession Law facing prosecution. Student leaders of an interfaith ‘peace walk’ of almost 100 people in Rangoon in May 2016 were charged with violating the law by following an ‘unauthorized route’.148 Lungjung Tu Raw was charged with violating the Peaceful Assembly Law after thousands of ethnic Kachin marched against the war in their state on 6 October 2016, even though he had received permission from the authorities to protest. The police claim that the protestors violated the law by chanting slogans which had not been approved.149 While Parliament has undertaken to amend the draconian assembly law, the proposed revisions fall short of international standards for freedom of assembly.150

Section 505(b) of the penal code

Section 505(b) provides a sentence of up to two years’ imprisonment for anyone who ‘makes, publishes, or circulates any statement, rumour, or report with intent to cause, or which is likely to cause, fear or alarm to the public, or to any section of the public, whereby any person may be induced to commit an offence against the State or against the public tranquillity.’151

Successive Burmese governments have repeatedly used Section 505(b) against activists and critics, particularly those involved with public protests. When new MPs were sworn in at the end of February 2016, more than 100 people were facing charges under Section 505(b) in cases that AAPP deemed ‘political’.152 As religion and politics are so intricately intertwined in Burma, many of these ‘political’ cases are religiously motivated attacks on those who challenge Buddhist nationalism.

Telecommunications Act (2013)

In 2013 the government passed the Telecommunications Law to regulate the ‘transmission or reception of information in its original or modified form by wire, fibre optic cable or any conducting cable, by means of radio, optical or any other form of electromagnetic transmission.’ The law requires anyone wishing to possess or use telecommunications equipment to obtain a licence to do so, and provides criminal penalties for possessing telecommunications equipment or providing telecommunications services without a licence.153

The law also imposes restrictions on speech using telecommunications equipment, and provides criminal penalties for violating those restrictions. Section 66(d) provides a sentence of up to three years in prison for ‘exertion of any person, coercion, unlawful restriction, defamation, interfering, undue influence, or intimidation using a telecommunications network’.154

The law is too vague and has been used for political purposes. In October 2015 the Thein Sein government began aggressively using Section 66(d) to prosecute users of social media for posts viewed as somehow ‘insulting’ to the military or President Thein Sein. This is an abuse of freedom of expression, as the UN Human Rights Committee has made clear: the mere fact that an expression is considered insulting to a public figure is not sufficient to justify the imposition of criminal penalties.155

Humanitarian worker Patrick Khum Jaa Lee was arrested on 14 October 2015 for allegedly posting on Facebook an image showing a foot stepping on a photograph of the military commander-in-chief. Mr Khum Jaa Lee was charged with ‘defaming the military’ in violation of Section 66(d). He was denied bail, despite suffering from uncontrolled hypertension and serious asthma. He denied making the post, saying that he had only commented on a post on someone else’s page to warn that it was dangerous. Mr Khum Jaa Lee, who has worked with international organisations including UNICEF and USAID to provide humanitarian relief to those internally displaced by the conflict in Kachin State, believes his arrest was intended to stop his work. His wife fears that it may have been directed at her. ‘There are few Kachin activists based in Yangon who can draw attention to what is happening there,’ she said. ‘It could be a threatening message that if they want to do something they can.’156

The Telecommunications Law has continued to be used freely by the current government to stamp out critics of both the NLD and the military government. Yanghee Lee noted on 20 January 2017 that: ‘I have received reports that over 40 people are now facing prosecution for defamation under section 66(d) of the Telecommunications Law – many of them merely for speaking their minds.’157

These cases include those who have criticised the actions of the military in Rakhine State; the prominent NLD member U Myo Yan Naung Thein was charged for posting on Facebook a call for the resignation of the armed forces, after hearing reports of abuses in the area.158 Such restrictions on freedom of expression have a profound bearing on freedom of religion or belief.

Conclusion

U Ko Ni, the prominent Muslim legal advisor to Aung San Suu Kyi and a vocal supporter of legal reform, was assassinated outside Yangon Airport on 29 January 2017.159 The death of this advocate for reform is a tragic sign of the battle that is ahead for the legal recognition of human rights and freedom of religion or belief in Burma. Ko Ni was acutely aware of the gravity of the situation, as Dr Melissa Crouch, Senior Lecturer at the University of New South Wales described in a tribute to him: ‘In August 2016, U Ko Ni was particularly concerned when I spoke to him on the phone about the current situation. I had never heard him talk in such pessimistic tones before, his concern for people’s safety, human rights and security paramount. He warned that it was not safe for locals to be talking in public forums about constitutional or human rights issues, but encouraged us to continue to do so.’160

The legislative framework in Burma was written by a military regime intent on promoting Buddhism at the expense of other religions. From the very core of the structure, the constitution, legislation is framed in a way which fails to protect religious minorities but instead leaves them vulnerable to targeted abuse. The 2008 constitution, Section 295(a) of the penal code, the four Race and Religion Laws, the Peaceful Assembly Law, Section 505(b) of the penal code and the 2013 Telecommunications Act have all been used to limit religious freedom. The 1992 Citizenship Act has also been central to the marginalisation of Rohingya people in Rakhine State, as will be shown in a later chapter.

The NLD are yet to meaningfully reform this legislation but have instead worryingly shown themselves to be complicit in its use. The Telecommunications Act has been abused since March 2016 in an unjustifiable way. It is important that the international community heeds U Ko Ni’s call and continues to advocate for significant reform of the legislative framework and the protection of human rights.
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Human rights violations against Muslims

Across Burma Muslims have been subject to religious persecution since the inception of military rule in 1962. Under the rule of the military regime they were vulnerable to human rights abuses including religious persecution, forced labour, extortion, forced relocation, arbitrary arrest, torture, rape and summary executions. The situation has continued to deteriorate significantly since the end of SPDC rule as a result of the rise of Buddhist nationalism (see Sources of intolerance). Since 2011 Muslims across the country have been subject to human rights abuses which include targeted religious persecution, the destruction of mosques and Muslim property, restrictions on travel and other basic freedoms, and discrimination in the law courts. Furthermore, since 2013 Muslims have been victims of significant acts of mob violence. While there has been a reduction of such incidents since their peak in 2013, there have been occasions where mobs have been incited since. The most recent incident outside of Rakhine State, which will be treated separately in another chapter due to

When mosques and other religious buildings were destroyed by the military or other groups in the junta period, Muslims were unable to get permits to rebuild their religious buildings as a result of a ban on the construction of mosques and churches. This type of targeted religious persecution took place alongside the building of Buddhist pagodas in Christian or Muslim villages in Chin State and Sagaing Division.

Like many other minorities in Burma, the Muslim population were regularly subject to forced labour under the junta. Forced labour could vary from short term work like digging ditches along roads and cutting the grass in front of military offices, to portering and working at local army camps. Those subject to forced labour were vulnerable to other human rights abuses. Soe Naing, a Muslim villager from Karen State described being reprimanded for poor work:

They hit my head and my head was split…They hit me five times with a piece of bamboo. It was as big as a torchlight…I was bleeding. I bled all over my body. The SPDC commander himself hit me…They thought I had already died and they left me. They left me beside the bullock cart track… They thought I had already died and they left me beside the track.

There were also outbreaks of mass violence against Muslims. For instance between February and October 2001, anti-Muslim riots took place in cities and towns across Burma. Mosques, homes and shops were destroyed, and many Muslims were killed or injured. It was widely believed that the military junta were the orchestrators of these attacks as this was not the first time supposedly ‘spontaneous’ outbreaks of violence had occurred against Muslims, and the evidence showed that the military were responsible for the violence.
Human rights violations against Muslims since 2011

Although Burma saw a positive expansion of civil society space and civil freedoms under the government of President Thein Sein from 2011-2016, the rise of Ma Ba Tha and extremist Buddhist nationalism precipitated increased violations of freedom of religion or belief.Violations against Muslims in Burma since 2011 include the boycottting of businesses, obstruction of Muslim religious practice, the demolition of mosques and Muslim property, restrictions on travel and other basic freedoms, and incidents of individual and mass violence.

Targeting and boycottting of Muslim businesses

U Wirathu claimed in 2012 that there was a ‘Muslim conspiracy’ to conquer Burma through economic exploitation and interfaith marriage. The 969 movement was alleged to be against the perceived threat posed by the prosperity of Muslim businesses and the practice of Muslims buying halal food. The campaign, which began in 2012, encouraged Buddhists to shop only at Buddhist stores and avoid marrying, hiring or selling their homes or land to Muslims. Stickers with the number ‘969’ were distributed as a symbolic counter to Islamic ‘786’ stickers which were used to designate that a restaurant served halal food.

One Muslim shopkeeper in northern Rangoon, Burma’s largest city, described his sales falling by two-thirds in a month and a half following the circulation of a video of Wirathu’s anti-Muslim preaching in 2013. He said, ‘They want to hurt Muslim businesses. When our business goes down, the Burmese will be rich. ’

The boycotting of Muslim businesses has been a degrading and targeted attempt to create division in communities, discriminating against Muslims based upon their religion. Given that Muslims are a minority in Burma, the boycotting of their businesses by Buddhists has left many businesses unviable. Article 3 of the 1981 United Nations Declaration on the elimination of all forms of intolerance and of discrimination based on religion or belief says, ‘Discrimination between human beings on grounds of religion or belief constitutes an affront to human dignity and a denial of the principles of the Charter of the United Nations, and shall be condemned as a violation of the human rights and fundamental freedoms proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.’

The targeted nature of the actions of the 969 movement, a movement which existed to cripple Muslim businesses, mean that it is an act of religious persecution and a violation of human rights.

Obstruction of Muslim religious practice

Muslims have been vulnerable to having their mosques demolished or confiscated by the government, extremist monks or the local authorities. Extremist monks have been allowed to do this with impunity in Karen State; in March 2016 Ma Ba Tha confiscated mosque land in Myawaddy, Karen State on 25 April 2016 Myaing Gyi Ngu Sayadaw U Thuzana, a prominent Buddhist monk, forcibly built a pagoda inside the compound of Marakaz mosque as part of a campaign throughout 2015 to 2016 which claimed that it had been built on the site of old Buddhist pagodas. In the latter case, the authorities have been impotent as a result of the local support that U Thuzana has, according to a Burma Human Rights Network interviewee, who said that the authorities ‘tried to resolve the matter, but they could not prevent the pagoda from being built inside the mosque, when the chairperson of the State came. They knew about it but the monk refused to meet the authorities. No one took any action. They [the monks] behave as if they were asked by the state to do such actions. They did it blatantly.’

In Kachin State both the local authorities and grassroots supporters of Buddhist nationalism have been responsible for the demolition of mosques. In June 2016 local authorities in Kachin State demolished a Muslim prayer hall which had stood for 30 years, and on 1 July 2016 a prayer hall run by the Kachin Christian Church in Kone was demolished by a mob of 200 Buddhists. In Mandalay Division on 20 November 2014 a mosque was dismantled as a result of pressure from the local General District Administration.

Restrictions have also been placed upon the construction or renovation of mosques. In Irrawaddy Division, for instance, a mosque in Kyone Ma Nge Township was damaged in Cyclone Nargis and the local General Administration Department failed to give the Muslim community permission to repair the roof. In Bago region a number of mosques were destroyed by Buddhist mobs during intercommunal violence in 2013 (see below). In Okkan a mosque wall and fence were destroyed; permission was sought from the Taikkyi Township General Administration Department but has not yet been granted. The same story was true in Moe Nyo Township where Muslims have not even been allowed to clean the grass in the compound of the mosque in the aftermath of mob damage. A resident of Nattalin Township, Bago Region, said, ‘In Nattalin there are 70 Muslim households and there is only one mosque. A request for permission to repair the mosque was submitted in 2013 but has not yet been granted.’ This has been a long-running matter of policy in Bago. There are a number of mosques which were damaged in Taunghu as a result of religious violence in 2001 that have still not been given permission to re-open or renovate.

In Meiktila Township, Mandalay Division, the site of extreme violence in 2013, Muslims have been given no permission to repair mosques and homes. According to a Muslim shops owner who promotes intra-faith dialogue, ‘Before these incidents there were 13 mosques in the town; now only five remain active and especially older Muslims have difficulty practising their religion due to this.’

The widespread restrictions placed on mosque repairs and construction alongside the demolition or confiscation of mosques by local authorities or extremist Buddhist monks is religious persecution, which stands in the way of the free practice of religion for Muslims across Burma and is a serious violation of freedom of religion or belief.

In Kalaymyo, a town in Sagaing Division in the foothills of Chin State, where the population is evenly divided between Buddhists and Muslims, with a small Muslim community, Muslims are feeling increasingly vulnerable. Out of a population of 300,000, the Muslim community numbers approximately 400 people. In 1997 their mosque was destroyed completely, after tensions in Taungoo. According to witnesses who spoke to CSW, ‘Monks came to attack us, no reason. The monks came from three different monasteries. They were all monks, no lay people.’ During the Full Moon Festival in October 2016, a mob came and threw stones at the mosque. ‘This kind of attack happens quite often,’ said one Muslim. ‘We had been living here together for a long time peacefully, but we have faced more challenges recently. More than half of the monasteries in Kalay are preaching hatred against us. Further violence has only been prevented because the Muslim community has engaged with local civil society groups who help protect them.

Alongside the targeting of Muslim places of worship, the ceremonies and practice of religion have been undermined and are under threat. Protests have been lodged on two counts in a number of locations. Firstly, if Muslims are denied prayer outside of the official spaces of worship they are vulnerable to having their meetings shut down. This violates the right that people have to practise their religion in public or private, but is a particularly grievous restriction in light of the barriers there are for Muslims who want to register or repair their own space of worship. In Shwe Pyi Thar Township in Yangon there are 3,000 Muslim households with a total population of 20,000, and yet only five legally recognised places of worship. In 2016 local Muslims applied for permission to gather for prayers at 11 homes where they had been meeting for some time, and only six were granted. This left many people without a space to practise their religion.

There have also been multiple protests about the mass gathering of Muslims for worship activities. In 2016 in Yangon a Buddhist nationalist group called the ‘Patriots’ lodged a complaint with the authorities against the gathering of Muslims for prayers at an Islamic school. In Tharkayta Township there was a ban on worship at eight Islamic schools in 2015 after a complaint. Similarly on 31 October 2016 the authorities in Bago Township issued a ban on prayers at the three mosques in town.
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Discrimination in the judicial system and other human rights abuses

Local authorities and ultra-nationalists often appear to work in tandem to discriminate against Muslims. One of the central reasons that they have been vulnerable to this kind of religious persecution is that there are inherent biases within the judicial system. The Burma Human Rights Network reported 44 incidents of discrimination in the judicial system between January and August 2016. Although these are not all intense or severe incidents of persecution, they are a sign of the ill will of the local authorities to Muslims. Perhaps more concerning is that they have found significant evidence of ultra-nationalist monks being invited to take part in the process of judicial decision making. The Myanmar National Network is one of a number of nationalist monk networks working in Burma and they often put considerable pressure on judges. For example, on 8 February 2016 they influenced a civil case in Mandalay, on 6 August 2016 they put pressure on the legal system to take action against local Muslim white card holders at a police station in Yangon Region, and on 2 May 2016 they put pressure on a case involving a Buddhist girl who eloped with a Muslim man.

Discrimination in the judicial system has affected Muslims in other ways too. In April 2016 two Muslim activists faced a dialogue, Zaw Zaw Latt and Point Phyu Latt, were sentenced to jail on a trumped up charge of illegal border crossing by the authorities. They were both interfaith activists whom Ma Ba Tha had campaigned against on the grounds that they had committed blasphemy by encouraging ‘interfaith mating’; they were charged by the local authorities for allegedly crossing borders during their interfaith tour of the country. While other activists were being released from prison by the NLD, religious biases which lie at the heart of the local judiciary ensured that interfaith activists faced sentencing.

Their sentencing was part of a wider set of restrictions on the travel of Muslims in Burma. In November 2015 22 ethnic Kaman Muslims from Rakhine State who had full citizenship in Burma were denied leave to move or travel to Yangon. Muslims are vulnerable to everyday restrictions on travel and other basic human freedoms as a result of nationalist local authority and border control officials.

Muslims in Kalaymyo told CSW that they are now denied an identity card at the township level, and have to travel a long distance to the regional government in Monywa, 140 miles away, to be issued their identity cards. ‘Even then, not everyone gets it,’ one Muslim said. ‘In some cases, in the same family the elder brother gets it but his younger brother doesn’t. The elder has to pay a lot of money so the family cannot afford to pay for the younger one. It can cost more than 30,000 kyats ($30), whereas Buddhists get their identity cards for free, or for 3,000 kyats (€3).’

As a result of the tensions, tiny provocations have to be avoided. In 2014, for example, according to the Muslim community in Kalaymyo, a small road accident resulted in a Buddhist monk suffering a minor injury. The driver happened to be a Muslim. The monk threatened to hold a press conference and turn it into a major issue, but was persuaded not to. Instead, the Muslim man had to pay all the fees for the monk’s medical treatment.

In another incident in the same year, a Muslim accidentally crashed with an unlicensed car belonging to a Buddhist monastery. The damage was minimal, but the monastery demanded that the Muslim man buy a new, very expensive car.

In 2015 there was an accident in which a car crashed into a Muslim-owned shop in Kalaymyo. The owner demanded compensation, but the driver refused, threatened to burn the monks, and finally settled by contributing a small amount of money with a warning not to demand more.

Facebook has been used to fuel hatred in Kalaymyo. On 12 October 2016, just a few days after the military offensive in Rakhine State, a police officer posted a comment under a post about the situation in Rakhine, with expletives, saying, ‘Kill Muslims’.

In 2015 a Muslim student gave his teacher a gift, but she refused it, saying she would not accept a ‘Muslim gift’. She then posted on Facebook that she had done this.

In 2014 some in the Christian community began to hear rumours that Muslims were planning to destroy their churches. This was untrue, and was an attempt by Buddhist nationalists to incite violence and division between Muslims and Christians.

The telecommunications company Ooredoo, a Qatari corporation, has set up a telephone network in Burma, and some of their staff are from Bangladesh and other parts of South Asia, as well as some local Muslims. ‘In the villages far from Kalay, people are not well-educated, so rumours began that Ooredoo was bringing in “Bengalis”,’ said one Muslim in South Asia. ‘Ma Ba Tha spread these rumours. The company started to face threats, so they had to explain to people.’

Before 2012, I felt safe around town,’ one Muslim in Kalaymyo told CSW on a visit in 2016. ‘But since 2012, we feel unsafe. We can’t trust security. Another appeal for help. There are two things that are needed: action on hate speech, and investment in education and development. Uneducated people are easy to influence with false information. The government must work on reconciliation and education,’ he said. ‘Religious freedom is a foundational human right, but we don’t enjoy that right, because of hate speech. The root cause is lack of education. If the government can improve education, hate speech will decline.’

Incidents of mob violence since 2013

There have been multiple incidents of mob violence since 2013. The following is a summary of some of the incidents:

- 17 February 2013, Thaketa Township, Yangon Region: A mob of Buddhists attacks an Islamic school.
- 20-22 March 2013, Meiktila Township, Mandalay Division: Muslims in Meiktila are attacked in one of the worst episodes of anti-Muslim violence outside Rakhine State. According to official figures, 12,800 people were displaced and 44 people killed. CSW sources suggest that in reality, 30,000 people had to flee their homes and approximately 5,000 were killed. These included children, some of whom were burnt to death. Approximately 2,000 million kyats’ worth of property was destroyed.
- 23 March 2013: Tat Kone Township, Mandalay Division: Three mosques are attacked and destroyed. All three are still allowed to be used for worship but the authorities have blocked any attempts at renovation.
- 23 March 2013–November 2014: Violence in Ya Ma Thin Township, Mandalay Division
- 14 July 2014: Ywar Htan Mosque is forced to shut down.
- 27 July 2014: Kan Gyi Mosque is shut down by a township administrator who claims that it is in the area of Shwe Se Khone Pagoda.
- 20 November 2014: Kan Gyi Mosque is

The demolition of Muslim homes and schools

Muslims have also been vulnerable to having their property rights violated. This has occurred most prominently during mass inter-communal violence (see below), though it has also been more specifically targeted. On 17 February 2013 a group of 300 Buddhists demolished an Islamic school in Tharkayta Township, Yangon Region. Ultra-nationalists justified the action on the basis that they were doing repair work without permission. In May 2016 a Muslim house in Karen State was demolished as a result of Buddhist nationalist pressure. On 13 December 2016 two Islamic schools near Rangoon were closed down by the local authorities. A teacher from Nizamul School said, ‘Our school has been doing this teaching in place from past 10 years. We have done convocation ceremonies annually. We organised these ceremonies with the permission of the local authority. During that time there were only seven ward administrators in office, but none of them have made any objection.’

Hardliners attempted to shut down a ceremony in Yangon on 8 January 2017 during a Muslim religious festival. Most recently, in late April 2017 a group of Buddhist ultra-nationalists disrupted mass Muslim prayer at a madrasa and ultimately pressured police into allowing them to seal the schools shut.

There have been multiple incidents of discrimination in the judicial system between January and August 2016. Although these are not all intense or severe incidents of persecution, they are a sign of the ill will of the local authorities to Muslims. Perhaps more concerning is that they have found significant evidence of ultra-nationalist monks being invited to take part in the process of judicial decision making. The Myanmar National Network is one of a number of nationalist monk networks working in Burma and they often put considerable pressure on judges. For example, on 8 February 2016 they influenced a civil case in Mandalay, on 6 August 2016 they put pressure on the legal system to take action against local Muslim white card holders at a police station in Yangon Region, and on 2 May 2016 they put pressure on a case involving a Buddhist girl who eloped with a Muslim man.
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Actors on the allegation that a warehouse which is under construction in the village would be used as an Islamic school.

- 1 July 2016: Mob of 200 in Phakhtawn Town (Kachin State) vandalise a mosque; only six leaders were charged.194
- 9 May 2017: Mob of ultra-nationalist monks involve themselves in a search for Muslims living 'illegally' in Yangon. This becomes violent when no illegal residents are found. Two men are attacked, and one Muslim man has to go to hospital. Arrest warrants are issued for seven people, two of whom are monks. Two have been arrested.195

On 25 March 2013 CSW travelled to Ayela, two miles from the capital Naypyidaw and very close to Naypyidaw Airport, to visit a Muslim community which had been attacked three days earlier, on 22 March. One Muslim community leader told the delegation what had happened:

At 10pm on 22 March, people gathered in the village, having heard that a mob was on the way. I sent news to the authorities. Then a big crowd – maybe as many as 1,000, but I am not sure – came when the mob ran away. Only 15 police came, but they also ran away, instead of doing their duty. The mob came from outside, maybe from Meiktila or motivated by Meiktila. Now, only a small number of Muslims remain. Out of 260 Muslims, only 15 have returned to the mosque, attacked another building, our dining hall, and destroyed the inside of the mosque. They went into houses, stole possessions – clothes, money, food. They were shouting, 'Kill Muslims, Kill Muslims, Kill Kala.' No one was injured or killed, but that was only because they all managed to run away. It was very frightening. We have never had problems before. Buddhists and Muslims have never had any conflict in this area. We have lived here for 200 years with no problems, but now there is absolutely no communication with Buddhist neighbours. We don’t dare greet each other on the street. If the security forces are here and do their duty, then we will dare to live here. If they cannot protect us, we won’t dare to live here. Four or five people were subsequently arrested for the violence, and we were asked to write a list of what was stolen and the blame on religious tension in the local community. But we don’t think people will pay compensation. We just hope they will come to live here. If they cannot protect us, we won’t dare to live here. Four or five people were subsequently arrested. We hope everything will be peaceful.'

**Mob violence since 2013**

Sporadic incidents of mass violence against Muslims since 2013 have led to serious violations of human rights. In most incidents, the instigators and perpetrators of such violence have been outsiders, entering a community that in many cases has had Buddhists and Muslims living together peacefully for decades. Yet Buddhist nationalists have been extraordinarily successful in whipping up anti-Muslim prejudice, with rumour and religious propaganda, and thus incited violence.

Government figures are often complicit in these acts of violence. Some accounts record that those inciting violence were hired by the USDP. Even in situations where this was not the case, biases towards Buddhist nationalists by local authorities ensure that the police have failed to stop violence when they could have done.

The scope of the violence is determined by the local community. Inter-communal tensions, often related to geographical or social conditions, make certain communities more susceptible to outbreaks of religious violence than others. In particular, grievances about Muslim wealth have sometimes played into inter-communal tensions. There are also local factors which can make communities less susceptible to violence. Strong interfaith relationships have limited the scope of violence in the past: for example, in 2014 in Mandalay the Muslim community was able to call on Buddhist monks, through their interfait network, to intervene and prevent further violence.

**Manufactured spontaneity: external actors directly inciting violence**

Although mob violence in recent years has appeared to be the result of inter-communal religious tension, a far more important factor in its instigation has been the pre-mediated attacks of outsiders. The testimony of the majority of interviewees in local communities cited in recent studies emphasise this. Violence has been instigated by outsiders and then interpreted by people to lay the blame on religious tension in the local community.196 Of course tensions in the local communities have contributed to differing degrees, but they have never been the driving factor in outbreaks of violence. These spontaneous acts of violence share one common feature: they were manufactured by outsiders.

197 Ibid., p.3
198 Ibid., p.19
203 http://www.centrepeaceconflictstudies.org/publications/browse/8288-2/
‘A group of strangers stopped me, yelling, ‘Are you Bamar or kalar? If you are kalar, we will slaughter all of you...’

He was Bamar and cited a Buddhist prayer... he was therefore spared... but elsewhere he ‘saw children being brutally butchered in the Mingalaw Zae Yon area.’

Community members observed strangers ‘inciting violence, rallying community members to take part in violent and criminal activities, and also in taking part in acts of violence and vandalism themselves.’ In interviews with CSW, a number of victims of violence spoke about how they were the victims of extremity violence but protected by their Buddhist friends. One 47-year-old man from Meiktila described how his Buddhist friends saved him from attackers; Shar Ko Ko, another male Muslim from Meiktila said:

‘I was attending an Islamic school called Azizyari. On 20 March, at 12 PM, a teacher told us to go back home and not to come back to school. I was at the mosque at 5pm and heard that a mosque near the market was attacked. At 6pm... me, my father, and my mother were hiding at home [from attackers] and some of our Buddhist neighbours protected us...’

On the whole, the outsiders instigating violence were Buddhist nationalists and therefore their attacks were directed against Muslims and some of our Buddhist neighbours protected us...

External actors shaping local community perceptions

The role of outsiders goes beyond direct personal incitement on the ground. External actors shaped the way that events have been interpreted by spreading rumours and fostering fear of religious minorities. Mandalay erupted into violence in July 2014 in response to the alleged rape of a Buddhist woman by Muslim men, which was shared widely by U Wirathu. 206 Mandalay residents have since concurred that the Facebook report was false. 207

Rumour also has power to increase the extent of violence. The Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies emphasise that rumours of impending Muslim attacks have increased fears during times of mob violence and thus increased the severity of the violence. 208 Even in areas where there are good inter-communal relations, rumours which feed into existing stereotypes or caricatures have the power to incite fear. Fear has the power to significantly increase the magnitude of violence. In Meiktila, where violence was at its most devastating, a petty shop brawl resulted in between 45 and 200 deaths, and the displacement of more than 10,000 people. The reason for this was first because there were outsiders inciting violence. Yet, the Mandalay case study shows that this did not necessarily lead to mass mob violence. The extent of the violence in Meiktila has to be understood in reference to a number of additional factors. A crucial factor was the fostering of fear and tension by outsiders. Ma Ba Tha has increasingly spread hate content through CDs, sermons and banners. A common factor in the outbreak of inter-communal violence in Burma has been that the ground was prepared in the targeted regions by spreading propaganda and hate speech. 209

Weak rule of law and a complicit government

The extent to which those acting to promote violence have been sanctioned by the government is another important question. Ma Ba Tha received government patronage for their Buddhist nationalist views in the years running up to the 2015 election, and the policy of Thein Sein’s government was framed to protect Buddhists rather than freedom of religion or belief. One CSW source was convinced that those acting in Mandalay in 2014 were ‘government-supported thugs.’

A similar sentiment was expressed by a Buddhist from Mandalay who highlighted the way that these incidents often provided distraction from unpopular government initiatives:

The conflict in Mandalay was meant to divert people’s attention from the [move to amend] Article 436 of the constitution. The conflict in Meiktila was meant to divert people’s attention from the Letpadaung incident... etc. 210

Citizens of Sittwe and West Bago had similar suspicions. One man emphasised the way that the Hlutaw assisted the propagation of violence in West Bago.211 Although government cooperation in violence is difficult to prove, it is quite possible that figures from the nationalist military establishment were part of the collaborative effort behind the scenes to coordinate mob violence.

Regardless of whether the government was actively coordinating violence, we do know that local and national authorities have been complicit. At a national level, policy and practice have recently been favourable to Ma Ba Tha and the Buddhist nationalists. This is illustrated by laws such as the Four ‘Race and Religion’ laws, and by the vocal support for U Wirathu and Ma Ba Tha expressed by prominent members of Parliament, particularly members of the USDP and the military. At a local level, there have been multiple accounts of security forces actively choosing not to intervene and stop violence. In Meiktila, security forces were sent from Naypyidaw actively chose not to stop the violence; one resident recounted that ‘The worst thing was when the security forces from Naypyidaw arrived. There were around ten trucks. They didn’t stop the violence... [they] were watching the problem idle...’ 212 A man from Lashio similarly remembered that: ‘A man was hit and fell down on the road. The police just kicked him with their feet then dragged him like a dog. They pointed guns at my daughter who was holding the wounded man.’ 213 In Mandalay, the lack of local community involvement exposed local authority complicity most profoundly.214

The group of 25-30 outsiders could easily have been stopped by police, but witnesses record watching as the police chose to allow the violence to continue unhindered. Weak rule of law and policing ensured that outsiders could act with impunity. Government at both a local and a national level have been complicit in the emergence of mob violence.

The geopolitics and factors which precipitate inter-communal tension

Of course, mob violence requires local community participation, and in order to understand the scope and scale of mob violence, it is worth considering the geographical and social factors which precipitate violence. Stephen Gray and Josephine Roos are right to highlight that it is important not to overlook ‘non-religious dimensions of the conflict.’215 Their analysis highlights that certain communities are more resilient, able to withstand outside pressures and attempts to catalyse conflict, than others. Social and economic linkages or conflicts have the capacity to play into how readily a community will succumb to provocation and act violently.

Comparing Meiktila and Mandalay

A comparison between the scope of violence in Meiktila (2013) and Mandalay (2014) provides a helpful avenue into understanding the extremity of violence. In Mandalay the local community did not respond to outsiders’ attempts to incite violence, while in Meiktila they did. The reasons for this can be understood with reference to an analysis of the social and the economic situation:

Economic grievances push people to violence

In certain communities in Burma, a poor population can have a tendency to look enviously at its Muslim neighbours. The wealth of Muslims can be a source of grievance for Buddhists and increase the likelihood of violent action.216 The situation is exacerbated by the perception that Muslims only buy from Muslims. The ‘969’ ‘Buy Buddhist’ movement emerged in reaction to the perception that Muslims only bought food from ‘786’, i.e. halal shops. Prior to violence in Meiktila, there were complaints about the Muslim community’s dominance over the cattle industry; there was also a variety of land disputes which were provoked as a result of inaccuracies of contract and property law. 217 There were in this area, therefore, inter-communal tensions which were unrelated to religious faith but which divided the two communities. These provided motivation for religious violence and increased the number of people willing to riot.

By contrast, Mandalay is a relatively prosperous city where there were not economic tensions. This increased the resilience of local people to calls to violence, and helped promote harmony. One person from Mandalay noted recently that:
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‘...Poverty and the daily struggle for survival...put a strain on the spirit and rational faculties of people.’

It certainly is true that local economic conditions have contributed to inter-communal tensions in recent years.

Social concord hampers attempts to incite violence

Another reason that violence did not erupt in Mandalay to anywhere near the same extent as Meiktila is that in Mandalay interfaith harmony initiatives existed which meant that the local monks and people were unwilling to act violently against their neighbours. Monks in Mandalay instructed their followers not to act violently, consistently reiterating that ‘We do not have a problem between Buddhist and Muslim communities.’ This conviction ensured that violence did not escalate in the way that it had done in Meiktila. Respect between faith communities contributed to peace, and ensured that the way that it had done in Meiktila. Respect between faith communities contributed to peace, and ensured that the community was less willing to respond to provocation.

Violence causes violence

A final point that is worth emphasising is that violence itself has the power to divide communities and reduce their resilience. Witnesses of violence often recount the fear that violence catalyses; Muslims more or less universally testify to the fear they feel in Burma at the moment. And yet, it is not only Muslims who are scared – Buddhists too are too. Sometimes this is for their Muslim friends and for others the key feeling is a fear of retaliation. This can lead to a breakdown of trust. This has happened since the violence in Lashio, where residents have explained the difficulties they now face talking to their former friends. In Shwebo, the violence of 2013 had already left a lasting rift which acted to increase the power of the fearful rumours spread during the violence in 2013. Violence in 2013 only served to reinforce division and segregation. A minority of communities felt nothing had changed, only served to reinforce division and segregation. A final point that is worth emphasising is that violence itself has the power to divide communities and reduce their resilience.

Conclusion

On 15 March 2016 at a United Nations side event in Geneva, Cardinal Charles Maung Bo of Burma described the effect of the rise of Ma Ba Tha on religious freedom in Burma:

‘Over the past four years, the rights of religious minorities have come under increasing threat. Starting with the violence in Rakhine State in 2012, spreading to an anti-Muslim campaign in Meiktila, Okkan and Lashio in 2013, and to Mandalay in 2014, and then moving from violence, killing and destruction to a more insidious campaign of discrimination, hate speech and restrictive legislation, this movement – which began as a group called ‘969’ and transformed into an organisation known as ‘Ma Ba Tha’ – is based on an extremist, intolerant form of Buddhist nationalism that completely distorts the key teachings of Buddhism...and instead preaches hatred and incites violence.’

Human rights violations have been shaped and motivated by the discriminatory matrix of the nationalist military, extremist religious leaders, and sympathetic local authorities. There has been, as Cardinal Bo highlights, a concerted campaign which targets Muslims in recent years. Muslims have been victims of an array of abuses in recent years including targeted religious persecution, economic marginalisation through the boycotting of businesses, discrimination in the judicial system and acts of extreme violence. The context, where anti-Muslim hate speech is common and the local authorities are complicit, has given extremist groups the freedom to act with impunity. Carefully manufactured incidents of mass violence in 2012-2014 have created the illusion that Burma is a nation irreparably divided. It must be emphasised that many Buddhists in Burma wish to distance themselves from this kind of persecution. ‘This is not who we are’ is the statement which resounds from the majority of communities interviewed by the Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies. Inspiring stories of Muslims being protected by their Buddhist neighbours provide a counter-narrative to the story which Buddhist nationalists want to propagate – of a nation totally divided along sectarian lines. Muslims are vulnerable to human rights abuses but the divisions are not irreparable. Courageous action from the NLD-led government is needed to stem the tide, foster mutual understanding and protect a minority which has been abused for too long. There are, however, no signs of such courageous action, and that makes the situation particularly dangerous.
The persecution of the Rohingyaas

The United Nations’ Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar, whose report was published in September 2018, concludes that senior generals in the military must be investigated for genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. Describing the violations of human rights perpetrated against the Rohingya in August 2017 as war crimes and crimes against humanity, Radhika Coomaraswamy, a member of the Fact-Finding Mission, said: ‘The crimes themselves, and in the manner in which they were perpetrated, were found to be similar in nature, gravity and scope to those that have allowed for genocidal intent to be established in other contexts.’ The chair of the Fact-Finding Mission, Marzuki Darusman, said: ‘During their operations the Tatmadaw has systematically targeted civilians, including women and children, committed sexual violence, voiced and promoted exclusionary and discriminatory rhetoric against minorities, and established a climate of impunity for its soldiers. The full findings we are releasing today show why, in our report to the Human Rights Council, we insist that the perpetrators of the gross human rights violations and international crimes, committed in Rakhine, Kachin and Shan States, must not go unpunished. They also show why the top generals should be investigated and prosecuted for genocide in Rakhine State. I have never been confronted by crimes as horrendous and on such a scale as these.’

This report follows repeated warnings of genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and ethnic cleansing. The UN Special Rapporteur for human rights in Burma, Yanghee Lee, said in March 2018 that what had happened in Rakhine State had ‘the hallmarks of genocide’.235 The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights at the time, Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein, told the UN Human Rights Council in September 2017 that it was a ‘textbook example of ethnic cleansing’ and the UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres described the crisis as a ‘catastrophic’ humanitarian disaster.

Even prior to these remarks by senior UN officials, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) warned in 2016 that the ‘pattern of violations against the Rohingyas may amount to crimes against humanity’.236 The severity of the situation cannot be overstated. John McKissick, head of the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in the Bangladeshi border town of Cox’s Bazar, told the BBC that the Burmese government is pursuing a campaign of ethnic cleansing against the Muslim Rohingya minority from its territory.

The Rohingyas in Rakhine State are stateless, with their very survival in question. For decades they have endured grinding persecution, marginalisation and dehumanisation, and are described by Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) as among the most persecuted minorities in the world. In Bangladesh, they are told they are Burmese and should go back to Burma. In Burma, they are met with hostility and told they are Bengali and should return to Bangladesh. ‘We are trapped between a crocodile and a snake,’ one refugee told CSW in 2008. ‘We are treated as foreigners in Burma. But if we are foreigners, please show us which country we belong to, and we will go there,’ said another.

As the only ethnic minority in Burma who are not recognised as citizens, the Rohingyas have been subjected to extreme, systematic discrimination. As a stateless group, they have no human rights guaranteed by the law. They have been victims of a variety of extreme human rights violations including but not limited to forced labour, summary execution, sexual violence, restricted freedom of movement, targeted religious persecution, forced birth control, acts of mass violence, forced displacement and arbitrary detention. There have been sporadic incidents of extreme mass violence which have caused the forced displacement of hundreds of thousands of people, and hundreds of thousands to flee as refugees from Burma to Bangladesh and other neighbouring nations.

Many Rohingyas supported and campaigned for the NLD prior to the 2015 election, and so feel particularly betrayed by Daw Aung San Suu Kyi’s failure to express any sympathy for them in light of the genocide. The worst human rights crisis in Burma’s recent history erupted from 2016-2017, under the NLD government. The overwhelming majority of Rohingyas have fled to Bangladesh, and refuse to return to Burma unless and until there are efforts to repeal the 1982 Citizenship Law which entrenches their marginalisation into law, and provide security to ensure that the military offensives of October 2016 and August 2017, which led to the displacement of hundreds of thousands, summary execution, the burning of homes and mass rape of Rohingyas, do not recur.

History of the Rohingyas

Rakhine State has a population of over three million people. The two major ethnic groups are the Rakhine and the Rohingyas. There are around 2.1 million ethnic Rakhine who are predominantly Buddhists; and there are over one million Rohingyas, the vast majority of whom are Muslims.237 The history of Rakhine is intensely disputed. Ultra-nationalist Rakhine Buddhists portray the Rohingyas as illegal immigrants who migrated from East Bengal during the British rule of Burma; official state histories support this claim and exclude Rohingyas from the 135 state-recognised ethnic groups.238 The Rohingyas, on the other hand, claim to have inhabited the state for centuries. Some even claim that Muslim kings ruled Rakhine for over a hundred years in 1430.239

While the exact details of Rakhine State history may be disputed and are unlikely ever to be fully clarified, primary historical sources written 200 years ago provide significant evidence that the Rohingyas have resided in Rakhine State since at least the 18th century. In 1799 a British officer wrote that “the place is inhabited by the people of Rangoon” and that “the inhabitants are of a race somewhat intermediate between the Burman and the Bengalese”.240 In 1826, written when the British moved into Rakhine State, estimated
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that 30% of the population was ‘Mussalman’ or Muslim.245 Similarly, Brigadier Aung Gyi, a senior deputy of General Ne Win, made remarks in 1961 which emphasised the indigenous nature of the Rohingya. In a series of statements and narratives which present the Rohingyas as ‘Bengali’, he said that this ‘is not a case where one single race splits itself into two communities in two different neighbouring countries.’246

As a result of their ambiguous position there were many Rohingyas who voted in the national election of 1960. A Rohingya representative claimed that from 1941-1962, except for 90% of teachers in northern Rakhine State, Rohingyas were issued with NRCs along with all other citizens of Burma. ‘During the democracy era [from 1947-1962], we did not feel discriminated,’ said one Rohingya leader.247

It was after military rule commenced in 1962 that the systematic discrimination of the Rohingyas became a matter of policy. On General Ne Win’s accession to power, the military junta had pursued a policy which turned the Rohingyas against the Rakhine and ultra-nationalist Buddhists is that Rohingyas are impovers with ambitions to overthrow Burmese Buddhism. This is spread by state media, by prominent monks on social media, and by ethnic Rohingya leaders. This influential triumvirate also helps to ensure that the news about events in Rakhine State universally presents Muslims as the perpetrators of violence, even if the military are the initiators. This meant that when the military unleashed its offensives in 2016, and again in even more significant level in 2017, it was the death of border guards which was the focus of state media and not the disproportionate rights violations and the suffering of hundreds of thousands of Rohingyas. The same was true in 2012, when Buddhists were presented as the attacked victims and violence against Rohingyas was justified as a necessary security measure. Widespread rumours about Muslims attacking or rape people fill social media regardless of their truth. They help to create divisions among the peoples of Rakhine State and reinforce the fears of the ethnic Rakhine.

Rakhine Buddhists have reason for discontent because they have been victims of significant discrimination which, though less targeted than that directed at Rohingyas, has resulted in widespread human rights abuses including forced labour, rape, and the forcible recruitment of child soldiers.248 Rakhine civilians, accused of ties with the Arakan Army, have been tortured, and following clashes with the Arakan Army in early 2015, the Tatmadaw were accused of blocking aid to the displaced Rakhine.249

Rakhine is also the poorest state in Burma and the local people have been economically exploited.250 Although resource rich, Rakhine State’s natural resources have been used by the Burmese central government with little regard for the ethnic Rakhine. For instance, in 2015 the government earned $170 million per month from the gas from the Shwe Gas Project. This was 40% of the country’s income but was of little benefit to Rakhine State.251 There is a widespread fear amongst the Rakhine that their culture itself is being eroded. In schools, teachers use Burmese and the Rakhine language is prohibited. The regime is carrying out ‘an attack on our language, identity and culture,’ one Rakhine told CSW.252

Rakhine State citizens could justifiably feel disenfranchised by the state. Yet, state actors are not held by the majority of the Rakhine to be the primary enemy. CSW’s 2008 briefing on the situation in Rakhine State noted that the military junta had pursued a policy which turned the Rakhine against the Rohingyas in order to maintain Rakhine support; one Rakhine leader said, ‘The SPDC uses the Rakhine against us as part of a divide and rule policy.’253 The International State Crime Initiative report entitled Countdown to Annihilation: Genocide in Myanmar finds that this policy was still in place in 2015 and that the Burmese government has been very successful at manipulating the Rakhine into believing that their primary enemy is not the state, but the Rohingyas.254 There have been a number of elements to this strategy: economic discontent has been blamed on Muslim kyar taking the jobs of Rakhine Buddhists; rumors have been spread amongst the Rakhine claiming that the Muslim residents of Maungdaw are extremists; and international coverage of the ‘global terror’ threat has provided the basis for a widespread belief that Rakhine culture is under threat from ‘Bengali immigrants’ intent on the collapse of Burma and Buddhism. Successive military governments actively spread these ideas and have thereby ensured that Rakhine discontent has primarily been translated into anti-Muslim action.

Hate speech and rumour

False rumours and hate speech about Rohingya Muslims are common and drive anti-Rohingya action. Radical monks from Ma Ba Tha and the Rakhine political elites have created a myth about the Rohingyas which presents them as the primary threat to Rakhine and Burmese civilisation. U Winthero consistently claims that ‘In order to occupy Myanmar, the Muslims created a race…’255 His claim that the Rohingyas were not indigenous to Burma but are really an Islamic expansionist creation is common. Thus Myint, a Rakhine historian, similarly said that ‘They took our historic origin and created a fake history.’256 As a result his view is that if ‘we allow them to stay, our people will be swallowed up.’

A conventional understanding of history among ethnic Rakhine and ultra-nationalist Buddhists is that Rohingyas are imposters with ambitions to overthrow Burmese Buddhism. This is spread by state media, by prominent monks on social media, and by ethnic Rohingya leaders. This influential triumvirate also helps to ensure that the news about events in Rakhine State universally presents Muslims as the perpetrators of violence, even if the military are the initiators. This meant that when the military unleashed its offensives in 2016, and again in even more significant level in 2017, it was the death of border guards which was the focus of state media and not the disproportionate rights violations and the suffering of hundreds of thousands of Rohingyas. The same was true in 2012, when Buddhists were presented as the attacked victims and violence against Rohingyas was justified as a necessary security measure. Widespread rumours about Muslims attacking or raping people fill social media regardless of their truth. They help to create divisions among the peoples of Rakhine State and reinforce the fears of the ethnic Rakhine.
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The Arakan National Party

The Arakan National Party is a leading propagator of hate speech and rumour. The leading ethnic Rakhine party campaigns for the interests of the Rakhine and the protection of Rakhine Buddhism at the expense of all other interests, and the human rights of others if necessary. Rakhine leaders perceive themselves to be defenders of Burma, guardians of the ‘Western gate’ against a Bengali invasion. They are unashamedly nationalistic and anti-Rohingya. The International State Crime Initiative report found that:

...it is not uncommon to see Nazi and SS paraphernalia (t-shirts, helmets etc.) as well as copies of Mein Kampf being sold on the streets. Against this background and standing in front on an Arakan Army calendar entitled ‘Defenders of Our Fatherland’, Sittwe’s Arakan National Party spokesman told ISCI that Rohingyas should be moved to ‘collection camps’ in central Myanmar before asking, with a smile on his face, to change that to ‘refugee camps’, obviously conscious of the connotations.

There is deep anger in Rakhine State over perceived international prejudice in favour of the Rohingyas. There have been numerous protests in Sittwe in recent years against international support for the Rohingyas. Ban Ki-Moon’s use of the word Rohingya, UN Special Rapporteur Yanghee Lee’s visits to Rakhine State, and the Ban Ki-Moon’s use of the word Rohingya, UN Special Rapporteur Yanghee Lee’s visits to Rakhine State, and the Ban Ki-Moon’s use of the word Rohingya, UN Special Rapporteur Yanghee Lee’s visits to Rakhine State, and the Ban Ki-Moon’s use of the word Rohingya, UN Special Rapporteur Yanghee Lee’s visits to Rakhine State, and the Ban Ki-Moon’s use of the word Rohingya, UN Special Rapporteur Yanghee Lee’s visits to Rakhine State, and the

Layers of discrimination

Rakhine State has a divided population. On one side there is a minority without a home whose history has been whitewashed. Stateless and vulnerable, and since 2016 and 2017 almost entirely driven out, they have been treated like criminals despite the fact that many have ancestors who were indigenous to Rakhine State. On the other side, there is another ethnic group who have legitimate grievances about their historic treatment by the state. Yet, their discontent has been channelled into anti-Rohingya sentiment as the Rohingyas have been portrayed as Bengalis intruders with ambitions for Rakhine extinction. Hate speech and rumour have helped to create a virulent anti-Rohingya nationalistic amongst the Rakhine which means that the Rohingyas are in a profoundly vulnerable position.

The next section looks in more detail at how the Rohingyas have faced various forms of discrimination. Initially it examines the connotations of the fact that the Rohingyas are a ‘stateless people’ and then it considers incidents of violence against them.

A stateless people

Article 15 of the Universal Declaration for Human Rights states that the right to a nationality is a fundamental human right, and that ‘no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his nationality’.244 It implies the right of each individual to acquire, change and retain a nationality and that to deprive someone of their nationality is to deprive them of an inviolable right. In 1982 General Ne Win instituted a Citizenship Law that prohibited Rohingyas from obtaining full citizenship and effectively totally deprived them of this basic human right. This was only fully implemented after the 1990 elections. The Rohingyas were able to vote in 1990, using their NRCs, but in 1994, the Rohingyas’ status was downgraded to that of ‘temporary resident’, and they were issued with new white Temporary Registration Cards (TRCs), at a charge of 2,500 kyats. The result of this was that, in the words of one Rohingya, ‘the regime claims we are mere residents, not citizens’.

Only 40,000 of the country’s 1.3 million Rohingyas are recognised by the government. The 1982 Citizenship Law requires that every citizen be able to provide proof that they were residents of Burma before 1948. Many Rohingyas did not have access to sufficient documentary evidence, even if their families were citizens in this period, and therefore had their identity cards withheld.

Subsequently it has proved very difficult for Rohingyas who were not given citizenship in 1982 to gain citizenship status. Naturalisation requires fluency in one of Burma’s national languages, but most Rohingyas only speak Rohingya dialect and don’t learn Burmese or other ethnic languages due to poor education.245 Furthermore there is an institutional prejudice which means that Rohingyas applying for citizenship almost always fail. When 60 years ago, Rohingyas could hold full citizenship without reference to their ethnicity, all identity cards now mark Rohingyas out as ‘Bengali’.246 The requirement that Rohingyas declare that they are Bengali leads to the rejection of virtually all Rohingyas applications for citizenship. There have been attempts to verify the citizenship of Rohingyas, but local opposition has ensured that these fail. The most recent citizenship verification process, piloted in 2014, allowed 200 Muslims to register for citizenship as ‘Bengali’. This was suspended following opposition of local Buddhist Rakhine to the acceptance of any supposedly Bengali people in their territory.247 Between 2010 and 2015, many Rohingyas held ‘white cards’ which ‘stateless’,248 In February 2015, a Referendum Law gave ‘white card’ holders the right to vote in a referendum. Extremists protested this, and in response to protests President Thein Sein announced on 11 February 2015 that white cards would actually expire on 31 March 2015.249 The result of this was that the Referendum Law ultimately disenfranchised the Rohingyas rather than providing hope for ‘white card’ holders. The ‘white cards’ of 400,000 people were confiscated. For some of those people, they were issued a green card in June 2015. This allowed Rohingyas to apply for citizenship but bestowed no further legal rights. As a result, Rohingyas have been left without temporary legal status and without the right to vote.

In the run-up to the November 2015 election, the extent of the disenfranchisement of Rohingyas was made clear. In late August 2015 election authorities in Rakhine State blocked 25 parliamentary candidates from running for office, including 19 in northern Rakhine State on the grounds that their parents were not citizens. This included the then-sitting MP for Buthidaung, U Shwe Maung, who was a member of ASEAN Parliamentarians for Human Rights (APHR).250 Although the Union Election Commission did eventually reinstate 11 of the rejected Muslim candidates, there have been few attempts to ensure that the elections which Rohingyas were contesting were free and fair. The NLD showed little appetite for supporting the Rohingyas either, despite receiving support from many of the Rohingyas. The NLD excluded Muslims from a list of more than 1,000 candidates contesting the November 2015 election.251

Connotations of statelessness

‘By denying us citizenship, they are denying our entire existence, our struggle and our survival.’252

This poignant remark by a Rohingya man in an interview with the Simon-Skjodt Center for the Prevention of Genocide captures the severity of the situation of stateless Rohingyas in Rakhine State. Laws in Burma provide protection for the human rights of citizens; they provide little guarantees for ‘foreigners’ or the stateless. Rohingyas have been subjected to diverse and extreme human rights violations without any ability to appeal to the law for protection as a result; in fact it is often the law which is used to justify their subjection.

Human rights violations which have occurred against Rohingyas as a result of their stateless status include:

- Forced labour
- Restrictions on freedom of movement
- Sexual violence
- Targeted religious persecution
- Birth spacing
- Arbitrary detention
- Vulnerability to violence.

There have recently been outbreaks of inter-communal violence, particularly probably in 2012 and of course the military’s offensive in October 2016 and August 2017, which have led to more extreme and a wider variety of human rights violations including:

- Summary execution
- Mass rape
- Torture
- Burning of homes
- Killing
- Internal displacement
- Human trafficking.

The next section will consider these layers of persecution in greater detail.

Forced labour

Na Sa Ka (the Rakhine State border force) and the
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Restrictions on freedom of movement
As the majority of Rohingya are not recognised as citizens of Rakhine State, they are technically obliged by law to abide by the 1940 Foreigners Act. This requires local government to grant a licence to anyone desiring to move between different towns or villages.276 The Regional Order No.1/2009 requires Rohingya to give authorities a week’s notice before travelling within Rakhine State. Approval is rarely granted for travel. It usually requires the payment of a bribe of between 500 kyats and 1,000 kyats which Rohingya cannot afford.282 Even once approval is granted, Rohingya face harassment at checkpoints along the way. These restrictions severely impede access to health care or education from other towns. The restrictions of movement are yet another violation of basic human rights.

Sexual violence
Reports have consistently come out of Burma in the last three decades of sexual violence being committed with impunity against Rohingya women. The Tatmadaw, the Na Sa Ka, the local police force and Rakhine villagers have raped and sexually assaulted women and girls. Women taken for forced labour are particularly vulnerable, and in times of mass violence (see below) gang rape has been commonplace. The Tatmadaw has held women in Rakhine State as sex slaves and used rape as a form of intimidation, as it has throughout Burma for decades. Rohingya women are particularly vulnerable, given that they have no ability to appeal to the law for protection and are victims of such extreme prejudice.

A Na Sa Ka defector described the way that Na Sa Ka troops raped Rohingya women:

‘I was used to this system of arresting Muslims, asking for money, torturing them – every day...We only arrested Muslims, not Rakhines.’278

Mr C., a Rohingya refugee in Bangladesh from Miminba Township, described to CSW how the Na Sa Ka targeted his village for forced labour:

‘The Na Sa Ka routinely demanded forced labour, by rotation. They would go to our village and demand forced labour, and then move to another village, and a few weeks later they would come again to our village. They did this the whole time. We had to work in the army camps, cutting the grass, building fences, collecting wood, carrying food supplies and bricks. They treated us very rudely. I was often kicked and punched. Sometimes, if a village headman was unable to provide children, had to do forced labour.’279

Na Sa Ka single out Rohingya Muslims in Northern Arakan for forced labour. Three defectors from the Na Sa Ka border force confirmed that the Rohingyas were targeted:

‘The Na Sa Ka routinely demanded forced labour, by rotation. They would go to our village and demand forced labour, and then move to another village, and a few weeks later they would come again to our village. They did this the whole time. We had to work in the army camps, cutting the grass, building fences, collecting wood, carrying food supplies and bricks. They treated us very rudely. I was often kicked and punched. Sometimes, if a village headman was unable to provide children, had to do forced labour.’279

Targeted religious persecution
Article 34 of the 2008 constitution says that every citizen is entitled to freedom of conscience and religion. Rights to freedom of religion or belief have been restricted to citizens and as a result there have been numerous instances of targeted attacks against Rohingya Muslims.

Oppression by Rakhine civilians and local government has worked in tandem to ensure a hostile atmosphere for Muslims. In 2001 mobs attacked at least 28 mosques and religious schools. State security did nothing to stop the attacks but rather participated in the destruction.283 During the 2012 violence, mosques were specifically targeted. At least 33 mosques were destroyed in Sittwe alone.284 Permission to build mosques is also very difficult to obtain. It is almost impossible to build religious buildings in Rakhine State for Muslims. According to a Rohingya source, very few new mosques have been built since 1962.285 The central mosque in Maungdaw is reportedly still only half-built and without a roof.

There have been restrictions on Muslims attempting to get married. In order to have a marriage licence men have to be clean shaven, which breaks Rohingya religious customs.286 A marriage licence costs between 5,000 and 500,000 kyats to obtain.287 Since at least 2005 the government has allowed some Rohingya couples to obtain marriage licences only if they agree to have no more than two children. Women in legal marriages who have more than two children, and women who have children out of wedlock, are subject to possible prison sentences of up to ten years.

In 2018 CSW visited the refugee camp in Bangladesh. Among the Rohingya refugees who were interviewed was Hafez Ziur Rahman, a 38-year-old imam, who told CSW that on 27 August 2017 he fled his village with over 200 families after the military attacked. More than 100 people were burnt, shot or stabbed to death. When asked whether he experienced religious discrimination, his eyes filled with tears. ‘The soldiers came into the mosque. Before burning it down, they took the Holy Qur’an, and played football with it. They kicked it around between them, and then ripped it apart. Then they set fire to the Qur’ans and the mosque.’

Birth spacing
State-level authorities in Rakhine State issued a policy document in 2008 titled ‘Population Control Activities’, specifying how law enforcement officials in Rakhine State should force people to ‘use pills, injections and condoms for birth control at every regional clinic, township hospitals and their own regional hospitals’.288 Rohingyas are vulnerable to enforced population control measures as a result of not having full citizenship status.

In 2015 the Population Control Healthcare Law was passed which legitimated birth spacing as a valid government form of government policy. When this law was ratified, a UN press release commented that:

...its provisions are extremely vague and lack any protection against discrimination...

Evidence shows that attempts to impose strategies aimed at ‘controlling population growth’ often disproportionately target marginalized and minority groups and can have discriminatory, coercive and punitive effects that go against basic rights and freedoms, particularly those of women.289

These concerns remain pressing today. In fact, local lawmakers in Rakhine State have recently urged that the law be applied to restrict the birth rate of Rohingya Muslims.290 Aung Taung Shwe of the Arakan National Party, representing Buthidaung Township, said on 22 September 2016 that the government ought to ‘restrict the birthing in these areas’ as these areas are ‘appropriate areas’ in which to enforce the ‘Protection of Race and Religion Laws’. He remarked that:

‘The authorities do not carry out their duties based on the law, and the population has increased greatly’
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Although in this instance the Union Minister for Health and Sport Dr Myint Htwe rejected the suggestion as a violation of ‘medical ethics’ as it would involve the sterilisation of women against their will, the fact that this was tabled as a legitimate suggestion and was debated at a local level shows the tangible threat posed by this legislation in Burma today.

Arbitrary detention

Under President Thein Sein’s government, there were multiple incidents of the arbitrary detention of Rohingyas. Human Rights Watch reported that since 1995, the Na Sa Ka arbitrarily detained between 2,000 and 2,500 Rohingyas for actions such as repairing their homes without permission.291 Arakan Project researchers documented arrests of 260 Rohingyas in late 2014 alone.292 The lack of legal protection offered for Rohingyas means that they can be arrested on trumped up charges without consideration for the validity of the charges. Those in custody are often beaten and mistreated, and are only able to secure their release through bribery of Na Sa Ka commanders.

A Na Sa Ka defector remarked:

‘Sometimes I would be patrolling with another Na Sa Ka soldier, and we would ask Muslims for chicken, food or money. If they refused, we would arrest them and take their family with us, and bring them to the headquarters, where we kept them until they could pay. Every parent loves their son or daughter, so if we arrested a person, their parents – or relatives – would usually come to give us money.’293

Vulnerability to violence

Prior to the genocidal campaigns of 2016 and 2017, and aside from the mass violence of 2012, Rohingyas continued to suffer lower level violence as a result of the lack of protection under the law. An example is violence in Di Char Yar Tan village.294 On 9 January 2014 ethnic Rakhine killed eight Rohingyas in the village.

Local state-sanctioned reports claimed that this was in response to Rohingya residents who had kidnapped and killed a local police sergeant. Four days later, local police did not intervene when Buddhists killed many more Rohingyas with swords, knives and sticks. On 14 January 2014 events escalated and local officials ordered Lon Htin to arrest all male Rohingyas over the age of ten in surrounding areas. MSF reported that it treated 22 people for stab wounds, all of whom were Muslims. An OHCHR report found that 40 people were killed at least.295

Children have also been vulnerable to violent exploitation. In an interview with CSW in 2008, one man recounted how at the age of ten soldiers stopped him and ordered him to carry their belongings. ‘I told them I was on my way to school and that if I carried their luggage I would be late for school. They got angry and told me they would beat me if I did not do what they said. Again I refused, and they kicked me and forced me to carry their things.’296

Incidents of mass inter-communal violence

As a result of their statelessness, the Rohingyas have also been victim of a number of waves of mass inter-communal violence and military offensives. Particularly notable incidents of mass violence took place in May 1991, March 1992, 2001, 2012, 2016 and 2017.297 This report will focus in detail upon incidents of violence between 2012 and 2017.

Violence in 2012

On 28 May 2012 Thida Htwe, a 27-year-old Rakhine Buddhist, was robbed, allegedly raped, and murdered in Ramri Township. Locals accused three Muslim men, and Rakhine activists produced a pamphlet detailing the crime, distributing them around the region.298

On 3 June 2012, an estimated 300 Rohingyas were murdered. In one incident, ten Muslims were shepherded off a bus by a mob and beaten to death. The police and soldiers saw the incidents but did not intervene.299 Events escalated after this. On 8 June Rohingyas retaliated, rioting and destroying Rakhine property, killing seven Rakhine. This sparked a protest on 10 June where 600 protestors gathered at Shwedagon Pagoda, Yangon, and demanded the removal of ‘Bengalis’ from Burma and the country proceeded to enter a state of emergency and riots expanded exponentially. Violence was perpetrated by Rakhine and the military in collaboration. Al Jazeera in their report, the Genocide Agenda, found evidence that Rakhine civilians were bussed into Rakhine townships in order to stir unrest.300 Between June and October, violence, rape and arson were commonplace. On 21 October violence broke out in Min Bya Township, and spread from there. Human Rights Watch released pictures of wide-scale arson in Muslim residential areas.301 A 25-year-old man from Sittwe, a teacher from a nearby school, told a UN official international that he saw 25 of his students killed in front of him.302 Testimonies like his and others from refugee camps report torture, sexual violence and other violations committed by mobs.

Displacement and blocks on aid in 2012

As events developed, the combination of sustained mob violence and mass arson combined to displace large numbers of people. A policy of enforced segregation was imposed as a ‘security’ measure. Sittwe, once a multicultural city, was virtually emptied of its Muslim population and those who remained were segregated from the Rakhine Buddhist population, in a form of apartheid. Muslim neighbourhoods were heavily monitored by the police and army.303 There was little attempt by the government to aid the Rohingyas who were forcibly displaced. In fact, in July 2012 President Thein Sein attempted to wash his hands of responsibility, asking the UNHCR to place all Rohingya people in UNHCR refugee camps or send them abroad.304 140,000 Rohingyas ended up living in IDP camps and tens of thousands more lived abroad as a result of violence.305

The IDP camps faced food shortages and a lack of adequate health care provisions. This was worsened by aid blocks in Rakhine State. Rakhine Buddhists have complained at notable points about supposed biases shown towards Rohingyas. In July 2012 MSF officials were arrested for ‘inciting riots’.306 In 2014 the perception that MSF was favouring Rohingya Muslims over Rakhine Buddhists triggered violent attacks on UN and INGO offices in Sittwe, and eventually ensured MSF’s expulsion.307 The Emergency Coordination Centre was established at the demand of Rakhine leaders to monitor delivery of aid to ensure they get an equal share. MSF had been providing aid to 500,000 people and 200,000 people and children from the same area in 2014. The majority of these were Rohingya Muslims who could either, in the words of the UN Special Rapporteur, ‘stay and die or leave by boat’.308

Refugees lived in desperate conditions. Many were beaten by boat crews, trafficked and enslaved. According to Amnesty International:

People were beaten for moving, for begging for food or water, and for asking to use the toilet. Children were beaten for crying. Amnesty International spoke to one person who was beaten so viciously that they had lost consciousness for several hours, and still suffer from the beating’s physical and psychological effects.309

Human Rights Watch found evidence of graves of dozens of Rohingyas in Thailand close to the Malaysian border.310 There have been other dangers associated with fleeing Burma. In particular, restrictions on asylum seekers by Bangladesh, Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia have made boat crossings precarious and potentially life threatening. In mid-2015 the UNHCR estimated that over 1,100 people had died in the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea since 2014.311 In June 2015 8,000 refugees were stranded at sea, in need of water, food and medical care.312 After international criticism, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand changed their approach and offered
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**Violence in 2016**

On 9 October 2016 an attack on three border guard posts on Burma's frontier with Bangladesh in Rakhine State led to the death of nine police officers. The Burmese military claimed that this was an act of terrorism by Rohingya people and started a major crackdown in response as they 'investigated' the crime. Throughout October there were multiple instances of summary execution, torture and mass rape; and thousands were forced to flee their homes. Human Rights Watch found evidence of more than 1,500 homes burned down during this period. International journalists and aid organisations were not given access to Rakhine State as the government insisted there was nothing to see.

The violence increased in severity after 12 November. The military used heavy weapons and helicopter gunships against Rohingya villages, killing and injuring hundreds and displacing 20,000 Rohingyas in one weekend. BHRN interviewed a 13-year-old boy who managed to flee from the fighting after being severely injured, with a deep wound on his back and smaller wounds elsewhere. The boy said he was hit on 13 November when a helicopter was firing overhead. Although he was unsure what he was hit by, his injuries suggest it was shrapnel during the attack. In an interview with two further witnesses, BHRN were told that security forces intentionally chained the boy said he was hit on 13 November when a helicopter was firing overhead. Although he was unsure what he was hit by, his injuries suggest it was shrapnel during the attack. In an interview with two further witnesses, BHRN were told that security forces intentionally chained the attack. In an interview with two further witnesses, BHRN were told that security forces intentionally chained the attack. In an interview with two further witnesses, BHRN were told that security forces intentionally chained him during fighting over the weekend of 12 November.

Following this crackdown, thousands of Rohingyas fled across the border into the Cox’s Bazar Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) camp in Bangladesh. Many found themselves blocked at the Bangladesh border, as the Bangladeshi government renewed its efforts to tighten border controls. Despite this, on 9 January 2017 the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) estimated that 65,000 had crossed the border since 9 October, 22,000 in the first week of January alone.

Reports emerged from the refugee camps which verify earlier allegations. United Nations officials estimated that more than 1,000 Rohingyas were killed, and there were countless testimonies from women of gang rape and the torching of homes by Burmese soldiers. Of the 101 Rohingya women interviewed by the United Nations, in a harrowing flash report based on interviews with Rohingyas refugees released on 3 February 2017, 53% had been raped or subjected to other forms of sexual violence at the hands of the military.

In an interview with Amnesty International, Fatimah, a 12-year-old Rohingya woman who had fled to Bangladesh, said that the military entered her village and dragged her out to a paddy field where they raped her:

> Three military officers raped me...I don't remember what happened next because I fell unconscious...I woke up early the next morning. I could not get up so I crawled across the paddy field.

Perhaps the most horrific stories are those of the children who have been murdered by security forces. The United Nations flash report interviewed several mothers whose children had been murdered. One 25-year-old mother said this:

> They beat and killed my husband with a knife. They went into my house. Five of them took off my clothes and raped me. My eight-month-old son was crying of hunger when they were in my house because he wanted to breastfeed, so to silence him they killed him too with a knife. I thought I would die, but I survived.

The mass displacement of Rohingyas left hundreds of thousands vulnerable to extreme weather. Cyclone Mora flattened hundreds of temporary homes in Rakhine State and in Cox’s Bazar camp in Bangladesh, which houses hundreds of thousands of refugees, on 30 May 2017.

Andrew Dussek, the associate communications officer at the UN’s refugee agency, UNHCR, said on 7 June 2017:

> There is a pressing need to find shelter solutions for those whose homes were destroyed, damaged or dismantled in the context of the security operation in northern Rakhine [Arakan] State. Many returnees are currently staying in makeshift shelters, which provide little protection from the weather. With the arrival of the rainy season, which has already caused significant damage to existing shelters in many parts of Rakhine, it is extremely urgent that people have a protective and dignified roof over their heads and are able to resume livelihood activities.

**Violence in 2017**

The military’s campaign in its 2016, as horrific as it was, was, however, merely a precursor to an even more severe offensive in 2017.

On 25 August 2017 the Rakhine Advisory Commission, set up by Aung San Suu Kyi and chaired by former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, published its report on the situation of the Rohingyas with a set of recommendations offering a hope of progress towards justice and peace. Within hours, a small, armed militant group known as the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA) reportedly launched attacks against 30 Burmese police posts.

This sparked an almost immediate response from the Burmese Army involving attacks on villages and civilians on a scale even more serious than the previous year, resulting in over 700,000 people fleeing to Bangladesh, thousands killed, hundreds of villages burned and reports of atrocities including:

- Burning of homes, schools and mosques
- Deliberate burning of people to death inside their homes
- Mass rape
- Torture
- Execution without trial
- Blocking of aid

Among those CSW met in the refugee camps in Bangladesh in March 2018, just seven months after the crisis began, almost everyone had seen loved ones and villages burned. Accounts of mass rape were widespread, and there were many refugees whose eyes had been shot out and limbs blown off, who told of others whose eyes had been gouged out, throats slit and limbs hacked off. Thousands are believed to have been killed, and accounts have emerged of babies being snatched from their mothers’ arms and thrown into a fire, families burned alive, villagers lined up and executed at gunpoint. ‘The Burma army was trying to drive us out of our land,’ said Saiful, a young student from Maungdaw who escaped over the mountains. ‘We are indigenous, we have a long history, but they have been trying to remove us all, day by day, year by year. They made it impossible for us to stay – how could we survive?’

Sixteen-year-old Khalida’s story encapsulates the horror. Lying paralyzed on the floor of her bamboo hut, she explained she had been shot multiple times in her leg, and was unable even to sit up. ‘More than 300 Rohingyas in my village were killed by the Burma army in their attack,’ she told CSW. ‘My father, my two sisters and one brother were killed. My mother was also shot but survived.’ Her 18-year-old brother, Mohamed Rafiq, fled their village before the military attacked, and discovered her among hundreds of bodies when he returned. With the help of other villagers, he carried her to the Bangladesh border, where after two days they found a boatman who would take them across, for a fee. They paid 70,000 Burmese kyats ($46) and got her to a hospital, where she stayed for several months. Eventually she was told that she could not receive further treatment, and had to go to the refugee camp. - where she was informed that because she had missed registration, she could not receive daily rations. After telling her story, Khalida slowly lifted her head and smiled. ‘Thank you’,” she said. “Thank you for caring enough to come all the way from your country to visit us. Please come and see us again.”
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According to media reports, on 23 November 2016 the military refused access to Rakhine State, even to provide humanitarian assistance. Following the military’s offensive in October 2016, many of these have been hindered significantly by the military, and by a lack of political will or courage in the NLD government.

To be fair, it should be noted, as previously mentioned, that in September 2016 Aung San Suu Kyi established the Rakhine State Advisory Commission, headed by Kofi Annan, designed to build bridges between ethnic Rakhine Buddhists and the Rohingya community. It is unprecedented for a foreigner to be invited to lead an internal government-established human rights commission, to provide technical assistance, and to visit all parts of a region or offer explanation about why the international community has not been allowed to access Rakhine State.

On 1 December 2016 the Rakhine Investigation Commission was established in response to international pressure for the authorities to investigate the situation in Rakhine State. But the Commission was headed by a former army general and its members included the Chief of Police. It concluded that there were ‘no cases of maltreatment’ and ‘no instances of religious persecution’, claiming that security forces were acting within the law. Human Rights Watch condemned the report as a ‘Myanmar government whitewash mechanism’, and called for an independent international inquiry.

Analysis: Crimes against humanity and genocide

On 29 December 2016, 23 of the world’s leading human rights voices including Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Malala Yousafzai and nine other Nobel Peace Prize Laureates penned an open letter to the United Nations Security Council. The letter warned the United Nations Security Council of ‘ethnic cleansing’ in Rakhine State and urged the Security Council to put the issue on its agenda ‘as a matter of urgency’, while also calling on the international community to ‘speak out much more strongly’.

Reports from other civil society organisations warned that events may become genocidal. In October 2015 Al Jazeera and Fortify Rights, alongside the Allard K. Lowenstein International Human Rights Clinic, released a set of documents and reports arguing that there was strong evidence that genocide was underway in Rakhine State. In May 2015 a report commissioned by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum provided a similar warning. A further important contributor on the question of genocide is the International State Crime Initiative Report, ‘Countdown to Annihilation: Genocide in Myanmar’. In July 2018 Fortify Rights published a report titled ‘They Gave them Long Swords’: Preparations for Genocide and Crimes against Humanity against Rohingya Muslims in Rakhine State, Myanmar, which concludes that, contrary to international opinion, the military offensive was not simply in response to the ARSA attacks; rather that the Burmese authorities had in fact ‘made extensive and systematic preparations for the commission of mass atrocity crimes against indigenous Rohingya civilians during the weeks and months before Rohingya-militant attacks on August 25, 2017’.

Then in 2018, the UN Fact-Finding Mission concluded that ‘gross human rights violations and serious violations of international humanitarian law have been committed in Myanmar since 2011 and that many of these violations undoubtedly amount to the gravest crimes under international law’ – in other words, genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. These violations are ‘shocking for their horrifying nature and ubiquity’ and ‘stem from deep fractures in society and structural problems that have been apparent and unaddressed for decades’. They are also shocking for ‘the level of denial, normalcy and impunity that is attached to them’. Among its recommendations, the Fact-Finding Mission urged the international community to ‘use all diplomatic, humanitarian and other peaceful means to assist Myanmar in meeting its responsibility to protect its people from genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes’ and ‘ensure accountability for crimes under international law’. It should be noted that the use of violence, murder, displacement, persecution on political, racial, religious or ethnic grounds, arbitrary detention, and torture are all considered crimes against humanity and violate Article 7(1) of the Rome Statute and Article 3 of the Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR).
Conclusion

In an interview with CSW in 2008, Mr H., a Rohingya man from South Maungdaw who was living in an official refugee camp in Bangladesh said:

‘I trust Aung San Suu Kyi on the Rohingya issue. I believe in her.’

The Rohingyas believed that the NLD’s election to government might herald a new dawn. However, rather than a new era in which Rohingyas’ basic human rights and dignity were enhanced, on the contrary, it is an era of the worst human rights crisis in Burma’s recent history, and a genocide. Ten years on, all trust and hope in Aung San Suu Kyi has evaporated.

The United Nations Human Rights Chief, Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein, said on 3 February 2017 that:

‘The devastating cruelty to which these Rohingya children have been subjected is unbearable – what kind of hatred could make a man stab a baby crying out for his mother’s milk? And for the mother to witness this murder while she is being gang-raped by the very security forces who should be protecting her – what kind of ‘clearance operation’ is this?...I call on the international community, with all its strength, to join me in urging the leadership in Myanmar to bring such military operations to an end. The gravity and scale of these allegations begs the robust reaction of the international community.’

His words provide an urgency which must be heeded by all in the international community.337

In September 2018 the British Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt said: ‘Ethnic cleansing in whatever shape or form, wherever it happens, should never go unpunished and the perpetrators of these appalling crimes must be brought to justice. There was gang rape, assaults on children, villages razed, and, in northern Rakhine, mass extermination and mass deportations. This is the kind of issue where countries that believe in civilised values have to take a stand and make sure that justice is done.’338 He repeated his call for accountability following a visit to Burma later that month. Until now, however, there has been no meaningful international action to bring this about.

Discrimination against, restrictions on and persecution of Christians

Background: Christianity in Burma

Christianity was introduced into Burma by missionaries in the nineteenth century. The faith has primarily flourished among non-Burman ethnic groups. The first Karen conversion took place in 1828 and subsequently the faith spread rapidly and there were around 12,000 converts within 25 years.339 In the late nineteenth century there started to be Chin, Kachin and Karenni converts too, and today there are sizeable Christian minorities among the Chin, Kachin, Karenni, Naga and Karen people.
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According to official government statistics, Buddhism is professed by 89% of the population while 5% of the population is Christian. Independent researchers and religious leaders estimate that the percentage of Christians in Burma is higher. 143

Among some of the ethnic groups, Christianity is now the majority religion. Chin Christian leaders claim that up to 90% of Chin are Christians. 144 The Chin are one of the most diverse ethnic groups, consisting of multiple different tribes, and Christianity is one of the common threads which provides a measure of cultural consistency and ethnic unity. Christianity is thus at the core of Chin identity. 145 A similar proportion (90%) of Kachin people are Christians, while around 80% of Karens and around 40% of the Karen population are Christian. The majority of Naga people in Sagaing Division are also Christians. Ties between religion and ethnic identity have ensured that violations of freedom of religion or belief have been part of the story of Burmese Christians from the beginning. Buddhism has been so much entwined with Burmese culture, nationality and heritage that Burmese rulers have tended to use a nationalistic strain of Buddhism for their political purposes, distorting Buddhism from a peacefull religion into a politicised creed. This chapter will consider the changing nature of violations of freedom of religion or belief against Christians in Burma. Initially the campaign of discrimination, restriction and persecution by successive military regimes will be considered. This will be followed by an examination of how the treatment of Christians has changed since Burma’s transition towards democracy began in 2011. The situation in Chin, Karen and Karenni States has improved for Christians but they still continue to be subject to human rights violations and institutional discrimination. In Kachin and Northern Shan States, the war which began in 2011 has ensured that ethnic and religious minorities have continued to be subject to extreme and grievous abuses.

The expediency of targeting Christians and creating religious division was exposed in Karen State, where the military used a policy of ‘divide and rule’ to split Christian and Buddhist Karen into warring factions. Dissatisfaction among Karen Buddhists at the Christian leadership of the KNU and the Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA) was stirred up by the SPDC, which spread anti-Christian rumours, and the influential Buddhist monk Myaing Gyi Ngui Sayadaw, also known as U Thu Zana. U Thu Zana urged Karen Buddhists to desert the KNLA and kill Christians instead of Buddhists. Hundreds defected and the monks’ movement became an armed force, the DKBA. They arrested five Christian Karen soldiers and tortured them severely – saying they should convert to Buddhism. On 28 December 1994, the Buddhist breakaway faction announced the official formation of the DKBA which worked with the SPDC to fight the ‘Christian’ KNLA. Religion was used effectively by the regime as a tool to generate Karen support, appealing to the ‘Buddhist identity’ of Karen Buddhists to great effect. A document allegedly from the Ministry of Religious Affairs was widely circulated in Rangoon. It was headlined ‘Programme to destroy the Christian religion in Burma’, and its 17 points included blatant disinformation and slander which was designed to stir up violence against Christians.

1. There shall be no home where the Christian religion is practised.
2. No home will accept any preaching about Jesus.
3. Teenagers should not wear inappropriate western clothing.
4. The Christian concept of ‘No other god but me’ is narrow-minded and should not be acceptable.
5. There shall be no Christian preaching/evangelism on an organised basis.
6. Take care as the Christian religion is very gentle – identify and utilise its weaknesses.
7. If anyone discovers Christians evangelising in the countryside they are to report it to the authorities and those caught evangelising will be put in prison.
8. Christians believe ‘Christ died on the cross’ and gives salvation. This is untrue and should be contrated.
9. Buddhists should find Christian weak points and use these weak points to convert Christians to Buddhism.
10. Buddhists should study the Christian Bible so that they can contradict those parts which are untrue and be able to resist the Christian message.
11. The Old Testament and the New Testament are not the same. The two translations into Burmese by Judson and Thara Kwaia are different. Find out their inconsistencies.
12. In the Christian religion God only loves the twelve tribes of Israel and does not love all the people in the rest of the world.
13. Buddhists love everybody, not just the twelve tribes of Israel. The Christian religion does not love everybody and this should be pointed out.
14. The principle of the creation story in the Bible is wrong.
15. The offerings taken at Christian meetings should be checked.
16. Study the Holy Spirit and show Christians that they have a wrong understanding.
17. Christian beliefs have to be contradicted in all circumstances.

Cristians were targeted in a wide-ranging campaign instigated as a result of the politicalisation of Buddhism. Acts of religious persecution which followed included forced conversion, church closures, arbitrary detention, the destruction of crosses and violence against Christians. Unfortunately the legacy of this politicised Buddhism continues to be felt by Christians today.

Forced conversion

The SPDC conducted an intensive campaign to convert Christians to Buddhism – sometimes by offering incentives, sometimes by force. This was particularly a strategy in Chin and Kachin States. Salai Bawi Lian Mang, a Chin human rights activist, said:

‘Converts to Buddhism are rewarded by exemption from forced labour, and receive monthly stipend and education opportunities plus rice, sugar, cooking oil and basic commodities at especially low prices, while Christians face discrimination, intimidation and insult.’

Poor Chin and Kachin Christian families were often offered the opportunity to send their children away to school for a free education. Often the children would then be taken to a Buddhist monastery or mission school without the permission of the parents and forced to either become novice monks or regularly participate in Buddhist worship. In Bhamo, Kachin State, Kachin girls were forced to dress as Buddhist nuns and those who refused were severely beaten. In January 2003 five Christian children aged between 8 and 17, who had been placed in Buddhist monasteries after they had been recruited by Bamar Buddhist monks to fight armed forces, were returned home. According to the Chin Human Rights Organization, ‘Most of the children [were] from poor family backgrounds and they were lured away from their parents with the pretext of giving them education in bigger cities. However, the children were instead placed in Buddhist monasteries where they were made to put on robes.’

Discrimination, restriction and persecution under military rule

The Burmese military regime which existed until 2011 used Buddhism as a political weapon and as a tool to suppress its non-Buddhist opponents. In 2007 CSW published ‘Carrying the Cross: The Military regime’s campaign of restriction, discrimination and persecution against Christians in Burma’, which provided further details and a comprehensive account of the discrimination and persecution conducted against Christians under successive military regimes. 146
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Church closures and restrictions

Churches, particularly ‘house churches’ that meet in private homes, were vulnerable to being raided and closed under the SPDC. In 2001 80 charismatic or evangelical house churches in Rangoon were forced to shut down. In 2005 at least 17 churches were closed in Rangoon and 28 in Mandalay, alongside some in Shan, Chin and Karen States and Irrawaddy division, in areas where there had been a significant number of conversions from Buddhism to Christianity. In 2006, in a town in Magwe Division, Buddhist monks supported by the SPDC issued an order prohibiting the practice of Christianity in the town. A Christian government official tried to arrange a Christian worship service and
was ordered not to proceed. He went ahead despite this order, and local people came to stone his house, threatening him and ordering him to stop all Christian activities in the area.

As well as church closures, Christians were subject to restrictions on worship. In December 2000 the authorities forbade Christmas celebrations and prayer meetings in major cities in Chin State, threatening to arrest village chairmen and parents in villages as porters if they defied the orders. In December 2003 Christians in Taw Phaung Yan, Kakhiin State, received a similar order to cancel Christmas festivities. The Commander of infantry battalion 142, Colonel Aung Htoo, issued an order on 19 December banning Christmas celebrations.

In 2006 a Christian-run orphanage near Rangoon was threatened with closure unless it registered with the authorities immediately. The terms of registration, however, required the orphanage to appoint a management committee in which government appointees formed the majority. Furthermore, the orphanage was told that they must remove all Christian symbols, such as crosses and posters with Bible passages on them, from the orphanage, and they could not engage in any Christian teaching in the orphanage. A similar crackdown had occurred in June 2002.

### Arrests of Christians

Christians were occasionally arrested for carrying out church activities or were accused—often falsely—of political activities. According to the US State Department, three pastors in Mandalay were arrested in 2006 for building new churches—which were charged with land law violations, not for violating religious regulations. 144 In 2002 and 2003 evangelists were threatened with arrest if they opened house churches or kindergartens.145

On 13 February 2001, 27-year-old Pastor Gracy of Rinpil Baptist Church in Chin State was arrested and detained in Hakha army camp in the capital of Chin State. She was sentenced to two years’ hard labour and sent to Mawlaik-Htoo, issued an order on 19 December banning Christmas celebrations.

### Destruction of crosses and churches and violence against Christians

In various parts of Burma, especially Chin, Kakhiin, Karen and Karenni States, many churches and crosses were destroyed and Christians violently attacked.

#### Karen State

To some extent in Karen, Karenni and Kakhiin States the destruction of churches and attacks on Christians was part of the wider military offensive. As the Burma Army attacked and burnt down a village, it would burn down the church; however, often monasteries were left standing while churches were destroyed, which illustrated that there was a targeted element to the attacks.

As has already been mentioned, the military used a policy of “divide and rule” in order to win over the support of the Karen Buddhists. Part of their politicalised attack on Christians involved the destruction of churches and violence against Christians. On 5 May 1995 the SPDC and DKBA burned down the church in Bwa Der village, south of Papan. According to eyewitnesses, “the church was the first building they burnt! The soldiers also carried the big church bell away, to Meh Kay Kyaw, a pagoda on the Salween River. It was a big bell. … This bell wasn’t bought by the villagers, we couldn’t buy such a bell. It was donated by an old white missionary.”146 The Burma Army and DKBA also threatened to kill all the Christians.

In 1997 at least ten churches were reported to have been burned down. The following year, DKBA troops posted signs in Karen in front of the village churches of Pah Dta La, Hee Po Der, and Mah Bpee villages in Ler Doh Township, reading “Anyone who comes to this church on Sundays we will shoot dead.”

Four churches were burned in central Dooplaya district in 2002, during attacks that included a massacre of villagers in Htee Law Bleh and caused the displacement of 5,000 people. The previous year, on 23 April 2001, Kae Kae Church in Kyain Siel Kyi Township, Dooplaya district was burned to the ground, and the pastor was tortured and then taken captive.

Serious offences in 2005 and 2006 led to grave abuses against the Karen. Over 25,000 people were internally displaced, civilians shot at point-blank range, a nine-year-old child shot and people beheaded. In addition, the targeting of churches continued as part of the wider offensive.

#### Karenni State

Serious restrictions on the humanitarian and religious work of the Roman Catholic Church took place in Karenni State under the SPDC. Testimonies in CSW’s 2007 report found that the SPDC would block aid provided by churches and targeted pastors. Saw Stephen is a Karen pastor serving in Karenni State. His church, Shadaw Baptist Church, with over 250 members, was destroyed by the SPDC in April 1999. The SPDC burned down the houses of villagers and smashed up the church with axes and sticks. “They captured me and took me to their military office. They put me under house arrest for four months in a small room. I could not contact my family,” said Saw Stephen.147 Following his release he was reassigned to another church, Law Da Lay Baptist Church, with more than 600 villagers attending. But again, the SPDC closed it down.

#### Chin State

In Chin State the regime conducted a campaign to destroy churches and crosses which the Chins had built on hilltops and roadsides as symbols of their faith. Throughout the 1990s construction or renovation of crosses was banned. In January 2011, Physicians for Human Rights (PHR) published an important report which provided significant evidence of crimes against humanity in Chin State.148 Surveying households in all nine townships in Chin State, they reported a total of 2,951 abuses in the 12 months prior to the interview. Forced labour was the most prevalent, with over 90% of households reporting at least one episode of a household member being subjected to it. According to Physicians for Human Rights, “the Burmese military imposed two-thirds of these forced labour demands; they also accounted for all reported rapes. Government soldiers tortured or beat ethnic Chins (reported by 14.8% of households), and killed and abducted civilians with impunity. One out of eight Chin households was forcibly displaced (most to find food), and one-third of all forcible conscriptions were of children under 15. The quantitative analysis provided by PHR further substantiated claims that violations against Chin Christians were targeted ethnic and religious persecution, and therefore crimes against humanity and in violation of international law as set out by the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.

#### Kakhiin State

Despite a ceasefire between the Kakhiin Independence Army (KIA) and the military which lasted 17 years between 1994 and June 2011, Christians were subject to religious persecution in Kakhiin State. Christians were denied promotions in the Burma Army, and found their crosses destroyed and serious restrictions on construction of churches. Approval for church meetings and events had to be obtained from the SPDC, and such permission was frequently denied or delayed. In 2002 General Htoo, the Burma Army’s Commander-in-Chief, ordered the KBC to cancel its 34th tri-annual convention. The event, which was planned to last three days, was to be attended by 100,000 people in
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celebration of the 125th anniversary of the arrival of the first Christian missionary to the Kachin, Ola Hansen, and the 75th anniversary of the translation of the Bible into the Kachin language. Persecution of the Kachin was less overt but took a more insidious, underhand form during the later years of SPDRC period.

The Nagas

The majority of Nagas are Christians and live in Sagin Division. They are estimated to number at least 50,000. In 2003 over 1,000 Christian Nagas fled Burma into India. They claimed they had faced persecution by the military regime and Buddhist monks, and had been victims of forced conversion, forced labour, intimidation and violence.166

Conclusion

Under SPDRC rule a policy of politicised Buddhism was used by the regime in order to generate support and legitimacy. This led to a systematic targeting of ethnic minority Christian groups and a wide range of human rights abuses, some of which amounted to crimes against humanity. Many of these abuses continue today.

Human rights violations against Christians since 2011

On 30 March 2011 Senior General Than Shwe signed a decree officially dissolving the SPDC and setting up a nominally civilian government under the control of the USDSP. The USDSP was, and continues to be, controlled by former military leaders. Therefore the rise of ‘civilian government’ did not lead to major changes in policy. However, President Thein Sein played a central role in ushering in a new period of limited democratisation. The most significant signs of improvement in 2011 and 2012 included the release of several hundred political prisoners, the relaxation of restrictions on media and humanitarian aid workers, the end of restrictions on travel by religious assembly, the imposition of Buddhist infrastructure in majority Christian land, intimidation and violence, and institutionalised discrimination on the basis of religion.

Kachin State and Northern Shan State

The Burma Army launched a new offensive in Kachin State on 9 June 2011. This started an ongoing conflict between the military and the Northern Alliance-Burma (an alliance of four ethnic armed resistance organisations in Kachin and northern Shan states). This is a conflict that has led to a significant rise in egregious human rights abuses against ethnic minority Christian communities, including killing, arbitrary detention, torture, targeted religious persecution, sexual violence and humanitarian aid blocks which have restricted their access to clean water, health care, proper hygiene and sanitation, and other basic necessities.

Over 100,000 of the predominantly Christian ethnic Kachin people are now in IDP camps. On 31 January 2013 the KBC announced that over 200 villages and at least 66 churches had been destroyed, and the number has only increased since then.186 According to the UN Special Rapporteur Yanghee Lee in 2018, the number of churches destroyed or damaged since 2011 is now over 190, and a location of 22 churches have been destroyed or damaged in Myitkyina, Waingmau and Chi Hpwi.187 Even if peace were to be established, landmines in Kachin villages make their return difficult and dangerous. Humanitarian aid access has been blocked by the military.

In 2016 the Network for Human Rights Documentation Burma (ND-Burma) reported an increase in human rights violations in comparison to 2015 as a result of the conflict in Kachin and Northern Shan State.188 They recorded 154 human rights abuses in 2016 alone, almost double the 84 violations recorded in 2015. The report states, ‘The most common human rights violation is torture, with 67 cases recorded in 2016 compared with 26 in 2015. There has also been a large increase in the number of killings, with 28 cases recorded, compared with 11 in 2015.’189 As there have been significant restrictions upon access for investigators into Kachin State it is likely that these figures are lower than the reality.

Killing

Civilians have been caught in the crossfire during the war in Kachin and Northern Shan State, many of them being subject to extreme human rights abuses by the Burma military and sometimes ethnic armed organisations. On 13 September 2012 a 14-year-old Kachin girl called Shayam Ja Seng Ing was killed in Hpakant Township, Kachin State. Her father and multiple eyewitnesses claimed that she was shot and killed by Myanmar Army soldiers during a period of indiscriminate gunfire.190 Rather than providing justice for her family, the Burma Army complained that the father was ‘slander’ them, meaning that he was forced to attend court more than 45 times on trumped-up charges. The case reveals the level of judicial immunity held by the military.

On the night of 14 June 2013 Zathung Lum Hkawng, aged 45, was taking his turn as a security guard for his village, Nawng Hen, when Burma Army troops entered the village and demanded that the village head provide a guide for them. Lum Hkawng was forced to accompany the troops to Mung Ya Hka Zu village where they clashed with the KIA. Burma Army troops accused Lum Hkawng of deliberately leading them into an ambush. They beat and tortured the victim before shooting him dead.

On the same day, an unnamed villager was killed by the Burmese Army at the road between Nan Gat and Ying La villages. A group of villagers from Nawng Hen who went to retrieve the body were stopped by Burma Army troops at Nan Gat village and told that they were not allowed to go any further. The same afternoon another round of fighting took place between Burmese troops and the KIA, giving the neighbours the opportunity to take the victim’s body back to his remaining family members, including his elderly mother, wife, and six children.191

Two young Kachin female teachers were gang-raped and murdered by the Burma army on 19 January 2015. The two women, Maran Lu Ra, aged 20 and Tangbau Hkawm Nan Tsin, 21, were Christian teachers from Myitkyina, working with the KIA.192 According to CSW’s sources: ‘Burma Army troops came into the church ground where the girls were sleeping and raped and then beat them to death. Villagers nearby heard the girls screaming and when they went to check they saw Burma Army boot prints and the raped and bloodied bodies of the dead girls. No one chose to report the soldiers to the police in this area, but the police have taken no action.’

Fighting escalated in 2016 and according to the Kachin Women’s Association Thailand (KWAT), over 15,000 Burma Army troops were deployed against the KIA in 2016, with increasing use of fighter aircraft.193 ND-Burma reported 25 civilian killings by the military in Kachin and northern Shan State in 2016. In the early hours of 30 March troops arrived in Shan State, where they clashed with soldiers from the Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA) and male villagers were shot by Burma Army soldiers and died, while his grandparents and mother were shot and injured.194

In 2018 a further escalation in fighting led to the displacement of 4,000 civilians, according to the UN. On 9 June 2018 the worldwide Kachin community issued a statement to mark the seventh anniversary of the resumption of conflict, in which they claimed that between 9 June 2011 and 30 April 2018 over 3,800 battles were fought between the KIA and the Burma Army, averaging 46 battles per month. Over 120,000 people have been displaced and currently reside in 167 Internally Displaced Persons camps; over 7,000 have been displaced since the beginning of April 2018 alone. As the Kachin groups’ statement says: ‘There have also been ongoing abductions, deaths, and injuries by landmine explosion, torture and subsequent health problems, and mortar shells exploding on civilians’ houses…This level of intensity has inflicted an unprecedented humanitarian crisis on people of the Kachin region.’ The statement adds: ‘Surely, enough is enough, and it’s time for durable peace and justice. Compounding this humanitarian crisis created and sustained by the Burma Army is the apparent disinterest of the democratically elected NLD government to ensure safety and security of its citizens. When civilians were trapped in the conflict-affected zone this past April, not only did the NLD government stand idly by, but also failed to grant the Kachin community and religious leaders permission to evacuate the trapped civilians to safety.’

In August 2017 the Burma Army’s operations in the area are causing villages with more than 1,000 civilians to abandon their homes. In December 2017, on the night of Christmas Eve, the Burma Army fired artillery shells near Woy Chiay IDP camp, according to the Global Kachin Interim Government Statement, resulting in widespread panic and at least one civilian injury. In February 2018
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the Burma Army conducted intense air assaults in Sunprambar, Danai and Mansi areas, leading to more civilian deaths and injuries. One Kachin village was again and again. It was inhumane. ‘I was using the IDPs as human shields and mineweepers. They were made to trek through the jungle single file, interspersed with Burmese troops, causing a villager in front to be injured by a land mine. After staying near a military base for four days, they were forced back to their village, where they camped in the village church for 17 days. While the troops stayed in their homes, looting their food and property, and wearing villagers’ clothes to ward off the Burma Army not to stay in IDP camps.

According to KWAT: ‘Villagers rescued from Lai Nawng Khup, Hpakant township, on May 6 and 7, have given terrifying accounts of how 152 people, including 64 children, were blocked when fleeing through the jungle by Burma Army troops of LIR(I), who then used them as human shields and mineweepers. They were made to trek through the jungle single file, interspersed with Burmese troops, causing a villager in front to be injured by a land mine. After staying near a military base for four days, they were forced back to their village, where they camped in the village church for 17 days. While the troops stayed in their homes, looting their food and property, and wearing villagers’ clothes to ward off the Burma Army not to stay in IDP camps.’

KWAT also reports that on 11 April about 2,000 civilians from in and around Awng Lawt village, Danai township, starting fleeing to the jungle after 105 mm shells were fired indiscriminately from the Danai Regional Operations Command (20 kilometers to the west) and two jets dropped bombs on the area. Shells killed two civilians and injured an elderly farmer. As hundreds of troops of Batallions 86, 238, 318 and 101 seized the area, IDPs tried to trek to safety through the dense jungle. Several groups of IDPs have been rescued, some after a month in hiding, but about 130 – mostly shells, were fired indiscriminately from the Danai Regional Operations Command (20 kilometers to the west) and two jets dropped bombs on the area. Shells killed two civilians and injured an elderly farmer. As hundreds of troops of Batallions 86, 238, 318 and 101 seized the area, IDPs tried to trek to safety through the dense jungle.

On 30 May, according to the humanitarian organisation the Free Burma Rangers, ‘Burma Army soldiers from Kamaing Byaha Base indiscriminately fired rifle and grenade attacks in a Catholic church and a nearby house in Kamaing, Kamaing Kawg Ra Village, Hpakant Township. One bullet hit near the church door and one grenade landed without exploding in the church. Burma Army soldiers spoke to the village administrator later in order to retrieve their ordnance. The second shell landed next to the house, and a third one landed in the nearby church. They sent shrapnel fragments through the bamboo walls of his house and grazing the cheek of his 22-month-old daughter. The shell landed six meters away from the family, who were fortunate to live but had the bamboo wall between them and the blast.’

Burma Army reinforcement from ID 33 and 88 arrived on April 24, and launched attacks on April 26, about 600 IDPs were forcibly expelled from their homesteads on April 27. They were forced to take shelter in churches in Injiangyang town. On May 14, community leaders were still negotiating with the Burma Army for safe passage out of the area.’

KWAT claims that: ‘Contrary to claims by Burma Army commanders that they have not targeted civilians in their recent offensives against the Kachin Independence Army (KIA), interviews by KWAT with IDPs reveal that in April 2018 Burma Army troops committed war crimes against villagers in three townships in Kachin State: Hpakant, Danai and Injiangyang. This includes: blocking IDPs from accessing refugee; using IDPs as human shields and mineweepers; indiscriminate shellling and aerial bombing of civilian areas; looting and destruction of property.’

On 12 May Burmese military jetfighters bombed the Kachin Baptist Mission School in Bawmwang village, northern Kachin State, at 11am. While there were no casualties, the bombs hit buildings belonging to the school. The attack took place while the villagers were at work on their farms. A two-storey wooden building which used to be the mission office and clinic of the American Baptist missionaries and was later used as the main office of the Kachin Baptist Mission School was hit in the attack. With the cooperation of the KBC, the Kachin Baptist Mission School in Bawmwang village since the early 1990s. Bawmwang village is located in Mali-Hkrang Walawng, also known as ‘Triangle’, in northern Kachin State, and is in the KIA’s First Brigade administrative territory. Hkun Htoi Layang of Kachin Relief Fund said, ‘It is outrageous that the Burma army targets a Kachin Baptist mission school. We are very concerned that the Burma army is targeting the KIA’s First Brigade administrative territory. Hkun Htoi Layang of Kachin Relief Fund said, ‘It is outrageous that the Burma army targets a Kachin Baptist mission school. We are very concerned that the Burma army is targeting the KIA’s First Brigade administrative territory.’

Children have also been victims during the fighting. On 1 October 2016 Burmese troops fired six shells into the village of Puwang, Muse township, killing a two-year-old girl and badly injuring boys aged three and four.

Arbitrary detention and torture

Ethnic Kachin Christians have been vulnerable to arbitrary detention and torture. Hate ideologues and other soldiers working with the KIA even when there is no evidence for their role in the conflict between the Burma Army and the KIA. More than 5,000 civilians were reportedly displaced as a result of fighting in 2018, and at least 2,000 were trapped without access to humanitarian assistance for several weeks. The protests, in which Lum Zawng, Nang Pu and Zau Jat participated, called for assistance for those fleeing the conflict.

Those who are detained arbitrarily are often tortured. Fortify Rights and ND-Burma have reported extensively on torture in Kachin State and northern Shan State. In June 2014 Fortify Rights released a report on torture techniques used by the Burma Army including severe beatings, the burning of skin with hot blades, repeated stabbing in non-lethal locations, and sexual assault. Eight Kachin farmers were forced to lick pools of their own blood off the ground after prolonged beating. Torture also has a psychological dimension: some survivors describe officers threatening them with death and even forcing them to dig their own graves while others describe the verbal demagization of Kachin ethnicity and Christian religious identity by soldiers during torture.

In a 2012 visit, CSW met multiple Kachin Christians who described the experience of being tortured for a false confession. One 29-year-old Baptist pastor described how he was accosted after buying essential supplies for his villagers and church members. He was brutally tortured because he refused to falsely confess to being a Kachin Independence Organisation (KIO) officer. He said, ‘I was asked to confess or you are a KIO medic, or in charge of KIO operations. I was asked to confess: “church minister”, anymore”. They mouth. “Don’t try to cheat – you are a KIO officer, a Sergeant Major, or you are a KIO medic, or in charge of rations supply,” they said. “No, I am an ordinary church minister,” I told them. They told me not to say “church minister” anymore. “We don’t want to hear this phrase, ‘church minister’, anymore”. They kicked me again and simply repeated that I am a church minister. Again they hit me. Then I fell down from the repeated kicking. “The Chinese man says you are a KIO officer. Are you still trying to lie?” they said. I told them I was not lying. I am not KIO, I am an ordinary church minister. I have nothing to confess. They hit me and kicked me again and again. I told them that I was getting food for my church members and villagers, and supplies for the church. That is why I went to buy goods in the market. They kicked me again and again. It was inhumane.’
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In 2013 CSW visited Kachin State again and heard similar stories. One man described how he had been tortured with a knife:

‘They heated a knife in a fire, and cut my legs. Then they put a hand grenade in my mouth, and threatened to pull the pin. They did this several times, keeping it in my mouth for about five seconds at a time, forcing me to admit that I am KIO. But I am not KIO, and so I did not admit. They kept me in the temple for twenty days. For the first three days, I had no food and no water, and I was hung upside down for one day and one night. After putting the hand grenade in and out of my mouth, they then put a plastic bag over my face and poured water of my mouth, they then put a plastic bag over my face and poured water, and I was hung upside down for one day and one night. After putting the hand grenade in and out of my mouth, they then put a plastic bag over my face and poured water over it. They forced me to kneel on sharp stones. They beat me again and again, one after the other.’

The wives of three Kachin political prisoners described to CSW the torture their husbands had endured. One said:

‘When I visited my husband, his whole face was wounded. He was covered in blood, and his nose was broken. He had faced so many different kinds of torture during interrogation. An iron bar was rubbed along his legs. He was forced to engage in homosexual sex, and forced to dance the traditional Kachin Manau dance. He was told that as he was a Christian, he should kneel on very sharp stones with his arms outstretched like Christ on the cross, and then the others were forced to dance the Manau dance around him. He was beaten on his hands and arms. Police took off his clothes, and asked the men to have sex with each other. When they refused, they were beaten and forced to do it. One of them was tied up with ice and beaten severely. They were sent to a place where a bomb had exploded, and were accused of making the bomb. They were hit in the head with guns. And this morning, I went to court. I could see my husband had a lot of knife wounds.’

In 2016 a 51-year old assistant pastor was taken from his home by Burma Army soldiers. The soldiers accused him of having connections with the KIA, called him a ‘dead man’, did not give him food or water and tortured him for three days. He was only released when colleagues came to the soldier’s compound to confirm he wasn’t KIA. Since his release, he cannot hear from his left ear and has trouble seeing from his left eye. He said, ‘I do not want this kind of thing to happen to other people in the future and I want peace. I want the government to ensure that this type of thing does not happen again.’

Targeted religious persecution

Churches have been targeted by soldiers and destroyed in the fighting and over 190 have been destroyed in Kachin State since 2011. Although some of this destruction is an inevitable casualty of war, there have been reports that often Buddhist monasteries will be left untouched while churches have been left destroyed. CSW conducted a series of interviews in Kachin and Northern Shan States in 2012 and heard repeated accounts of churches being targeted by the Burma army. A Kachin Roman Catholic priest said,

‘They do not honour churches. They stay in the churches, open fire at churches.’

A Kachin IDP said,

‘When the fighting was happening near my village, near the coal mine, Burma Army troops occupied and damaged the Roman Catholic and Baptist church. Villagers had stored some of their property in the churches, thinking that the church would be safe, but the Burma Army troops took whatever they wanted, including bowls, spoons, everything. They stayed in the church for three days, and destroyed almost everything – the leaves for the roof, personal property, and they burned down houses near the church. I feel very sorry – they did not respect church property, and they did not care about our God. These belong to God, they are not our own property…’

‘I want to tell the world that the Burma Army discriminates against us. We never loot or destroy or disrespect Buddhist pagodas, but they do this with our churches. There is a lot of religious discrimination.’

A particularly painful example of the destruction of churches and Kachin Christian culture is the case of Sinlum village in Momauk Township. Sinlum is a historic place for Kachin because it was the birthplace of the Kachin Baptist Church and the home of one of their most revered historic leaders, the Baptist pastor Reverend Lahpai Zau Tu. In late 2011 Burma Army soldiers ransacked a church and destroyed a historic Bible which had belonged to Lahpai Zau Tu. Having destroyed the historic churches, the military proceeded to use state funds to put Buddhist infrastructure in its place. In 2013, with no regard for the historic significance and cultural importance of the area for ethnic Kachin Christians, the military built a pagoda and have now started to build a monastery.
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On 30 May 2018 Christians from the village of Kaung Mu Lone in Paung, northern Kachin state, were forcibly relocated from their land. They were ethnic Lisu, living in a majority Shan Buddhist village. In May 2018 the Commander-in-Chief of the Burma Army, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, visited the area. When he saw the Lisu Christians inhabiting the area, he said that Christians should not be allowed to live in that area, because it is religious land belonging to Buddhists. Following this order, the military forced the Lisu Christians to move to another location, which reportedly had no drinking water supply, no school and no road for cars. ‘We wanted to live where we had been living,’ since our great grandparents used to live there and all our cattle, land and farms are there,’ said one Lisu. ‘But we were afraid. We dare not to live there because the military will come and threaten us again. There was nothing we could do.’ The targeted religious persecution goes beyond the destruction of churches. One Catholic priest told CSW: ‘The churches are suffering very much. The Burmese government is oppressing us a lot. We do not have much opportunity to carry out missionary work or human development work. Many people have been persecuted, arrested, restricted. It is forbidden to print religious books, even catechism books and hymn books.’

Targeted religious persecution against ethnic Kachin Christians and their religious practices continues today. Kachin villagers face the threat that if they gather for religious worship they could be accused of KIA-related activities. Kachin villagers face the threat that if they gather for religious books, even catechism and a trial is currently ongoing. Language barriers and logistical issues are slowing the proceedings as the victim speaks only the local Kachin language and lives in a very remote area, far from the court. An accomplishment might be prosecuted as well thanks to the efforts of civil society to obtain justice for the girl. Despite obtaining what seems to be a genuine access to justice, the girl has been banned from her local church after she and her family refused to confess their ‘guilt’ in front of the congregation.

Internal displacement and the destruction of homes
According to UN OCHA’s report on the situation in Kachin and northern Shan State, published in December 2018, there are 106,000 people displaced in camps and host villages in Kachin and Shan states, of which about 80% are estimated to be women. A further 74,500 were temporarily displaced between January 2017 and December 2018, although most subsequently returned to their places of origin.

Rape and sexual violence
In January 2014 the Women’s League of Burma (WLB) published a report documenting 104 cases of sexual abuse in ethnic areas over a period of four years. Of these cases, 41 were accounts of gang rape and some of the victims were as young as eight years old. At least 27 of the women were either murdered or died from their injuries. Many of these cases were in Kachin or northern Shan States. In November 2016 the WLB published an updated report to mark the International Day to End Violence against Women, which documented 92 cases of violence (not specifically sexual violence) against women by government forces between 2010 and 2015, and 18 cases for the period 2015-2016. The 2014 WLB report included such cases as the 2012 gang rape and prolonged torture by Tatmadaw troops of a grandmother in a church in Lwak Pai village near the Kachin-China border. During a military offensive against Kachin rebels, soldiers found the woman sheltering in a church. About ten troops beat her with rifle butts, stabbed her with knives, stripped her naked and gang-raped her over a period of three days. The woman has suffered from severe mental illness since the ordeal. Despite there being a witness to the attack, the Tatmadaw has not opened any investigation into this crime.

Further examples include the case of the two women who were gang raped and murdered on 19 January 2015 (see above) or the case of a 17-year-old Kachin student who was raped by a government school teacher in November 2015. Under pressure from the school administration and local authorities, the family compelled to accept monetary compensation and sign a document ‘officially’ ending the case. The community, including other schoolteachers, youth and local CSOs, pressured restlessly to have the case opened. Eventually the teacher was charged with rape and a trial is currently ongoing. Language barriers and logistical issues are slowing the proceedings as the victim speaks only the local Kachin language and lives in a very remote area, far from the court. An accomplishment might be prosecuted as well thanks to the efforts of civil society to obtain justice for the girl. Despite obtaining what seems to be a genuine access to justice, the girl has been banned from her local church after she and her family refused to confess their ‘guilt’ in front of the congregation.

Humanitarian aid blocks
Government lockdowns on areas affected by war have prevented aid organisations from delivering humanitarian aid to IDPs. It is estimated that 65,000 IDPs in Kachin and Shan states suffer from acute food shortages as a direct result of the military’s blocking of aid. It is believed by many civil society groups that the government lockdowns are an intentional tactic in line with their ‘four cuts’ strategy intended to cripple ethnic armed groups by cutting off access to food, funds, information and recruitment which has led to severe food shortages. Seng Zin, general secretary of the KWAT said that she is ‘concerned that refugees are being blocked from getting aid by the government in order to pressure the KIA into signing the national ceasefire.’ ND-Burma Coordinator, Han Gyi, commented: ‘The Burmese army has long used the blocking of humanitarian aid to the most vulnerable affected by the conflict as a tool to pressure ethnic nationalities to fall in line with their agenda. This cynical power play makes the trust necessary for national reconciliation and lasting peace impossible.’

‘Starting in April 2016, the Government and military have not permitted the World Food Programme (WFP) and other international humanitarian organizations to take food or other relief supplies into areas beyond Government control. The Government issued an instruction requiring IDPs in areas beyond Government control to travel to designated distribution points in Government-controlled areas in order to collect any necessary relief supplies. Even for Government-controlled areas, international humanitarian organizations are experiencing unprecedented delays in obtaining travel authorizations for international staff and this is having an impact on humanitarian food activities in Kachin. In addition, there are concerns that access of national staff of both international and national organizations may be affected by new travel authorization processes.’

Legal immunity
Under the 2008 constitution the army retains a firm grip over its legal immunity. Even in 2015 and 2016 very few
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Cases have been taken to court. KWAT report the case of Mrs Hpaum Kum Lu, an elderly widow who was raped by a soldier on 13 April 2015. Villagers witnessed the act and caught the man from Infantry Battalion 438 of the Burmese army, bringing him before the village administrators. The villagers sent a complaint to the police station, accusing the soldier of violating various laws, including Articles 456 and 376 for rape. However, the commander of Burmese Army Infantry Battalion 438 refused to hand the soldier over to be prosecuted under civilian law, even though the villagers wanted to address the issue in a public court. January 2017 saw the second anniversary of the rape and murder of two Kachin teachers and little sign that justice for their case or for the case of Mrs Hpaum Kum Lu will ever be attained. Two encouraging exceptions to this include the sentencing of seven soldiers for killing civilians in Shan State and the sentencing of soldiers for the killing of a Kachin student in June 2016. This may provide some small hope for advocacy in the future and tentative signs the government is looking to limit the power of the military. As it is, however, the majority of victims continue to never see justice.

Conclusion

On 21 January 2017 Yanghee Lee said:

‘It is evident that the situation in Kachin and at the northern borders is deteriorating. Those in Kachin State tell me that the situation is now even worse – that the situation is now worse than at any point in the past few years. Whilst I was not able to travel to the areas most severely affected, the situation is now such that even in Myitkyina, the capital of the state and home to over 300,000 people, residents are afraid – and now stay home after dark.’

It is evident that there is considerable work to do. In December 2016 UN OHCHR said:

‘Due to the proximity of armed personnel to civilians, there are serious ongoing protection concerns that require constant monitoring and attention. Advocacy related to international humanitarian principles will need to be further strengthened…This includes issues such as distinguishing between civilians and combatants, protection of civilians against indiscriminate attacks, protection of children in armed conflict, preventing and responding to gender-based violence, freedom of movement for civilians, humanitarian access and safe passage for conflict-affected civilians.’

Their call for the strengthening of the protection of civilians and granting of humanitarian access must be priorities for the international community in response to a deteriorating situation where minorities suffer enormously. The suffering of the majority Christian ethnic Kachin is under-reported but continues to be intense and requires attention. In June 2018, in rare media coverage, both Sky News and the BBC carried reports on the attacks on Kachin civilians. Sky’s Alex Crawford reported that: ‘What we found in this forgotten part of the world was worrying evidence of a second genocidal campaign – at least that’s certainly what the Kachin people believe…Thousands have died in bombings and attacks against them carried out by the Myanmar military – and these attacks have increased substantially since January after the same forces had spent months driving the Rohingya out of the west of the country. The national forces have been using helicopters and heavy artillery to bomb Kachin rebel positions. Thousands of civilians have been stranded in the thick jungle and fled several times to escape the attacks. We spoke to many Kachin civilians who had moved multiple times to try to reach safety, some on the backs of elephants. A number spoke of attacks in or near civilians who had taken shelter in the jungle and for displaced people dotted across the region. Lashi Ökawn Ja, a mother of four now living in one of the dozens of camps in the north of Myanmar, told Sky News: ‘I am convinced the Burmese government is trying to ethnically cleanse the Kachin people. Whenever they see Kachin people they try to kill us and they rape the women, even the women who are pregnant.’ The vice president of the Kachin Independence Council (KIC), General Sumlut Gunmaw, also believes Myanmar’s authorities want to crush them. ‘Maybe their actions against us are not so sudden as their violence against the Rohingya, but their intentions are just the same. They want to eliminate us,’ he said.’

Violations of freedom of religion or belief outside Kachin and Northern Shan State

While 2011 was a negative turning point in Kachin and northern Shan States, President Thein Sein’s tenure in office saw preliminary steps towards peace in other ethnic states. In early 2012 a number of significant and lasting ceasefires were signed with the KNU, the Karenni National Progressive Party (KNPP) and the CNF. These ceasefires, which explicitly prohibit human rights abuses, have ensured that the human rights situation in Karen, Karenni and Chin State is less severe than it was in the final years of SPDC rule. However, significant challenges persist in all of these regions. Religious persecution continues and the United States Commission on International Religious Freedom said in December 2016 that the ‘new government must strive to mitigate ‘the endemic challenges Christians in Burma…have experienced for decades.’ Ongoing violations against Karen, Karenni, Chin and Naga people include widespread restrictions on the construction and renovation of Christian infrastructure, destruction of Christian crosses, violations of freedom of religious assembly, the imposition of Buddhist infrastructure in majority Christian land, intimidation and violence, and institutionalised discrimination on the basis of religion. It is also worth noting that peace has not led to the end of a military presence in areas of Karen, Karenni and Chin States. In areas where there is a significant military presence, serious violations have continued.

Restrictions on the construction and renovation of Christian infrastructure

Significant restrictions on the construction and renovation of churches or the planting of crosses remain. There are eight different levels of permission required to build a church or plant a cross, and one must receive permission from the township-level General Administrative Department (GAD) in order to do this. The GAD acts as the local government’s civil service and it is under the authority of the military-run Ministry of Home Affairs. This bureaucratic body, headed by the military, very rarely, if ever, grants applications to Christian groups that apply for permission to build churches or plant crosses.

A pastor made this point to the Chin Human Rights Organization in March 2012:

‘If you want to construct a church building, permission must be obtained from the Ministry of Religious Affairs…You will never get it, even if you ask…’

Individual Christians have been forced to circumvent the restrictions by building and buying properties in their own names, and in some cases paying bribes in order to receive permission. In ethnic areas such as Chin State or Kachin State this practice is tolerated, but the churches are technically illegal and therefore vulnerable to being clamped down upon. In 2014 all the churches in Haka, Chin State applied to have the ownership changed from private individuals to churches, but have still to receive a response. Restrictions on land ownership have extended to Christian cemeteries. Since 2012 the authorities in Kalymo (a town in Sagyin Region where many Chin live) have grabbed land from 16 cemeteries, all but two of which are Christian. In most cases families were given a chance to remove the remains of their loved ones, but no compensation was offered in any of the cases, and families were required to pay for the cost of new cemeteries. In two cases Chin Christian communities resisted the orders and had their burial sites demolished before they were able to recover the remains of loved ones. One Christian community had owned land registration documents for Tongphila cemetery for over a century. While the community, in June 2015, was in the process of negotiating with the authorities over whether the cemetery could remain, the grounds were bulldozed in the middle of the night for space protection. Meanwhile, in the case of the Santha cemetery where there had been a long negotiation process, only a few people managed to move their loved ones’ remains before they were forced to destroy the cemetery by bulldozer in May 2013.

Destruction of Christian crosses

There has been an increase in military movement in Paletwa Township in southern Chin State due to clashes between the Arakan Army and the Burmese Army. The Burmese army have occupied churches and destroyed crosses while present in the region.
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Religious persecution in Wa territory

In 2018, a new dimension to the catalogue of violations of freedom of religion or belief opened up, only this time not at the hands of the Burma Army. The ethnic armed group known as the United Wa State Army (UWSA), which has close ties to the Chinese Communist Party, launched a major crackdown on Christians in its territory, in Shan State, close to the Chinese border, on 13 September 2018. The Wa region is home to multiple ethnic groups including the Wa, Kachin, Tai, Lahu, Lisu, Kokang and Shan, who observe various religions including Buddhism, Christianity, Islam and Spiritism. Christians comprise around 30% of the estimated 450,000 Wa population.

According to the Union of Catholic and Asian News (UCAN), pastors have been detained, churches destroyed and shut down, and religious schools closed as part of a crackdown on what the UWSA has referred to as religious extremists. The UWSA has announced that all churches built after 1992 were constructed illegally and will be destroyed, and has forbidden the construction of new churches. Five churches have reportedly been destroyed and 52 have been shut down. Furthermore, undated videos have emerged online which appear to show UWSA officials destroying crosses.419 In October 2018 reports emerged of approximately 100 Christians who were released by the UWSA after being forced to sign pledges stating that they would only pray privately in their homes.420 Days later, religious leaders in the region reported that 41 male and female Bible students had been forcibly recruited into the UWSA.421 Soon after that, it was reported that a group of eight Catholic clergy and laypeople were expelled from the Wa region. These included two priests, three nuns, and three lay teachers, following an expulsion order issued on 12 October aimed at clergy who arrived in the region after 1992. In September, another priest, five nuns, and six teachers were similarly expelled. It is unclear what the motivation behind the crackdown is, although it is widely believed that China may be influencing the UWSA because it is behind the crackdown.

In areas where Christians are a small minority, such as parts of Mandalay or Magwe Region, the situation is exacerbated and Ma Ba Tha pressure has the power in certain areas to almost entirely halt Christian assembly. For example, a Chin Baptist pastor living in a Mandalay suburb has tried to gain permission to build a church since 2013, but has failed to receive permission to use the facility for worship because of pressure placed on the authorities by Ma Ba Tha. The pastor told USCIRF:

The authorities told us if you worship here, the Buddhist monks will come and stone your building and burn it down. We are very afraid of those monks. We cannot use it as a worship place so far.

Similar cases have been reported in Magwe region.

In Kalaymyo CSW interviewed several pastors who have faced difficulties in their villages. One pastor established a church in a village ten miles outside Kalay in 2009, but he said, ‘We came under a lot of pressure from the village authorities. The village monk called the military. ‘Later the military came. A Colonel forced me to sign a document agreement not to build the church. The monk did not want Christians in the village. They banned us from Sunday worship. Some members of our congregation were ex-military, so they receive an army pension. They were threatened that if they continued to worship there, their pension would be withdrawn. We were told that if we gathered with more than five people, we could be jailed.’ When one Buddhist converted to Christianity, they were shouted at by the local Buddhist monks. ‘They were called BuChrist – Buddhist-Christian – and threatened to tear it down.’ The villagers told us that they would not allow it, so he had to be taken to a cemetery outside. A Christian lady died, and again the village would not allow her burial. After some negotiation they said she could be buried, but without a cross on the grave. So her family took her to a village fourteen miles away, for a proper burial, but the villagers said they would not allow her corpse to pass through the village – so her body had to be carried a very difficult way across farmland to reach the cemetery.’

Students at the Kalaymyo Technological University founded a Christian Fellowship, and in 2008 they tried to build a small chapel. They obtained approval from the township authorities, but the villagers objected and they were forced to stop, despite having built the foundations. In 2011 students held meetings to try to restart the fellowship, and began the process to secure the villagers’ agreement for them to construct a small building. The students began construction, but villagers opposed it and threatened to tear it down. ‘The villagers told us that “A Buddhist village does not need a church,” but in fact it is not a church, it is simply a hostel for students and a small prayer room,’ one student told CSW. ‘And there are 200 Christian students living in the village. But we feel threatened. The villagers often come and attack us by throwing stones.’

In areas where Christians are in the majority, there are other complications. Chin, Kachin and Naga leaders are required to seek permission for all large worship gatherings from the General Administration Department, and there is no guarantee that permission will be granted.

Evolution: Violations of freedom of religious assembly

Article 20(1) of the UDHR says:

‘Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.’


Christians across Burma continue to face violations of this basic right. The restrictions on construction and renovation of churches are the most significant example. In one case in the Naga area, a Catholic priest has received threats and been barred from building a small church for decades by the local Buddhist monks and authorities. This has made it very difficult for the community to meet and worship, thus hindering freedom of peaceful assembly.

In areas where Christians are a small minority, such as parts of Mandalay or Magwe Region, the situation is exacerbated and Ma Ba Tha pressure has the power in certain areas to almost entirely halt Christian assembly. For example, a Chin Baptist pastor living in a Mandalay suburb has tried to gain permission to build a church since 2013, but has failed to receive permission to use the facility for worship because of pressure placed on the authorities by Ma Ba Tha. The pastor told USCIRF:

The authorities told us if you worship here, the Buddhist monks will come and stone your building and burn it down. We are very afraid of those monks. We cannot use it as a worship place so far.

Similar cases have been reported in Magwe region.

In Kalaymyo CSW interviewed several pastors who have faced difficulties in their villages. One pastor established a church in a village ten miles outside Kalay in 2009, but he said, ‘We came under a lot of pressure from the village authorities. The village monk called the military. ‘Later the military came. A Colonel forced me to sign a document agreement not to build the church. The monk did not want Christians in the village. They banned us from Sunday worship. Some members of our congregation were ex-military, so they receive an army pension. They were threatened that if they continued to worship there, their pension would be withdrawn. We were told that if we gathered with more than five people, we could be jailed.’ When one Buddhist converted to Christianity, they were shouted at by the local Buddhist monks. ‘They were called BuChrist – Buddhist-Christian – and threatened to tear it down.’ The villagers told us that they would not allow it, so he had to be taken to a cemetery outside. A Christian lady died, and again the village would not allow her burial. After some negotiation they said she could be buried, but without a cross on the grave. So her family took her to a village fourteen miles away, for a proper burial, but the villagers said they would not allow her corpse to pass through the village – so her body had to be carried a very difficult way across farmland to reach the cemetery.’

Students at the Kalaymyo Technological University founded a Christian Fellowship, and in 2008 they tried to build a small chapel. They obtained approval from the township authorities, but the villagers objected and they were forced to stop, despite having built the foundations. In 2011 students held meetings to try to restart the fellowship, and began the process to secure the villagers’ agreement for them to construct a small building. The students began construction, but villagers opposed it and threatened to tear it down. ‘The villagers told us that “A Buddhist village does not need a church,” but in fact it is not a church, it is simply a hostel for students and a small prayer room,’ one student told CSW. ‘And there are 200 Christian students living in the village. But we feel threatened. The villagers often come and attack us by throwing stones.’

In areas where Christians are in the majority, there are other complications. Chin, Kachin and Naga leaders are required to seek permission for all large worship gatherings from the General Administration Department, and there is no guarantee that permission will be granted.
On 10 March 2012 more than 1,000 delegates from 80 branches of a particular church gathered in a remote area of Matupi Township in southern Chin State. Despite having official permission to meet, several Burma Army soldiers disrupted the meeting and rebuked the village authorities for not informing them that it was occurring. A Member of Chin ethnicity who was present at the conference challenged the soldiers’ behaviour, but they still proceeded to disrupt worship proceedings at the conference for the next 24 hours.420

On Christmas Eve 2018, a Buddhist mob attacked Chin Christians in Ann Township in southern Rakhine State as they were preparing to celebrate Christmas.424 On 17 December, Christians gathering for a Christmas celebration in Kanta Kawn Township, Magway Region, were stoned by a group of unidentified men, injuring six people.423

**Imposition of Buddhist infrastructure**

Both the state and extremist nationalist monks have used their influence and resources to build Buddhist infrastructure in majority Christian areas against the wishes of the local population. The nominally civilian government of President Thein Sein freely used resources to build Buddhist infrastructure in Chin and Naga areas where churches and crosses had been destroyed. In the Naga area, local people in Tamanthi have complained to the Thai military of the use of Buddhist meteorology schools in areas where only Christians live. A pastor bemoaned the powerlessness of the local population to USCIRF, saying: ‘The government itself is the one building those monasteries, so we don’t complain to anyone.’422 Around Hakha and in other areas of Chin State, multiple monasteries have been built while crosses and churches have been demolished.

However, perhaps the most serious example of this kind of religious persecution has been undertaken by the influential monk Myaung Gyi Ngu Sayadaw, U Thuzana, who attempted to build Buddhist pagodas on sites of Christian and Muslim worship in Karen State through 2015 and 2016. U Thuzana, who died in October 2018, was the Buddhist monk who was behind the division among the ethnic Karen along religious lines and founded the DKBA, and has a long history of targeting Christians. In 2015 he claimed that he had had dreams which informed him that churches and mosques in the local area were built on the site of old Buddhist pagodas (stupas). He began to attempt to return the land to its Buddhist roots by forcibly building pagodas in the compounds of churches and mosques in 2015 and 2016.423

The first incident began on 21 August 2015, when U Thuzana led a group to start building a pagoda in a church compound in Hpa-an Township.424 This was followed by further activity in April and May 2016. On 5 April 2016 he placed a Buddhist flag inside an Anglican church and said that according to a dream this used to be the site of an old pagoda; he proceeded to initiate the building of a pagoda on the site.425 On 24 April 2016 100 people attended the opening of the pagoda. On 25 April 2016 the Sayadaw proceeded to initiate the building of a pagoda in the compound of Marakaz mosque. A little over a week later another pagoda was built near the Anglican church.

Media reports indicate that the Sayadaw ignored requests from local government officials, senior sayadaws and the leaders of the KNUA – the armed wing of the KNU – to cease his construction projects. It was only due to the tolerance and patience of local Christians and Muslims that the situation did not escalate.426 On 24 April 2016, the day that the pagoda was opened on land owned by the Anglican church, an Anglican bishop urged the local Christian population to be patient and law-abiding rather than taking justice into their own hands.

The Sayadaw was an influential monk who has the backing and protection of the DKBA, and as a result he has been able to commit these violations of freedom of religion without much opposition and with support from the local community. For instance, when he built a pagoda in Kow Taw Village, Hlaing Bwe Township on 23 April 2016, 500 villagers turned up to take part in finishing the building project.427 His position in the community means that people believed his propaganda and he was able to act against the wishes of central government authorities. The Sangha Council did request his stop, but did not have the ability to enforce their request and the government did not make any attempt to prevent him.

**Coerced conversion to Buddhism: Na Ta La schools**

Ethnic minority Christians are among some of the poorest inhabitants in Burma and there is a lack of educational provision in the areas which mean that many from Chin, Naga and other areas have been forced to send their children to Na Ta La schools. At least nine of the 33 existing Na Ta La schools are in Chin State, and one third of Na Ta La trainees are ethnic Chin which indicates that they are specifically targeted.435 The Na Ta La school system was set up by the SPDC and exploits the poor education provision in order to indoctrinate young Christian children into Buddhism.

The Na Ta La schools present themselves as boarding schools, providing accommodation and covering the costs for orphans and children from single parent or poor families. However, children at Na Ta La schools are systematically prevented from practising Christianity and are effectively required to convert. The authorities bar church attendance and enforce compulsory Buddhist worship. Buddhist literature and culture is taught on Saturdays, and many children are forced to be initiated into monkhood for a period of each year.436

The Ministry of Border Affairs has also incentivised the conversion of Na Ta La graduates by guaranteeing prestigious jobs to graduates of the school who have officially converted to Buddhism. In one case a university level Na Ta La graduate was fast-tracked to an important position in the Hakha local government ahead of Christian workers who had served for decades.437 It appears that these schools are part of an attempt by the Ministry of Border Affairs to strategically convert ethnic minority Christian youth. A senior Naga church Leader told USCIRF that the schools were the military’s ‘strategy to convert people to Buddhism. Children become Buddhist and later on they get government positions. It’s a systematic process and it must be exposed.’438

**Institutionalised discrimination on the basis of religion**

The Na Ta La schooling system is the most extreme example of institutionalised discrimination which takes place against religious minority groups in Burma. Christian educational institutions are not recognised and Christian employees are regularly overlooked for promotion within the civil service. In Hakha, the capital city of Chin State, 90% of the population is Chin and Christian, and yet all but two of the local departments are headed up by Burman Buddhists.439

One vital reason for institutionalised discrimination is the education system. For example, there are no state-run universities in Chin State, and it is a complex and prohibitively expensive process to relocate to other regions.440 Many ethnic Chin therefore choose to study at Christian institutions in Chin State, but the government refuses to officially recognise degrees from these institutions, and therefore the education system reinforces institutionalised discrimination.

In the minority of cases that Christians are promoted to positions of significant influence, Buddhist nationalists have organised significant protests. On 2 April 2016 after the State Counsellor appointed U Henry Van Thio, a Christian and a Chin, as a Vice President, nationalists convened a protest march in Yangon.441 A leading nationalist activist, U Naung Taw Lay, said the group organised the protest against the appointment of U Henry Van Thio as a Vice President, as it feared his appointment could lead to the disappearance of Buddhism from Burma. U Henry Van Thio’s appointment was a significant achievement, a sign of goodwill from the new NLD-led government, and it shows the power that the government can have to promote freedom of religion or belief for all and equal rights for all ethnicities when it chooses to do so. However, the level of protest and the false sense of paranoia that many Buddhist nationalists have in these cases, illustrates the scale of the challenge in addressing religious discrimination and intolerance in Burma.

**Intimidation and violence against Christians**

Christians have also been subject to intimidation and violence by ultra-nationalist state and non-state actors. Those who live in Buddhist majority areas are particularly vulnerable. In 2015 a mob attacked a Catholic church in Bago Region.442 Since 2013, Ma Ba...
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In his Easter message in 2015, Cardinal Bo addressed the country’s decades of ethnic conflict:

The country needs reconciliation among communities. A war rages in the northern Kachin and Shan regions... The blood of the innocents cries out for reconciliation. How long can the ethnic communities cry for justice and reconciliation? Blessed are the peacemakers. May peace be to this house (Luke 10:5). Ethnic communities are crucified in this country.

His words continue to be both apposite and haunting as we approach the end of the NLD-led government’s first term in office and the next elections in 2020. Grave violations of human rights continue to be frequent, widespread and systematic.

Outside of Kachin and northern Shan State, in areas where there have been ceasefire agreements, there have been some fragile improvements. On 7 May 2012 the CNF and the government signed a 15-point peace charter in Hakha. Point of agreement number 13 supposedly guarantees basic human rights and religious freedom for ethnic Chin nationals.442

However, the many violations of freedom of religion or belief which are recorded here from those states and which are still taking place against ethnic Chin, Kachin, Karen, Karen, Burman, Wa and Naga Christians present the worrying conclusion that the ‘special position’ granted to Buddhism in the 2008 constitution takes precedent over guarantees of religious freedom in ceasefire agreements. Although it is less widely reported, the rise of Buddhist nationalism impacts not only Muslims but also Christians and others, and makes Burma an uncomfortable place for minorities of all stripes. CSW concluded the 2007 report, Carrying the Cross, with a quote from a Chin pastor which sums up the desires of Christians across Burma:

‘Please let the world know we want freedom. Freedom, just freedom. Freedom to speak, freedom to worship, freedom to praise God, freedom to work, freedom to learn, freedom to write. Just freedom.’453

Conclusion

In his Easter message in 2015, Cardinal Bo addressed the country’s decades of ethnic conflict:
The international community’s response

After the genocides of Rwanda and Srebrenica, world leaders promised repeatedly: ‘Never again.’ In Burma the warning signs of crimes against humanity, ethnic cleansing and genocide against the Rohingya, and crimes against humanity and war crimes against the Kachin, Shan and other ethnic groups, have been clear for much of the past decade or more. Indications of rising intolerance, exhibited by hate speech and sporadic violence, have been in evidence for some time. Threats to freedom of religion or belief have been clear for many years. The international community has responded often with good rhetoric, including calls for an end to impunity and action to address accountability. What has been lacking has been specific practical action.

The United Nations has provided an important space for the international community and civil society to collaborate in advocating for victims of human rights abuses. The Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Burma, whose mandate was first established in 1992, has consistently provided accurate and authoritative analysis of the situation in Burma. The Special Rapporteur’s research has fed into other United Nations mechanisms such as the Human Rights Council, the General Assembly and the Universal Periodic Review, which have held the government of Burma to account.

Alongside this, the United States and the European Union have issued strong statements urging Burma to change. Both maintained sanctions until 2012. However, between 2013 and 2016, as Burma took the first preliminary steps towards democratisation, sanctions were lifted – many would argue prematurely.

Civil society, the media and international human rights advocates have rightly spoken extensively about the crisis in Rakhine State, but the conflict in Kachin and northern Shan State, and wider religious intolerance throughout the country, have often been ignored.

Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar

The mandate of the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar was first established in 1992 under the Commission on Human Rights Resolution 58, and extended annually. Yanghee Lee is the current Special Rapporteur and has provided an important commentary on the situation on human rights in Burma. On 28 October 2016 she remarked that:

‘Significant steps forward have been made and the government deserves to be congratulated, but the success story is not yet complete. The international community has a responsibility to continue to encourage the changes needed to ensure that everyone in Myanmar can access their fundamental human rights – regardless of their race, religion, ethnicity, socio-economic status or location.’

The Special Rapporteur has consistently presented a balanced account of the situation. Keen on improving international dialogue with the Burmese government, she has laid emphasis both on the improvements and remaining challenges since 2014.

She has highlighted that there are positive developments in Burma:

- The peaceful general elections in November 2015 were welcomed as marking ‘a new chapter in Myanmar’s history.’
- The government’s 100 day action plan, announced on 30 March 2016, was broadly aligned with the priority areas set out in the Special Rapporteur’s previous report.
- The government secured the release of 200 political prisoners.

She has also laid emphasis upon the fact that major work has to continue in the following areas:

- While many prisoners have been released, there are still many political prisoners in detention.
- There are multiple concerns associated with existing ethnic conflict, including the abuse of child soldiers, violence against civilians and the use of torture.
- Rakhine State continues to publish local orders which are discriminatory in law and practice.
- Internally displaced persons are not adequately supported in Rakhine State and other regions.


United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, ‘Significant steps forward have been made and the government deserves to be congratulated, but the success story is not yet complete. The international community has a responsibility to continue to encourage the changes needed to ensure that everyone in Myanmar can access their fundamental human rights – regardless of their race, religion, ethnicity, socio-economic status or location.’
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The Special Rapporteur issued a number of strongly worded statements following the crackdown in Rakhine State which began on 9 October 2016. On 18 November 2016 she criticised the military for the abuses committed in the crackdown, saying: ‘The security forces must not be given carte blanche to step up their operations under the smokescreen of having allowed access to an international delegation. Urgent action is needed to bring resolution to the situation... It is not acceptable that for six weeks there was a complete lockdown, with no access to the affected areas.’

On 6 January 2017 Yanghee Lee launched an official visit to assess the developments in the country. At her final press conference on 29 January 2017 she flagged up her concerns about the situation in Kachin and Northern Shan State and Rakhine State.466

On the situation in Rakhine State she said, ‘I believe another important relationship that requires trust building is the relationship between the people and the Government, particularly with the security forces in this instance. By conducting a security operations [sic] with seemingly little regard for the rights and dignity of the majority population residing in the affected areas, the security forces have further weakened the trust the Muslim population had cautiously put into the new Government.’

Concerning Kachin State she said, ‘The plight of people in this area is too often overlooked, but sadly, here too, people are suffering and the hope generated by the outcome of the 2015 elections is starting to wane. People are suffering and the hope generated by the building of the relationship between the people and the government to take concrete steps to improve the human rights situation nationally.’

The 70th sitting of the UN General Assembly came to similar conclusions as the Human Rights Council.472 The positive developments and the free democratic election were noted, while particular concern was raised about the marginalisation of Rohingya people in Rakhine State. As a result of Human Rights Council Resolution 29/21, on 20 June 2016 the then United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights submitted an in-depth report into the treatment of the Rohingya Muslims and other minorities.473

In her most recent report, published in March 2019, the Special Rapporteur reiterates her view that ‘the pervasive nature of hate speech is alarming’. She recommended immediate action to address the national elementary school curriculum, which includes lessons and textbooks containing ‘discriminatory and incendiary material’. She cites a lesson on patriotic spirit which says that ‘we loathe those of mixed blood, for they prohibit the progression of a race’. As she argues, ‘Teaching children these ideas promotes racial superiority and disharmony.’ She also highlighted continuing concerns regarding Facebook’s failure to adequately stop the proliferation of hate speech.474 According to a news report in The Irrawaddy, the Ministry of Education has now ordered the removal from the civic education curriculum of the lesson which the Special Rapporteur referred to, following an open letter by more than 100 civil society groups to the President registering a complaint about this lesson.475

UN Human Rights Council and General Assembly

The conclusions and responses of the United Nations Human Rights Council and the General Assembly have been well informed by the work of the Special Rapporteur. On 23 March 2016 the Human Rights Council welcomed ‘positive developments in Myanmar towards political and economic reform, national reconciliation, good government and rule of law, and the efforts made to promote and protect human rights.’476 It also welcomed the peaceful transition of power. Yet the Council also expressed concerns about the situation. It emphasised ‘serious concerns’ about the human rights situation in Rakhine State and the treatment of the Rohingya, and called on the government to take concrete steps to improve the human rights situation nationally.

The new Government has inherited a situation where laws and policies are in place that are designed to deny fundamental rights to minorities, and where impunity for serious violations against such communities has encouraged further violence against them, the UN High Commissioner said. ‘It will not be easy to reverse such entrenched discrimination. This will be a challenging process that requires resolve, resources and time. But it must be a top priority to halt ongoing violations and prevent further ones taking place against Myanmar’s ethnic and religious minorities.’

In response to the publication on 3 February 2017 of a ‘Flash Report’ by the OHCHR in Bangladesh on the situation in Rakhine State, which contained shocking and harrowing allegations about Rakhine State, the High Commissioner responded with a heartfelt plea: ‘The Government of Myanmar must immediately halt these grave human rights violations against its own people, instead of continuing to deny they have occurred, and accepts [sic] the responsibility to ensure that victims have access to justice, reparations and safety.

The killing of people as they prayed, fished to feed their families or slept in their homes, the brutal beating of children as young as two and an elderly woman aged 80 – the perpetrators of these violations, and those who ordered them, must be held accountable.’477

Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein’s comments and the Special Rapporteur’s report to the Human Rights Council in March 2017 led to the tabling and passage of a landmark resolution on human rights in Burma by the Human Rights Council, which, although falling short of a Commission of Inquiry, established an independent international fact-finding mission to investigate alleged human rights violations.478 It also welcomed the assistance of the UN and the government of Burma disassociated itself from the resolution.

Burma’s identity crisis

The Universal Periodic Review

The second cycle of the Universal Periodic Review - which took place before the crisis in Rakhine State - emphasised positive developments while also providing criticism.460 Burma’s presentation made a number of positive claims. They expressed their intention to guarantee human rights, engage internationally, and broker a national ceasefire.461 However, the government accepted that it must accede to core human rights conventions including the Convention against Torture and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Of the accepted recommendations, 28 were associated with the rights of the child, and 25 were to improve women’s rights.462

An analysis of the Burmese government’s response to the recommendations of the Universal Periodic Review is revealing. The government accepted 213 recommendations, 33 of which were regarding ratifying international instruments. The government accepted that it must accede to core human rights conventions including the Convention against Torture and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Of the accepted recommendations, 28 were associated with the rights of the child, and 25 were to improve women’s rights.463

However, the government did not make similar positive commitments on freedom of religion or belief-related issues. They consistently rejected calls to repeal the ‘Protection of Race and Religion Laws’ and to refuse to acknowledge the existence of the Rohingya people group, and thus ignored all petitions on their behalf. They also rejected all calls to ratify the Rome Statute of the ICC.

Evaluating the United Nations’ response

The United Nations has repeatedly called Burma to account over its human rights abuses. The Special Rapporteur has ensured that while the positive developments have been celebrated, the international community has continued to call the government of Burma to account over its troubling human rights record. Regrettably, however, while the government has been keen to respond to calls to improve women’s rights or the rights of children, it has been less responsive to freedom of religion or belief-related calls, taking little notice of indictments of Ma Ba Tha, the Four ‘Protection of Race and Religion Laws’, or the treatment of the Rohingya minority in Rakhine State.

The decision to establish a fact-finding mission was a significant positive step forward. Although it fell short of a full Commission of Inquiry, it produced a report that is clear, comprehensive and damning.464 Although the Special Rapporteur has emphasised the situation in Kachin and northern Shan States, there were no recommendations made in the 2015 Universal Periodic Review cycle which referenced IDPs in Kachin specifically, and this reflects the fact that the Kachin have been relatively neglected in international commentary on the situation.

Other international actors

The United Nations traditionally has led the international community’s condemnation of abuses in Burma. The State Department has designated Burma as a ‘Country of Particular Concern’ every year since 1999 under the International Religious Freedom Act. Their concern about the human rights situation and military rule meant that up until December 2016, they imposed sanctions on Burma. The State Department’s annual human rights report for 2018 commented that the key remaining violations include ‘reports of unlawful and arbitrary killings by security forces; torture; harassment and sometimes life-threatening prison conditions; political prisoners; arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy; arbitrary arrest and prosecution of journalists; and criminalization of defamation; substantial interference with the rights of peaceful assembly and freedom of association, including arrests of peace protesters and restrictions on civil society activity; restrictions on religious freedom; significant restrictions on freedom of movement, in particular for Rohingya; corruption by some officials; unlawful use of child soldiers by the government; trafficking in persons; crimes involving violence or threats targeting members of national, ethnic, and religious minorities; and the use of forced and child labor’.465 In October 2016 President Obama pledged to lift sanctions on Burma after discussion with Aung San Suu Kyi. He remarked that it was the ‘right thing to do in order to ensure that the people of Burma see rewards from a new way of doing business and a new government’.466 One of his statements on 2 December 2016 was to actively lift these sanctions. He remarked that there had been ‘substantial progress in improving human rights’.467

The European Union lifted sanctions during the tenure of President Thein Sein in April 2013.468 Since then the Council of the European Union has advocated a conciliatory policy which prioritises dialogue over censure. In June 2016 they released a set of conclusions on EU strategy with Burma.469 The Council of the EU was keen to emphasise positive developments that have taken place, praising the release of political prisoners and the peaceful transition of government. It takes a more positive view of government efforts to deal with the situation in Rakhine State than other reports, and suggests that the Council is looking forward to fostering dialogue with the new government. In line with this policy of dialogue, the European Union praised the government’s establishment of the Rakhine Investigation Commission in December 2016.470 Humanitarian aid restrictions in Rakhine, Kachin and northern Shan States received more universal international censure than other human rights abuses. On 9 December 2016, 14 countries including the United States released a joint statement calling on Burma to stop blocks on aid in the northern part of Rakhine State.471 The United Nations’ signature on this statement was undermined by the removal of sanctions on only days previously.

The United Kingdom was a notable non-signatory to this open letter. For several years Britain opted to protect its relationship with Suu Kyi’s government, and continued to condemn human rights abuses. On 10 June 2017, the British government increased its censure. In June 2017 this has changed, and the British government has become more vocal, with visits to the country by British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson in February 2018 and his successor Jeremy Hunt in September 2018. It is worth noting, however, that the European Union and the United Kingdom did support the resolution calling for the independent fact-finding mission at the Human Rights Council, which suggests that positive advocacy continues but may be taking place privately.

Another international bloc which has been more publicly vocal since October 2016 is the G7. At a meeting on 19 January 2017, then Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak declared that ‘the killing must stop. The violation of girls must stop.’472 He was joined by other leaders of Islamic nations in strongly condemning human rights violations.

However, the government’s response to the crisis in Rakhine State.

Evaluating international action

In 2016 Western nations chose to give Aung San Suu Kyi’s government diplomatic space and the chance to establish itself without international condemnation. The United States’ decision to remove sanctions, the United Kingdom’s public silence, and the European Union’s emphasis on ‘constructive’ dialogue must be understood in relation to the NLD’s accession to power. In August 2016, in an unprecedented move, Aung San Suu Kyi invited Kofi Annan to chair the Advisory Commission on the situation in Rakhine State. The invitation of a foreigner to help foster peace in Burma’s most tense political situation was a sign of the NLD government’s willingness to engage with the international community. However, such engagement has been profoundly set back by the Burmese government’s response to the crisis in Rakhine State.
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468 APHR, a group of Parliamentarians from member states of the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN), has also been vocal, issuing support following a visit to the refugee camps in Bangladesh in March 2018.
469 There has been an important response to human rights abuses by members of international civil society. On 29 December 2016 twenty-three of the world’s most prominent human rights voices, including a dozen Nobel Laureates such as Malala Yousafzai, Archbishop Desmond Tutu and Jose Ramos-Horta, wrote an open letter calling on the United Nations Security Council to intervene to end ‘ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity in Rakhine’. If we fail to take action, they argued, ‘people may starve to death if they are not killed with bullets, and we may end up being passive observers of crimes against humanity which will lead us once again to wring our hands belatedly’. The attacks in Rakhine State have received condemnation and extensive coverage in international media outlets including the BBC, the Guardian, the Wall Street Journal, the Washington Post, and the New York Times. In addition, in early February 2017 the Pope and Burma’s Cardinal Charles Maung Bo separately declared their condemnation of abuses taking place.
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In the words of CSW’s East Asia Team Leader, Benedict Rogers and Jan Figel, the European Union’s Special Envoy for freedom of religion or belief in the Wall Street Journal in February 2017: ‘A year ago the world celebrated Burma’s peaceful transition to democracy, but it’s now clear that the military is determined to hang on to much of its power. Under the constitution, the military remains in control of the Home Affairs, Border Affairs and Defense ministries, meaning Ms. Suu Kyi’s leadership is tenuous. While she could have done more to speak out, she does not control the troops. Only Gen. Min Aung Hlaing, the commander-in-chief, has the power to stop the killing and rapes.’

In a further article in August 2018, Mr Rogers and Mr Figel concluded that: ‘Ending impunity is essential because history shows that if those who perpetrate crimes against humanity get away with it, they or others will take it as a signal that they can repeat the same crimes. We warned of this 18 months ago.’

The military are the major perpetrators of abuses across Burma and their continuing control means that the conciliatory policies pushed through by many Western nations are perhaps premature. The United States’ decision to lift sanctions, as reports of the worst human rights abuses in Rakhine State emerged, undermined the diplomatic efforts made by the United States to pressure the government. It is essential that countries do not allow the mirage of a supposedly quasi-democratic transition to blind them to the need to address the question of impunity, and the need for accountability for some of the most serious crimes under international law.

It is right that the OIC nations speak up but it is vital that they are not the sole voice. This must be an international human rights issue, not a ‘Muslim’ issue. A cynical reading of Najib’s actions would see his advocacy for human rights issue, not a ‘Muslim’ issue. A cynical reading of Najib’s actions would see his advocacy for human rights as an attempt to distract from domestic pressure. The persecution of Rohingyas is to some extent motivated by a fear of Islam; if it is only Muslims speaking out, that could exacerbate rather than constructively resolve the situation.

Furthermore, failure by the West to stand for the rights of Muslims in Burma, and particularly to seek accountability for genocide and crimes against humanity, could fuel radicalisation and extremism around the world. The Ohio State attacker in November 2016 claimed that he was aware of Burma’s Muslims which pushed him to a ‘boiling point’ and led him to conduct a knife attack in the United States.

The best way of supporting the continuing cause of democracy and human rights continues to be to apply pressure, and therefore the decision to establish an independent Fact-Finding Mission was particularly welcome. The Fact-Finding Mission’s report provides a roadmap for actions by both the Burmese government and the international community, and its recommendations should be implemented without delay.

The growing crisis in Kachin and northern Shan State is also notably absent from international diplomatic discourse and media coverage. The situation in Rakhine State is severe and rightly requires attention, but grievous human rights abuses in Kachin and northern Shan State have not received the attention they deserve in international media and political discourse. The situation was not referenced in the Universal Periodic Review (UPR) or by many international actors speaking out about Burma, yet the situation in Kachin State has escalated in parallel to that of Rakhine State and requires action.

On 15 March 2016 Cardinal Charles Maung Bo spoke at a side event at a meeting of the United Nations Human Rights Council. He said:

‘My country, Myanmar, now stands on the threshold of hope. After over half a century of brutal oppression at the hands of a succession of military regimes, and after more than sixty years of civil war, we now have the possibility to begin to build a new Myanmar, to develop the values of democracy, to better protect and promote human rights, to work for peace. Myanmar has woken to a new dawn, with the first democratically elected government led by our Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and the National League for Democracy. We have a chance – for the first time in my lifetime – of making progress towards reconciliation and freedom as a nation. There is a vibrant civil society and a freer media. We know that while evil has an expiry date, hope has no expiry date.

‘And yet there is a very, very long way to go; there are many, many challenges to confront; and no one should think that the election of the new government means that our struggle is over. It is just the very beginning.’

His message juxtaposed hope and enormous challenge in a way which still resonates today. The international community must unite to help the NLD government establish a rooted democracy where human rights and the rule of law is respected; challenge the egregious violations of human rights in Rakhine and Kachin State; hold the perpetrators of grave crimes to account; and work for peace and reconciliation among Burma’s ethnic and religious communities.

Pope Francis in address to government authorities, civil society activists and diplomats, Naypyidaw, 28 November 2017

‘We Muslims have lived here for 200 years with no problems – but now there is absolutely no communication with our Buddhist neighbours. We don’t dare greet each other on the street.’

A Muslim in Ayela, near Naypyidaw

‘Myanmar has been blessed with great natural beauty and resources, yet its greatest treasure is its people, who have suffered greatly, and continue to suffer, from civil conflict and hostilities that have lasted all too long and created deep divisions... The healing of those wounds must be a paramount political and spiritual priority... in an attempt to end violence, to build trust and to ensure respect for the rights of all who call this land their home.’

Conclusions

At the heart of the question facing Burma is, what is its identity? Does Burma wish to be a country that respects and celebrates the diversity of the different people who inhabit it, and who have lived on its soil for generations, or does it want to be the preserve of one race, one language, one religion?

If it is the latter, then it will proceed further along the path of hatred, violence, war and, ultimately, crimes against humanity and genocide, and will reap nothing other than the condemnation of the international community and a return to the pariah status with which it lived for decades.

If, however, Burma wishes to open up to and engage the world, it must open up to and engage its own people, of all religions and races, and ensure they have an equal stake in its future.

The violence did not start on 25 August 2017,' a young Rohingya, Nurul, told CSW when he was interviewed in a refugee camp in Bangladesh. 'Rohingyas have been subjected to discrimination in Burma since the military coup in 1962. Ever since then they have been implementing plans to drive us out one by one. It started before I was born. But the violence has become unbearable. People are dying, dying, and the cemeteries are full. What shall we do?'

Kachins in northern Burma are starting to say very similar things. ‘The people have been suffering for 60 years since the end of colonial rule. Rape, sexual violence, torture, and arbitrary arrest are just some of the human-rights abuses that have been meted out,’ Francis Zau Tu, a Kachin activist who visited London as part of a delegation from northern Burma hosted by CSW, told the Church Times. ‘The military and government make ethnic people seem wicked, and want to wipe them out. We will continue to suffer and flee unless we kick out the military dictatorship. Otherwise, generation to generation will suffer, as it already has.’

Chins and other Christians, and Muslims throughout the country, feel similarly.

Yet at heart, despite everything they have been through, they all regard Burma as their home. All they desire is the freedom to be who they wish to be, and believe what they wish to believe. Rohingyas, for example, are clear in their minds where they belong. ‘We are not “stateless”’, said Nurul. ‘We were born in Burma. Bangladesh isn’t our country, it is just for survival. Rakhine State is our ancestral land. We don’t want to sit here eating dahl - we should go back to Burma. We want to stay together with other ethnic peoples, to live in harmony, to study, trade, work, play together, like we did before. We want to love each other. What we want is our fundamental rights, and we need the help of the international community.’

In her speech welcoming Pope Francis to Burma in November 2018, Aung San Suu Kyi offered a rare vision of hope. ‘Our nation is a rich tapestry of different peoples, languages and religions, woven on a backdrop of vast natural potential,’ she said. ‘It is the aim of our Government to bring out the beauty of our diversity and to make it our strength, by protecting rights, fostering tolerance, ensuring security for all.’

If that aim is to be fulfilled then, as this report has detailed, key to peace, reconciliation and democratisation in Burma is the promotion and protection of freedom of religion or belief for everyone. Reform of discriminatory and repressive laws, action to tackle hate speech and promote meaningful, practical, grassroots inter-religious harmony and dialogue, reform of the education system to promote better understanding, and action to end impunity and ensure accountability are the steps that are needed to take Burma away from the path of hatred and conflict. Only then can Burma resolve its identity crisis.
## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APHR</td>
<td>ASEAN Parliamentarians for Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARSA</td>
<td>Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNF</td>
<td>Chin National Front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKBA</td>
<td>Democratic Karen Buddhist Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBC</td>
<td>Kachin Baptist Convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIA</td>
<td>Kachin Independence Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIC</td>
<td>Kachin Independence Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIO</td>
<td>Kachin Independence Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNU</td>
<td>Karen National Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNLA</td>
<td>Karen National Liberation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNPP</td>
<td>Karenni National Progressive Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KWAT</td>
<td>Kachin Women’s Association Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSF</td>
<td>Médecins Sans Frontières</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLD</td>
<td>National League for Democracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC</td>
<td>National Registration Card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIC</td>
<td>Organisation of Islamic Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLORC</td>
<td>State Law and Order Restoration Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPDC</td>
<td>State Peace and Development Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td>United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN OCHA</td>
<td>United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCIRF</td>
<td>US Commission on International Religious Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDP</td>
<td>Union Solidarity and Development Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWSA</td>
<td>United Wa State Army</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CSW is a human rights organisation advocating for freedom of religion or belief, and as Christians we stand with everyone facing injustice because of their religion or belief.